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The news is out. And it's too exciting

output (with a 9.6V battery) and long

handheld FM transceivers offer

hours between charges. The secret's

numerous category -leading features and

in the FET power module, a world first

first-class performance. So it's hats off to

and TH-42E (430 MHz) redefine hand-

in this class for sophisticated power

Kenwood - the transceivers that cap the

held communications, with a palm -size

management.

rest.

to keep under your hat.
Kenwood's new TH-22E (144MHz)

format and impressive performance.

They're small and light enough to
carry anywhere, but offer over 5 watts

Other features? From the user
friendly menu system to the 40 EEPROM

memory channels, Kenwood's new
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WHAT EVER YOU NEED
WE'VE GOT THE LOT!
TEL: 081-951 5782 To find out more or see

us

at Picketts Lock 12th/13th March
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ALINCO*
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Where to find us

PM

''''''' °""i

NB: All prices include VAT

-081-951 5782

132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 TEL

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to Ml. M25: A406
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* FREE PARKING *

240 pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products

II/

kJ

New section of entertainment and accessories
including disco equipment, audio mixers, car
amplifiers, crossovers, speakers and boosters

> Complete range of Velleman kits now stocked

The latest scanning receivers and accessories

New Ni-cad batteries and chargers
New range of telephone equipment and accessories

Published December 1993
Available from most large newsagents
or direct from Cirkit

copy today!

0.,..LOND
AMATEURN

* Outside office hours (Sales) 0850 586313 * Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *

'fign

). 100's new products

Send for your

ii_

DELIVERY:- (UK MAIN) 24HR £10, 48HR £7.50

Sales:- (Phone/Fax)

Eff's worth of discount vouchers

VC300DLP 300W ATU foci Dummy Load

£225 £209 Free P&P

MUT-7100

). New direct phone lines for prompt service

16 more pages

HF SPECIALS
YAESU

The new enlarged
Catalogue is out now!

OPEN:-sAT

*MON

Cirkit

1.=11
tccee.

VISA

CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Park Lane Broxbourne Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ
Park

Telephone (0992) 448899 Fax (0992) 471314
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400 Edgware Road, London W2

f;,1

Telephone: 071-723 5521 Fax: 071 402 9305

NORMAN G4TI-11

Opening times: 9.30am-5.30pm Tuesday - Friday. 10am-4.30pm Saturday

SA450

2 way aerial
changeover switch
2.5KW 5012
Isolation 20m12.

Insertion loss 0.2dB

only £1 4.50
THE NEW STANDARD C4O8

The latest in the "standard"
range is probably the
smallest set yet produced.

Normally
24hr
despatch but
please allow
7 days for
delivery.

VISA

Standard C168/C468

5W RF power at 12V
DTMF paging and squelch
40 memory channels
144 - 147.995MHz
Multi -frequency steps
5.5 to 16 VDC operating
voltage
New low price £199 with cell case
or E239 with CNB 160 nicad and
wall charger

It has 230 MW R.F.

output from 2 x AA
cells - ideal for local
Q.S.O's and repeater
working. An idea that
comes to mind for
those of you with dual
banders that
will act as a
repeater, is

that you

will have a

portable
micro-

phone
anywhere
around the
house!

£229

We are main agents for

- ICOM
Yaesu - Alinco
AOR - Datong - Jaybeam Diamond Meters
& Aerials
Please phone for your
requirements

STANDARD
C528
Dual band
simultaneous
transmit/
receive 20
channels.
Now includes
nicad and
wall charger

£399

STANDARD
C188 -2m

C488-7oc
Special

Offer

£279
ind
nicads
and
charger

Standard C558

144 - 147.995MHz
Simultaneous reception
3 -way frequency
selection
Dual band with AM
20 channels

£429 with cell case

£449 with nicad and wall charger

SEE US AT PICKETTS LOCK
STAND B IN THE GREEN HALL

LONDON

AMATEUR RADIO &
COMPUTER SHOW

Lee Electronics
Practical Wireless, March 1994
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WATERS
&
STANTON
UK'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
Ten-Tec Scout £499

Ham Radio Catalogue

New! AOR-3030
Receiver £689

From the Super Store with all the
good prices and friendly staff.

30kHz-30MHz

Get your FREE copy
today. It's packed with
information and de

tails of our products.
Send 2 first class
stamps. Simply scan
through the pages to

SSB/CW 1.8MHz-30MHz Capability!
* 5-50Watts Output SSB/CW
* Plug-in Band Modules (40m included.)
* Variable Xtal Filter 500Hz-2.4kHz
* VSWR, Power & S -meter
* Full Break-in Built-in Speaker
* 100Hz resolution 12 Volt operation
Just arrived from USA. It's the cheapest HF rig with
the famous Ten-Tez Pedigree. Just pay for the bands you
want. Extra band modules £39.95. Measuring 2.5" x 7.25" x
9.75" it is ideal for mobile, base or portable. Only available
direct from us. Plus a full 12 month UK backed warranty.

Special Yupiteru Purchase.
MVT-5000

Scanner

£229.95

We've managed to purchase the last
production run of this receiver at a special
price. Full coverage of all the popular
channels including the full aircraft.
marine and ham bands etc. Compare the
cost of its competitors! This is a fully
specified scanner that comes from the
most respected name. Yupiteru. 1(0
memories and a highly sensitive receiver.

FREE!

card number. We'll tell
you

on

the

rare

occasion if its not in stock and ask you if you
want us to hold the order. Look at our Mail
Order Code. Can you risk dealing with

... on most models,

Cuts out almost all noise including power lines, static,
ignition, hetrodynes. etc. Pass bands down to 30Hz and
bands to suit. Packet RTTY and Amtor etc. Brings the

This amplifier converts your 2m
FM handheld into a 30W output
mobile or base system_

RF sensing

This is a well made unit which
we have purchased at a silly
price. We have limited stocks at
this price and you have a full 12

months UK warranty. Ask us
nicely and we'll send it post free!

On Glass Antennas
Models for:

2 metres

Dual Band
Scanners 30-1300MHz
Here's Just what you want for the
modern car. These antennas mount
firmly on the glass surface and come
with internal matching box and 17ft
of coax cable. You get low VSWR and
no scratches on the car. Want to
remove it? Just purchase the optional
kit that enables the aerial to be safely
removed and re -mounted with new
disposable parts.
GM -144 2m

GM -270 2m/70cm
TGSP Scanner

£29.95
£39.95
£32.95

Kenwood Icom Yaesu

for FM
Beams

144-WHS, 5 el, 2m
144-WH8, 8 el, 2m
144-WHIO, 10 el, 2m
435-WH8, 8 el, 70cms
435-WH12, 12 el, 70cms
435-WM15, 15 el, 70cms
KSB-50, Vertical mounting kit
KSB-80, Heavy duty offset boom

P335

We can give you a good deal. One that is fair to you,
competitive, yet allows us to give you an honest warranty
backed up by our own service department. We could shave
another 5% off the price, send your rig back to the suppliers
when it goes wrong and make all kinds of excuses why it is
taking so long. That's not our way. We are here to serve you
before, during and after your purchase. Call us old fashioned
if you like. Better still call us on 0702 206835!

£29.95
£41.95
£49.95
£29.95
£39.95
£44.95
£9.95
£24.95

* 20 Memories
* 2 Watls Output
* Wide -hand IN
* Key -pad entry
* Full scanning

MFJ-1278 Data Controller
10 Modes

World Leader

£339

The most advanced and best value product of its kind on the market.
Ideal for TX or just receive, you will be enthralled for days with the
capabilities of this item. All you need to add is an IBM PC, receiver or
transceiver and software. Most modes can be operated using shareware

Price Crusher!
ADI - 2m & 70cms
Hand-helds

£199 (2m Version)
We've cut the price to the bone
on these rigs. You get great value,
guaranteed reliability and superb
performance. Fully featured, these
rigs are well recommended for the
beginner or experienced user. You
get two dry packs, one taking 4 AA
cells, the other 6 x AA cells. The
70cms model is ideal for the
NOVICE operator. By direct selling
these we have been able to offer
you the very best value. Includes
aerial and belt clip. Ni-cads and
chargers extra.

or MF.1-1284 pack at £29.95. For Fax & SSTV you need the 1289
software pack for E69.95. Come and see our demo unit in action.
There's lots of activity (14.065-14.080) and data comes through at
speeds faster than you can type! Even when signals are weak. All in a
narrow bandwidth that even 250Hz filters can pass!

REVEX Power Checker
LED display Power
0.3-5 Watts
BNC connector
20MHz - 1300MHz

£34.95
PC -705

Just like Rubber Duck
Amazing device. Just plug into any handheld,
CB or cellular phone to read the power.
Levels are 0.3/0.5/ l/2/3/5W.

DIAMOND VSWR Meters
The Best!

AD -145

2m model

£199

AD -450

70cms model

£219

All accessories now in stock
4

and quote your credit

ectoloque

HF Rig Discounts!

£299

The only ones
you can mount
vertically
without loss!

2m 30W Mobile for £59!

12d111 power gain

find what you want.
lift up the telephone

anybody else?

W9GR DSP Audio Filter

MASPRO

Includes ni-cads
AC charger
12v Cigar lead, softcase,
Antenna, Earpiece

SO-239/BNC plug
12-I4V DC
74 x 50 x 24mm

gmetto Communications

can make an SSB signal with band noise sound just like a
local FM signal!
Amazing device that has rocked the USA. It's not cheap at
£299 but when you hear it you'll realise how much it can cut
down listening fatigue.

AM -FM

1.6W Input
Ideal fur FM

looking professional job that really looks the business. Phone or
write for information. And remember. you get a good solid deal
from us and a meaningful warranty.

STANTON

wanted audio up and reduces the noise by several 5 -points! It

25MHz - 550MHz
800Mhz - 1300MHz

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The latest receiver from AOR is amazing value using Collins
fitters it boasts 7 different modes and frequency steps down to
5Hz. You get 100 memory channels and a lovely silky smooth
tuning drive. We've tried it and it really is a beauty. Not the
plastic gloss finish of many Japanese receivers. but a good

WATERS
WATERS &

SX-100 1.6 - 60MHz 3kW
SX-200 1.8 - 200MHz 200W
SX-400 140 - 525MHz 200W
SX-600 L8 - 525MHz 200W

£132.95
£92.95
£109.95
£134.95

For details of the full range including the automatic models.
send for our catalogue.
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HAM RADIO PRODUCTS

0702 206835
or 204965

ALINCO - factory fresh from the importers!

LED's are OUT!

2m Tx Dual -Band Rx
With Spectrum Display

NOW
AVAILABLE

DJ -480E
70cms

£259

DJ-180EB
£229
2m Budget Class Rig
10 memories (Expandable)

Auto Power Off
Scanning & wide -band Rx
Rotary Control
Ni-cads & Charger
You won't purchase a better quality
rig at this price. Derived from their
commercial design, this rig is tough and
reliable. Ideal as a second rig or/and
appealing to those who don't want all
the frills (and the expense). Get the
adaptor and you can make it into a 5
Watt mobile! And if 2 metres gets
boring or goes quiet, you can always
listen between 130MHz and 174MHz to
pass the time. Get the full details now.

80 memories, 2 Watts on
nicads. 5 Watts on I2V. But the
unique feature is the Spectrum
Display. The bargraph shows the

strength of the signal you are
receiving plus the strength of
signals on the 3 channels either
side. Watch a Spectrum Display

of the activity as you tune the
band.

It's

the

most amazing

handheld we have seen!

DR -130E 2m Mobile
Wide -Band Rx
42 Memories
Full Duplex

The DJ -580E is the latest
feature -packed handheld from

ALINCO. You get ALINCO
tough engineering and excellent
reliability. You even get AM
airband receive. No corners have
been cut with the DJ -580E and
to add to its pedigree, it has been
selected by many groups for

RAYNET operation. No doubt
because of its auto repeater
mode. Get the facts today and
find out more about this lovely
rig.

MFJ-203
Dip Meter

50 Watts Output
20 Memories
CTCSS Encoder

Time Out Feature
Channel or Freq. Disp ay
Compact size

This is the newest mobile rig to come from ALINCO and
with 50 Watts output it really does pack a punch. Its
simple front panel belies its many features yet making
operation safer. You can switch between frequency
display or channel numbers; nice for "on the move"
operation. Frequency control is by rotary control or
up/down buttons on the mic. Repeater access is taken care
of by the 1750Hz tone with reverse repeater in an instant.
And if you get tired of 2 metres you can always listen to
the segment 130MHz-174MHz. Everything you need to
mount and operate the rig is supplied. Just connect 13.8V.

The '203' is a brand new idea in dip meters.
It uses a single probe for complete coverage
of 1.8-30MHz. None of the old vices of dip
meters! Handbook tells you how to measure
resonance, velocity factors, capacitance,
inductance, circuit Q and other parameters.

* Compact and Rugged
* 14 Full -function Memories
* Reverse Repeater

* Programmed Scanning * Rx 130 - 174MHz
aLINCO

imported

bottom section and stainless steel top adjustable whip.

Highly efficient and with 3/8" stud thread. We can
supply matching bases or PL -259 adaptor.

PHF-80m Antenna
PHF-160m Antenna
P1-259 Adaptor
3401 3 section magnetic mount
A135-10, 15, 20, 40 & 80 5 bander £79.95

* Pocket size 10MHz standard
* 50 Ohm BNC
COMES

* Highly sensitive
Ni-cads and charger
* Serial etc.

WITH
NICADS +
CHARGER

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY
We've got the new 3rd edition in stock.
Is it legal or is it not? Get your copy
before the whole lot get taken off the
market! As a service to our many mail
order customers we are offering this

post free.

£16.95

W -21E

* 5W Max
* 70 memories
g-41.341
* Auto Power Off
* Very Compact
* Scaning Modes
* Illuminated Display
Big Savings

Full Warranty

D.1 -FIE 2M 5W

£3011
£259
Same basic features as DJ-S1E

direct by us from the USA. They have a fibre -glass

PH F-40 m Antenna

* Hold switch

£369

From Pro -Am in the USA

£19.95
£22.95
£24.95
£54.95
£4.95
£39.95
£79.95

* 6 gate times

I C 0 M 2m/70cm

ALINCO

Low - Low - Prices!

PHF-10/15 or 20m Antenna

£169.95
The problem with
LED counters is that
you can't see them in
daylight and they
consume massive
amounts of current.
The new M-3300
counter has LCD
readout and is super
sensitive.

o

HF Mobile Aerials
These single -band fibre -glass antennas are

1MHz-2.8GHz

Warehouse Clearance!

£119.95

* 1.8-30MHz
* No coil sets
* No spurious responses
* No frequency pulling

O pto-3300

laILINCO

D.1-S1E 2M 5 W

-ENT £199

but with quick keypad entry and
fast access to features.

* 40 Memories
* Rx 130 - 170MHz

* 8 Scan Modes
* Key Pad Entry
* DTMF Module
* Ni-cads & Charger
* AM Airband Rx

*6 Channel Steps
* Scanning Modes

DJ-F4E70cms Hanheld! Was J329

* Dry Cell Case
* Dial Illumination
* Reverse Repeat

£289!

Head office: Retail and Mail Order: 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS.
Tel: (0702) 206835/204965. Fax: 205843
Retail only: 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (0708) 444765

* YAESU * ICOM * KENWOOD * ALINCO * REVCO * DRAE * STAR *

ilFzurofff

RC LT

Toroidal Transformers for
13.8V DC Power Supplies

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 98A

9T845 16.1 VOLT AT 42 AMPS
(PW MARCHWOOD PSU)
8C267 18 VOLT AT 27.8 AMPS (500VA)

Complete standard range of 107 types of
ILP Toroidal Transformers and the full
range of ILP Audio Amplifier Products

Low Profile Encapsulated
Transformers

Ilk

UK DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Jaytee Electronic Services

P QUALO

FT -840

TH-22

FT -11R

Mini 2m FM
radio from
Kenwood, so
small it can fit
into a shirt

Deluxe,

compact 2m
FM Handheld
Transceiver,

designed to fit
comfortably in
your hand.

pocket. Yet this
FM Handi
delivers an
impressive

143 Reculver Road, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254 Fax: 0227 365104

Blendin style

with affordable

performance,
due to the
MOSFET power
module (a
world -first in this
class), which
enabes low
voltage operation.

THIS IS THE

performance
and features
this Handi
offers the latest
technology for
the discerning
operator.

* THIS MONTHS SPECIAL *

COUPON

* THIS MONTHS SPECIAL *

--wmoac,

DJ-1GE
Alinco do it
again, this 2m

that brings the 1993-94

Handheld is
the first to
have a

I CATALOGUE

spectrum
scope - it's

I140 pages, A4, copiously
illustrated, bang up to date and
with bonus vouchers. Send
Icheque/PO for £1.50

amazing. Must
be seen to be
believed!

AOR-3030
ef a..
666

a a IA
oto VAX

* THIS MONTHS SPECIAL *

that brings the

AOR's first general
coverage receiver built with
tough aluminium case
including Collin's
mechanical filter. The result
is sure to be a winner.

Secondhand Transceivers

I SERVICE
I that 1 - ectro a
I

Iwith choice of very wide ranges of famous -name
quality electronic components and associated gear
sent promptly on receipt of your order. A service

-1lue

have been providing constructors with
continuously since 1965. With this Catalogue, you
will find our service the best ever. Send for your
copy NOW!

ELECTROVALUE LTD., 3 CENTRAL TRADING ESTATE, STAINES TW184UX

FT -ONE * FT -102 * TEN-TEC Omni V *
* FRG -7000 * FT -726 + all modules * TS -940 *
DJ-1FE * FT -23 plus lots more.

OPEN
TUES-SAT 10-5PM

INSTANT
CREDIT
subject to status

IMMO
FREE PARKING FREE PARKING FREE PARKING

1 MILE FROM J23 M6 & 41/2 MILES OFF J9, M62

Fax 0784 460320

I enclose Cheque/PO/Credit Card No
value £1 .50 for your 1993-94 Catalogue
Name
Address
Post code

6

c

budget radio which,
as a first time rig,
back-up or main
station transceiver, has the features and dependability that
both beginners and seasoned operators will appreciate.

Write or phone or fax
for free Data Pack

Telephone 0784 442253

SEAL OF 0,

Yaesu's excellent

A range of 30 types from 4VA to 30VA
suitable for PCB mounting
ACCOSS

For over 12 years we have
extended a warm friendly
welcome to thousands of
customers. Why don't you take
advantage of our service and
pay us a visit?

TEL: 0925 229881
FAX: 0925 229882
PVV4

* REVCO * DRAE * STAR MASTERKEY * WELZ * DATONG*
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Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
TWO-WAY RADIO AMATEUR RADIO AUDIO VISUAL SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ.

Tel: (0908) 610625 FAX: (0908) 216373

LOWEST
PRICES

LOWEST
PRICES

MAIL ORDER
YAESU
KENWOOD
FT -1000

HF Transceivers

wiMH-168 Hand-held Microphone

Carr

DSP,150W

TS-850SAT HF Transceiver with auto ATU

P.O.A.

E

P.O.A.

D

FT -990

TS-450SAT HF Transceiver with auto ATU

D

w/AC Power Supply

w/MH-188 Hand-held Microphone

TS -450S

HF Transceiver without ATU

P.O.A

D

TS -690S

HF Transceiver with 6 metres (SOW)

P.O.A.

D

TS -50S

HF Mobile Transceiver. 100W

P.O.A.

D

TS -140S

HF Transceiver without ATU

P.O.A.

D

FT-890AT

FT -840

VC -20
VS -1

P.O.A.

DC Kit for R-5000
VHF Converter for R5000
Speech Synthesizer for R5000

P.O.A.

D

FT -747

P.O.A.

TM -241E
TM -441E
TM -531E
TM -702E
TM -732E

P.O.A

FT -650
D

D

All Mode 70cm Mobile
Transceiver. 25W
2m FM Compact Mobile
Transceiver, 50W

FL -7000

P.O.k
FT -736R
P.O.A.

70cm FM Compact Mobile
Transceiver. 35W

P.O.A.

D

2m/70cm FM Compact Dual Band
Mobile Transceiver, 25W

P.O.A.

D

P.O.A.

D

P.O.k

2m FM Hand Portable Transceiver
P.O.k

TH-78E

with PB-10 Battery
2m/70cm Dual Band FM Hand
Portable with PB-13 Battery

P.O.A.

C

FT -2400H

P.O.A.

D

IC-P2E

2m FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

IC-P2ET

2m FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

IC-2GE

2m FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

D

IC -229E

IC -275H

P.O.A.

D

P.O.A_

D

2m FM Mobile. 25W, 20 Memo, 12v
2m FM Mobile. 50W, 20 Memo. 12v
P.0.0.
2m Transceiver, SSB/FM/CW, 100W 12v

D

P.O.A.

D

D

D

430MHz
P.O.A.

IG-41E

70cm FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

IC-4SRE

70cm FM Hand Portable + Wideband Rx.

IC-P4E

70cm FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

IC-P4ET
IC -449E

70cm FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger
P.O.&
70cm FM Mobile, 35W, 20 Memo, 12v

IC -475H

70cm Transceiver, SSB/FM/CW, 75W. 12v

D

VHF/UHF All Mode Transceiver

D

144MHz-50W/430MHz-35W Mobile Transceiver

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

D

DUAL -BAND
D

144MHz-50W/430MHz-35W Mobile Transceiver
w/MH-26D8 Hand Microphone wiTone Button
w/Ouick-Release Mobile Bracket
Built-in Antenna Duplexer

IC-W21E

2m/70cm FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

IC-W21ET

2mf7Ocm FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

D

P.O.A.

IC-X2E

70/23cm FM Handportable inc Nicad/Charger

IC-X21ET

70/23cm FM Handportable inc Nicad/Charger

IC -3230H

2m/70cm FM Mobile. 45W/35W, 30 Memo, 12V

IC -2410E

2m/70cm FM Mobile. Dual Watch,
25W 36 Memo, 12V

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

D

144MHz-50W Mobile Transceiver

w/MH-26G8J Hand Microphone
w/Mobile Bracket

C

D

D

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

D

D

RECEIVERS
C

FT -7400H

430MHz-35W Mobile Transceiver
w/MH-26GBJ Hand Microphone
w/Mobile Bracket

P.O.A.

C

70cm FM Hand Portable. SW
output with 9.6V Nicad

ROIL

C

SECONDHAND LIST

MFJ-948 ATU+SWR meter
YAESU FT211RH Mobile 45W
Alines OR -112E Mobile 25W
Diamond SX-200 SWR meter

2m FM Hand Portable + Wideband Rx.

D

P.O.A.

2rn FM Hand Portable. 5W
output with 9.6V Nicad

YAESU FRG -7 Receiver
ICOM IC -119000 (Demo)

HF500W Linear Amplifier. Supplied
w/connection cable for FT-757GX

Built- n DTMF Pager Unit

C

NEW

Standard C78 UHF mobile
Trio TS -530S with SSB filter
Sony ICF-2001D receiver
AR -2800 Scanner

2m FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

1C-25RE

P.O.A.

FT -5100

TH-26E

Trio TS -430S
Alinco 0.1-5BEIE Dualbander
Yaesu FC-707 ATU

24/28/50MHz All Mode Transceiver (13.8V DC)
w/MH-168 Hand-held Microphone
P.O.A.

w/MH-26D8 Hand Microphone w/Tone Button
vr/Ouick-Release Mobile Bracket
Built-in Antenna Duplexer
P.O.A.

2m FM Hand Portable Transceiver with

Kenwood 95000 (As New1

IC -21E

P.O.A.

FT -5200

D

70cm FM Hand Portable Transceiver
with PB-13 Battery

TH-42E

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

2m/70cm FM Compact Dual Band

PB - 13 Battery

D

144MHz

50MHz and1200MHz Modules optional

23cm FM Compact Mobile
Transceiver. 10W

TH-48E

TH-22E

D

w/MH-1138 Hand-held Microphone

VHF/UHF Hand Portable Transceivers
TH-28E

P.O.A

w/144MHz and 430MHz Modules

P.O.A

FM Tri-Band Mobile 2m/70cm fitted.
10n1/6m/23cm options

P.0.0.

P.D.A.

100W Cost-effective HF Transceiver

w/Narrow CW filler
w/MH-1B8 Hand-held Microphone
FM Unit Optional

All Mode 2m Mobile

Mobile Transceiver, dual receiver
TM -742E

D

IC -229H

Transceiver. 25W
TR-851E

P.O.k

HF All Band. General Coverage Rx, 12v

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

All Mode Triband Base Station,
2m/70cm fitted, 23cm option

TR-751E

IC -707

100W Compact HF All Mode Transceiver

vr/MH-1B8 Hand-held Microphone
-FM Unit Optional

VHF/UHF Transceivers
TS -790E

HF All Band, General Coverage Rx, 12v

D
E

100W Compact HF All Mode Transceiver

Built-in Automatic Anetnna Tuner
w/MH-1138 Hand-held Microphone

HF High Performance Communications
Receiver

IC -728

IC -765

P.O.A.

HF Receivers

DCK-2

IC -729

HF All Band, General Coverage Receiver.
Carr.
Built-in ATU and PSU.
Spectrum Scope
P.O.A.
E
HF All Band, General Coverage Receiver,
Built-in ATU and PSU
P.O.A
E
HF/6m All Band, General Coverage Rx. 12v

E

100W HF All Mode Transceiver (AC)

P.O.A

HF TRANSCEIVERS
IC -781

P.O.A.

Built-in Automatic Antenna Tuner

P.O.A

HF Transceiver without ATU

R5000

Carr.

Built-in Automatic Antenna Tuner

TS-9508DX HF Transceiver with auto ATU.

TS -850S

200W HF All Mode Transceiver

0
ICOM

FT-690RII

Special Offers subject to availability

D

D

w/Shoulder Belt
F1 -290R11

IC -R1

IC -970H
P.O.A.

D

144MHz 2.5W All Mode Transceiver

IC-UXR96
IC-UX97
IC-UX98

w/FBA-8 Battery Case for 9 x "C" cells

IC -901E

FRG -100
D

50kHz-30 MHz Communications
Receiver (DC) w/o AC adaptor

P.O.A.

P.O.&
P.O.A.

D
C

1C-UX59
1C-UXS92

IC-UXR91
1C-UX129
P.O.A.

8

Multiband All Mode Transceiver. 12V
P.O.A.
Wideband Rx Unit
P.O.A.
1200MHz Band Unit
P.O.A.
2.4GHz Band Unit
P.O.*.
Multiband FM Mobile. 2m/70cm std. 12V

B
B
B

P.O. A.

IC-UX19

D
D

P.O.A.

MULTIBAND

w/MH10E8 Hand Microphone
wNHA-6 Telescopic Loaded Whip Antenna
w/FTE-2 1750Hz Tone Burst Oscillator P.O.A.

D

25 2000 MHz Receiver
Wideband Receiver
General Coverage Receiver
with Stand By Battery
General Coverage Receiver
Handportable Receiver

IC-R71E

C
D

IC -R7100
IC -R100
IC-R72E

50MHz 2.5W All Mode Transceiver

D

FRG

100 kHz - 2 GHz Receiver. CRT Display
P.O.A

P.O.A.

w/FBA-8 Battery Case for 9 x "C" cells
w/MH-10E8 Hand Microphone
w7YHA-14A Rubber Flex. Antenna
w/FTE-2 1750Hz Tone Burst Oscillator

Carr
£799.00
£579.00
£349.00
£89.00
E289.00
£495.00
E189.00
E349.00
£119.95
£2499.00
E85.00
£229.00
£199.00
E59.00

IC -R9000

D

28 MHz Band Unit, 10W
50 MHz Band Unit, 10W
144 MHz SSB Band Unit
WideBand Receive Unit
1.2GHz Band Unit, 10W
2m/70cm/23cm FM Handportable
inc NicadiCharger

P.O. 0.

B

P.O. A.

B

P.O. A.

B

P.O. k

B

P.O.A.

B

P.O. k

C

Carriage B=5.00 C=E7.50 D=12.50 E= 16.50

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO D .200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME. ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF OR ANDY G4YOW
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, Saturday 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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Access

TECHNICAL BOOKS

AMIL

A selection from our ran e of books for the re air trade
TELEVISION CHASSIS GUIDE.
Full cross reference for all models
Order MP -18. £5.95.

TELEVISION EQUIVALENTS
Lists models which are the same
Order MP -150. £5.95.

FAULT LISTS FOR TELEVISIONS.
Hundreds of specific faults for
dozens of different makes and
models.
Order MP -205. .16.95.

TELETEXT REPAIR MANUAL.
Covers SAA range of boards.
Order MP -38. S6.95

FAULT LISTINGS FOR VIDEO.
Lists Hundereds of Faults for
dozens of makes and models.

VOLTAGE REGULATORS,
STABILISERS

& POWER SUPPLIES.
Identification and
specifications.

Volume 1. MP -206. £6.95.
Volume 2. MP -228. £6.95

Order MP -9.£3.00.

VHS VIDEO RECORDER
PRINCIPLES.
Detailed guide on how it

CMOS DATABOOK.

Pinouts and circuits for

works.
Order MP -58.

4000 series.
Order MP -10. £5.00.

£3.95

TTL DATABOOK.

VIDEO TEST JIG.
Special cassette lets you

Pinouts and circuits for 7400
series.

operate

Order MP -34. £5.00.

the machine in test mode.
Order VTJ. £1500.

TELEVISION REMOTE CONTROL
CIRCUITS.
Dozens of Diagrams on many
remotes.

VIDEO HEAD CLEANING KIT.
Special kit with comprehensive
instructions on how to service heads.

Order MP -167 £10.00.

Order VHCK. £4.00.

TV POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS.
Dozens of P.S. circuit stages.

Unique repair guide for beginners.

Order MP -219. £10.00.

Order MP -5. £3.95

SCART EUROCONNECTOR
SYSTEM.
Comprehensive details of the system.

WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
H.F. OPERATORS.
THE aerial book for Amateurs.

Order MP -21. £3.00.

Order MP -243. £5.95.

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS.
Includes details on testing them.
Order MP -24. £3.00.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
EQUIVALENTS.
Photocopiers & Fax machines

VIDEO RECORDER FAULTS.

covered.
Order MP -200. £6.00.

TELEPHONE CODE LOCATION
GUIDE.
Find the Town from the Phone Code.
Order MP -I9. £4.00.

MANUFACTURERS
EQUIVALENTS.

REEL TO REEL

P.C. HARD DISC
DRIVE
REFERENCE
MANUAL.

TAPE
RECORDER
SERVICING.

Comprehensive Drive
Details.

Theory and circuits
for repairs.

Order MP -84. £5.00.

Order MP -201. £5.00.

P.C. DIAGNOSTICS
SOFTWARE.

Dozens of programs to aid you in
diagnostics of PC's and Drives etc.
2 sets of 7 x 3.5" Discs per set.

What makes are the same.
Order MP -220. £3.00.

TRANSISTOR
RADIO REPAIR GUIDE.
Comprehensive servicing charts.
Order MP -7 £2.50.

RECORD PLAYER SPEED DISC.
Get your phonograph up to speed.

Set 1. Order MP -250. £12.50.
Set 2. Order MP -251. £12.50.

Order MP -8. £1.00.

VIDEO RECORDER AND
CAMCORDER EQUIVALENTS.
Full Cross-reference guides.
Makes A -J. Order MP -217. £5.95.
Makes K -Z. Order MP -218. £5.95.

o

SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY
I.C. TYPE TDA-4600.
Circuitry and operation explained.

O

SERVICE MANUALS

Order MP -37. £6.00.

available for most equipment.

Order TODAY using Access/Visa for immediate despatch.
All orders plus £2.35 Post and Packing. (Overseas £5.00)
The above selection are just a few of the Hundreds of Unique Repair and Data
Guides shown in our FREE catalogue - Yours for the asking.
Sent FREE with all orders or send 2 x 1st class stamps for your copy TODAY!

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW)
47A High Street, Chinnor, Oxfordshire, 0X9 4DJ.
Tel:- 0844-351694. Fax:- 0844-352554.
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The idea of having guest writers
for 'Keylines' seemed a good
idea at the time! I was pleased
to provide the opportunity for other
members of the editorial team to say
their piece.
However, I was unprepared for
one result of vacating the 'Keylines'
chair. Quite a few letters and telephone calls came in to ask if I had
further health problems! I'm pleased
to report that this was not the case.

and all is well with the G3XFD
'review and test report'!
The 'guest' editorials just seemed
a good idea to introduce the rest of
the team who I may have (uninten-

tionally) hidden from you by my
somewhat large shadow!
However, as the idea seems to
have generated some fresh thinking
and comments, the PW team hope to
publish more guest editorials later in
the year.
Relaxing from the busy editorial
desk over the Christmas holiday

period enabled me to enjoy orking
on the h.f. bands again. Recently, I've
obtained a Trio TS -120V and it's
been rather busy on QRP c.w.!
From the various QS0s I've
enjoyed with other amateurs, it
seems obvious from comments
received that amateur radio in the

UK is suffering from various problems. Some, such as recruiting more
young people into the hobby, have to
be seen from the long term 'investment' point of view. Others
however, should in my opinion be
tackled now!
The number one problem for
amateur radio in the United Kingdom
must surely be training for and sitting
the Radio Amateur Examination. It's
becoming increasingly difficult (and
more expensive) for potential candidates to study for and then take the
examinations as fewer colleges, etc,
offer the subject.
Fortunately, more radio clubs are
offering RAE classes. And, I think
that in the near future, the majority of
RAE courses will be provided by
clubs. This will be because amateur
radio will not be seen as 'commer-

cially viable' by the newly commer-

cialised further education establishments.

To back up the club RAE class
facilities, I think that amateur radio in
the UK, should operate and oversee
the examination. Surely, this should
be possible?

I've heard critical comments
about the way the Radio Society of
Great Britain runs the Morse Testing
Service. But, on the whole it works
well. The main point is that nowadays the Morse Test is far more
accessible than it ever was!
So, why shouldn't the RSGB run
the RAE centres and oversee the
examination? As far as I'm concerned, candidates for the RAE
would benefit from a far greater number of exam centres, it should be
cheaper, clubs would thrive and
fewer people would be discouraged
from trying our hobby.
The second main problem for
amateur radio in the UK is the way
that the licence system is operated.
The Radiocommunications Agency
department of the Department of
Trade & Industry, contract the licence
service out. And that's where the
trouble lies!

Amateur radio licensing is very
specialised and we are (relatively
speaking) few in number. The present
contractors, Subscription Services
Ltd. (SSL), also handle the British
TV Licence and many other licences
connected with communications.
I can't speak for the other services SSL operate from their Bristol
offices...but I know how badly and
inefficiently they run the amateur
licence system. I have first hand
knowledge because of the pleas for
help from frustrated radio amateurs
received in the PW office.
To be fair to SSL, I should mention that they always act very quickly
when dealing with complaints I've
enquired about. However, I feel that
the majority of the problems should
not have occurred in the first place.
In the long term. I think that the
issuing and control of the amateur
radio licence should be under the
control of amateur radio itself in the
UK. We would then have it under the
control of people who understand
amateur radio. And in my opinion
this fact alone could remove many of
the present difficulties and confusion.
Why shouldn't amateur radio be
under the control of the people actually in the hobby? Personally, I think
that in this increasingly cost conscious climate in the UK, amateur
radio will only be able to survive if its
control is handed to radio amateurs
themselves.

Roh/Octioclog

c3XFO

COMPETITION CORNER spot the Difference

Name

Address

Although you'll always find one or two problems when enjoying amateur radio
on the move, you are unlikely to meet an over zealous parking attendant like
this poor chap did!
There are 12 differences to mark on the right hand version of the cartoon this
month, good luck.

FIRST PRIZE: A year's subscription to Practical Wireless or a £20 book
voucher.
Send your entry (photocopies acceptable with corner flash) to:
Competition Corner, Spot The Difference Competition, March
1994, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Editor's decision on the winner
is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
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SECOND PRIZE: A six month subscription to Practical Wireless or £10
book voucher.

0 SUBSCRIPTION

0 VOUCHER

Entries to reach us by Friday 25 March 1994.

Send your letters to the
editorial offices in Broadstone.
They must be original, and not
duplicated in any other magazine. We reserve the right to
edit or shorten any letter. The
views expressed in letters are
not necessarily those of
Practical Wireless.

Specifications - The
Mystery Explained
Dear Sir
I found Part One of your 'Specifications The Mysteries Explained' by Ian Poole
G3YWX most interesting. I hope that Ian
will go through the full specifications list
sheet, i.e., r.f. intercept point, r.f. intermodulation, reciprocal mixing, SINAD, and de emphasis, pre -emphasis, etc.
To comprise the issue we have adjacent
channel selectivity, image rejection, inter modulation rejection, a.g.c. hang time, r.f.
sensing and hold times and roofing filters.
The terms I've mentioned must be very
bewildering for the novice and the newly
licensed, when trying to determine which
rig to purchase.

F. A. Blake G8FYD

Oxfordshire

Editor's reply: The editorial team
were pleased to read your comments
Mr Blake. Ian Poole intends to make
his series as comprehensive as possible and he will be pleased to consider
any requests and ideas passed on to
him via the Broadstone office.

Packet And More Packet
Dear Sir
What is happening to 144MHz? Packet,
packet and more packet. The 144MHz all mode section is now all data communication all by three Raynet 'channels'. Local
f.m. nets, F2A practice, DX f.m. and various other activities have been swept
aside by the dictatorial v.h.f. committee
to accommodate packet.
Over 50% of the all -mode (SIC) section
has now been going over to packet with
much of the rest of this part of the band,
also in the bands of various other data
modes. Consideration or planning to
accommodate the existing traffic on
these frequencies is non-existent.
Can anybody tell me where I can now
chase 144MHz f.m. DX. Notes to the
bandplan state (Radcom March 1991) that
those wanting to use 144MHz for f.m. DX
should use the all -mode section.
I have not heard or read of new frequencies allocated for the existing traffic
in this part of the band. I, for one, will
continue to use them till new frequencies
are found.
Long live real radio!

M. Austin G1RGL
London
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The Star Letter will
receive a voucher worth
E*I 0 to spend on items

from our Book or other
services offered by
Practical Wireless.

All other letters will receive
a £5 voucher.

Ten-Tec Scout Review
Dear Sir

band modules from 3.5 to 28MHz.

The review of the Ten-Tec Scout 555
(Jan 1994) referred to the high price in
Britain compared to the USA. The
retailer seemed to think his price satisfactory, but nevertheless, has now
reduced it from £589 to £499. With £1
being approximately equal to $1.50,
even £499 looks expensive compared
with $495, and the plug-in band modules particularly so at £39.95, more than
double the US price of $25 each.
The retailer stated that the dollar
price is not relevant, but of course it is it shows how we are being ripped off!!!
The 1994 ARRL Handbook has a cover
price of $25. You are advertising it at
£18.95, which is reasonable, so those
plug-in modules for the Ten-Tec Scout
should be similarly priced.
I have just seen a letter in a computer magazine referring to the prices of a
couple of Microsoft items in the USA
and in Britain, where the $1-£1 rate has
been used. In reply, Microsoft explain
why costs may be a bit higher here than
in the USA, but consider the $1-$1 rate
is unfair. Elsewhere I have learned that
CDs cost considerably more here than
in the USA.
Many years ago I worked a G station
where the operator was using a FT -250
transceiver, which at the time was
available in Britain for £250. He told me
that he had bought his in Tokyo for the
equivalent of £100, brought it back by
ship as personal luggage and paid £11
import duty (no purchase tax then
payable on amateur radio gear), If he
could buy one and legally import it for
£111, why were the UK dealers charg-

Walter Farrar G3ESP

ing £250?

It might be revealing if you could
find the retail prices, including VAT
e.t.c., of popular amateur radio items
and list them in £sterling, Yen,
Deutschemarks and US Dollars (the latter three with their £ equivalents) and
then we could see what the extent of
the rip-off is, and, one hopes, persuade
the dealers to apply fair prices.
Meanwhile, I will try to find out what
it would cost me to do a personal
import of a Ten-Tec Scout 555, with all

Pontefract
Editor's comment: To answer
G3ESP's questions, we asked
Waters & Stanton to comment.
Dear Sir
Thanks for faxing a copy of Mr Farrar's
interesting letter about the UK pricing of
amateur radio equipment and the Ten-Tec
Scout inparticular. Waters & Stanton are
the UK distributors of the Ten-Tec range
but unfortuantely the manufacturers can
only allow us a minimal trade discount for
their American retail price. We then have
the expense of buying in quantity, paying
in advance bank charges etc., paying for
freight, insurance, import duty and finally
our old friend VAT.
This would give us a 'landed' price
which of course we could use when selling to UK customers. However, of course,
we must advertise the fact that we have
the goods. We must also finance a year's
guarantee, carry spares and accessories,
undertake service work and still produce a
profit form each sale as I have the responsibility of maintaining 20 jobs here.
My trade newspaper tells me that
electrical outlets as a whole reduced by
10% last year alone as firms went bust.
We have all seen several amateur radio
outfits go to the wall. Without exception
they were all firms who gave it away and
what do their customers now do for service, spares and parts?
I hope Mr Farrar was pleased to see
that we managed to reduce our price from
£589 to £499 but the old chestnut of
expecting UK prices to be two thirds of
the US price just does not work in practice.
Thanks for letting me see the letter. I
think it is better to get the reply in the
same issue as the complaint.

Jeff Stanton G6XYU
Waters & Stanton Electronics
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* * STAR LETTER **

Rewinding Transformers
Dear Sir
The article on re -winding transformers in
PW December 1993 by Paul Essery
GW3KFE, shows the writer to be of much
experience. I have myself re -wound
dozens and a lot of know-how has been
built up over many years.
Old valve type radios were excellent
sources of transformers. Large and
small, and they were really well made
and very suitable for re -winding as they
were almost never varnished.
The layers of windings were usually
interleaved with fine waxed paper. So
the wire was readily re -usable so that
you could wind a transformer for your
own needs with a little effort. Full power
efficiency need not be a problem as most
re -winds are operated well below full
capacity for small pieces of equipment.
It is practically impossible to re -wind a
bobbin by holding it in your hand. You
need some kind of winding device, best
clamped in a vice.
Long fully threaded bolts with nuts
and very large washers with a handle of
some sort at one end in a home made
frame, or a hand drill, will take care of

different sized bobbins. Small cubes of
wood with a hole through the middle will
fit into the bobbin will keep it centred,
and a screw through the hole on the end
washer will stop it slipping during winding. Meccano parts are very useful.
To avoid losing count (very easy) of
the number of turns of wire when you
are winding, use pen and paper, and
every 100 turns STOP without fail and
subtract them from the total, as in a
game of darts, or devise a counter of
some sort, until all are done.
It is impossible for an amateur to lay
the thin wire so that the turns lie side by
side. But the thicker wires for l.t. secondaries are easier for this.
Pile winding is easier layer by layer
across the bobbin and just as effective,
and a layer of fine waxed paper can be
added after each traverse across if
desired. The only problem being that
you may fill up the bobbin before all the
turns are on.
Suitable waxed paper can be found in
old large paper type smoothing capacitors as in old valve radios or junk shops.
Electrolytics types are useless for this of

Letter From G3BIK On RAE

British Library Charges

Dear Sir

Dear Sir

Looking at the December PW I glanced at
'Receiving You' and noticed a letter from
Mr Ed Chicken G3BIK.
Normally I would not take much notice,
but his letter, to me at least, seemed very
valid. I agreed on his points of view regarding question matter and content. In fact,
last year I had quite a lengthy debate with
City & Guilds over much of the same
ground (and lost, it seems).
But having said all of this I was totally
astounded by his opinion on recommended
changes. It is my considered view that after
the Morse test fiasco, anyone with a modicum of intelligence would not allow the
RSGB to get their inefficient hands upon

In reply to Brian Pethers' letters on British
Library charges in the December issue of
PW, I would like to explain briefly how the
system works.
Each library authority buys, in advance,
a supply of vouchers from the British
Library, which costs approximately £4
each. Then, when visiting to borrow a
book from the British Library, a voucher is
filled in and sent off to them. If the book in
question is in stock in a foreign library,
then three vouchers are required.
Obviously, each libraries policy is different. Here in Rochdale, the library bears
the full cost of borrowing books, which is
paid for from the book -purchase fund. The
reader pays only the normal 50p reservation fee. Therefore, someone doing a
lengthy course of study or research will
have virtually free access to the information he needs.

the RAE.

Many of my friends and colleagues who
are RSGB members were not consulted
about the Novice licence, although all
members were balloted.
It's about time that the RSGB got its act
together and looked after the real interests
of its members and kept its nose out of
things that it cannot possibly manage to
run efficiently.

Peter Crowley GOGPF
West Midlands

Editor's comment: We hope to have
other readers' s comments on this
topic next month, including those of
the RSGB. Something has to be done
to make the task of finding an examination centre, and the sitting of the
RAE, easier and cheaper. What's YOUR
suggestion?
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course.

Colour coded flex can be used for the
lead -outs from the ends of the windings,
e.g., red for primary windings, yellow for
centre taps etc., coming out from holes
in the bobbin cheeks (but NOT on lamination sides).
Where they join to the winding the
wires should be hooked over like a walking stick handle. This is so that a tug will
not put a direct strain on the soldered
joint where the winding wire is attached
and covered with insulation tape.
The final leads can be put firmly in
place before the last layer or two are
wound on, but leave both ends free for
one to be attached after the winding is
finished. Insulation tape between windings is essential, but too much can stop
you getting all the wire on.
For mains transformers about seven
to eight turns per volt, per square inch of
core area is about right, for different
sizes you must calculate the turns ratio
accordingly. The main thing is to have a
go and learn by your experience.

H. Wilkes
Mid Glamorgan

It is unfortunate that in these times of
cutbacks, libraries must pass on some of
the cost of various services. It therefore
appears that in this instance, Kent libraries
are having to recoup the whole cost of
inter -library loans.

Ann Murray GOSYM
Rochdale Central Library
Manchester

Editor's comment: Thank you for the
explanation Ann. You are the first
librarian radio amateur I've come
accross. I always direct newcomers
to the hobby to their local library for
books and information. In fact, I think
all libraries should have a radio amateur in stock, or at least the full information where the local club can be
contacted. That's how I first made
contact with the Southampton RSGB
Group over 40 years ago!

Callsign Confusion
Dear Sir
While attending the local rally, I glanced at the new edition of the RSGB Callbook and
found, to my amazement, my callsign G7REF was listed as being allocated to Raynet
Epping Forest. A misprint perhaps or an identity crisis?
Upon phoning Subscription Services Ltd. in Bristol, it became clear that my newly
issued callsign G7REF was not really mine, for it had previously been issued to Raynet
Epping Forest.
With apologies from SSL, who did not try and blame 'the computer', I was informed I
would become G7RMG. Who knows, maybe in a month it might be different yet again?
PS: 'RMG' could stand for a Real Mean Gun (given that my other hobby is shooting).

Geoff Chapman G7RMG, late G7REF
Dorset
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Send in your news,
photographs and product
information to Donna Vincent

at the editorial offices in
Broadstone.
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Amateur Radio
Delivers
On the evening of January 6 1994
at 9.30pm Chris Cooper G7MNH
was driving his wife Angela to
Hillingdon Hospital, West
London, where she was due to
give birth to their latest child
(they already have three sons, a
dog and a cat). Unfortunately on
the drive to the hospital, in heavy
snow, their minibus broke down.
Chris immediately put out an
SOS call on GB3HL using his
Yaesu FT-2700RH which was supplied by Martin Lynch. Within
minutes they were rescued by
George G7IJR
George rushed Angela and
Chris to the hospital where three
hours later Angela gave birth to a
daughter, Vicky to add to the
Cooper Clan. Chris insists that all
his family are going on the
Novice course as soon as they
are old enough!

Eastern Communications Timely Deal
The Norfolk based company Eastern
Communications have recently been appointed
sole UK agents for Mosley Electronics Inc. beam
antennas. Mosley Electronics Inc. are world
famous for their full range of beam antennas,
manufactured in St. Louis, Missouri, USA.
The Mosley range of beams feature 5 -element
h.f. monobanders, 9 -element multibanders, h.f.
verticals as well as v.h.f. and u.h.f Yagis. The latest
model to be manufactured is the TA -53M 4 -element lightweight five band beam antenna. The TA 53M gives a 3 -element performance on all five
bands, this means you only need to buy the one
beam antenna instead of two, to get the required
results.
For more information on the Mosley range of
antennas or a copy of their catalogue contact Tim

Thirst G4CTT at Eastern Communications,
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk
NR12 ORU. Tel: (0692) 650077.

Martin Lynch
G4HKS (left)

pictured with
new arrival

Vicky, Angela
and Chris
G7MNH at the
Lynch
Superstore in
West London.

0

Eastern Communications are also the
manufacturers of an amateur radio
world clock. The clock is of the quartz
variety and is nine inches in diameter
making it easy to see across the radio
shack.

The time on the clock is given in
both 12 and 24 hour format and the
center of the clock displays a three
colour global map showing countries
with their true bearing in degrees from
London. The clock operates from a single 1.5V AA sized battery (not supplied).

Further details on the clock are
available from Eastern
Communications, Cavendish
House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12
ORU who can supply the clocks for
£24.95 including P&P and VAT
(UK).

Last Chance Software
Technical Software the Welsh based software company, have decided to close down the radio software side of their business so that they can concentrate on other things.
The radio software and associated hardware
sales will end on March 4 1994. This will be the last
chance to buy any of the radio software products
so you are advised to get your orders in quickly
while stocks are still available.

For details of last minute bargains send an
s.a.e. to Technical Software, Fron, Upper
LLandwrog, Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL54 7RF
or telephone on (0286) 881886.

RSGB Presidential Installation 1994
On January 15 1994 at the Forte Crest Hotel in Glasgow the
installation ceremony of the 1994 President of the Radio
Society of Great Britain, Ian Suart GM4AUP took place.
Ian GM4AUP is the youngest ever RSGB President at the
age of 39. He has been involved with the Radio Society of
Great Britain since 1969 and has been a member on various
committees. These have included Chairman of both the Data
Communications and Administrative Body Commitees.
And although Ian's not Scottish, hailing from Cumbria,
he's married to a Scot Linda and works as a broadcasting
engineer for National Transcommunications Limited (NTL),
formerly the transmission side of the Independent
Broadcasting Authority. Ian leads the RSGB into 1994 as the
60th President in the society's 80th year.

Aberystwyth
Bring & Buy
The Aberystwyth &
District Amateur
Radio Society are
holding a Bring &
Buy Sale at the
Aberaeron Youth
Club on Saturday
March 12 1994
Other clubs and individuals are invited to
take part and should
contact Katy
GWOSFO on (0545)

580675 before
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Ian Suart GM4AUP 1994 President of the Radio

March 7 for more

Society of Great Britain (photo courtesy of the RSGB)

details.
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New Audio Filter
Waters & Stanton have recently
added a new audio filter to their
range. The W9GR DSP audio filter
uses an LMS algorithm which
works on correlation or repetitiveness and samples the audio signal at regular intervals. The manufacturers claim that the W9GR
can transform difficult s.s.b. and
c.w. reception.
Any signals which are correlated from one sample to the next
are regarded as being speech and
are then passed to the audio output. Noise, static and other forms
of interference which cannot be
correlated are classed by the filter
as being unwanted and are

therefore rejected by the filter.
For c.w. operation the filter uses
narrow band-pass filtering with
bandwidths of 200, 100 and 30Hz.
There are also filter positions for
use with h.f., Packet, RTTY and
SSTV.
The W9GR DSP audio filter
operates from a 12V supply at
250mA and gives an audio output
of 2W/ into 811

For more information on
the W9GR DSP audio filter
contact Waters & Stanton
Electronics, 22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5 40S. Tel:
(0702) 206835 who can sup-

ply the filter for £299.

Phase Indicator
Alpha Electronics, based in,
Greater Manchester have added
a new hand-held Phase
Sequence Indicator to their
range of products.
The Phasetek 800 is powered
by a single 9V battery and is
housed in a rugged yellow plastics case. The test leads are
fused and are colour coded red, yellow and blue. The indicator operates with an a.c. voltage range of 90 to 660V and has a bandwidth of
40 to 100Hz.

The connection and phase sequence are indicated by a series of
four I.e.d.s, when all three green I.e.d.s are lit the sequence is correct.
If the red I.e.d. lights this means that there is a phase or connection
error.

The Phasetek 800 is available for £69.95 including VAT
from Alpha Electronics Plc., Units 5 & 6, Linstock Trading
Estate, Wigan Road, Atherton, Greater Manchester M29 OQA.
Tel: (0942) 873434.

Oops!
Practical Wireless would like to apologise to all readers who attempted to complete the Wordsearch competition as featured in the
February 1994 issue.
)
Unfortunately, the bottom line of the Wordsearch
disappeared making it impossible to find the
words Birmingham and Valve. Anyone
who hasn't already sent in their
entry and wishes to do so is
asked to complete the
Wordsearch as far as possible.
Readers can be assured that all
entries received will be valid.
The PW Art Department apologises profusely for any
inconvenience caused by our Christmas carelessness. For those
who savour value for money, we have therefore included the missing line

Steve Hunt G3TXQ of Northampton has recently developed
a number of software applications for the Acorn RISCOS
range of computers. Applications include a filter designer, a
receiver noise figure/intercept point analysis tool, an
inductance ready reckoner and a Smith Chart design aid.

More information on the Acorn RISCOS software
applications can be obtained by contacting Steve
Hunt, 21 Green Street, Milton Malsor, Northampton
NN7 3AT. Tel: (0604) 858090 after 7pm.

Price Increase
Chas Miller Editor of The Radiophile has recently notified
Practical Wireless of a price increase to The Radiophile subscription charges. With effect from January 1 1994 the prices have
increased to £18 (UK) and £23 (overseas) for six issues.

All enquiries regarding The Radiophile should be
made to Larkhill, Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford,
ST20 ONP.

Club Callsign
The International Short
Wave League (ISWL) would
like PW to remind readers
that their club callsign
GX4BJC/GX4BJC/P will be
active throughout 1994
using a variety of modes
and bands.
The club callsign is allocated to a different ISWL
member each month and
that member uses the call
as much as possible during
that time. The ISWL hope
that this approach will
increase the awareness of
ISWL to the radio cornmunity.
Anyone who works the

ISWL club callsign is entitled to receive a Club
Callsign QSL card. The QSL
cards will be dispatched on
receipt of an incoming QSL
or reception report. The
QSL manager is Dave Beale
GODBX and all QSLs and
reception reports should be
sent to him direct or via the
bureau.

To receive your Club
Callsign QSL card send
an s.a.e. to Dave Beale
GODBX/G-10618,

'Kenwood', London
Road, Louth,
Lincolnshire LN11 80H.

Timewave Technology
Just as this issue of Practical Wireless was going to press
we received an announcement from Nevada
Communications of Portsmouth of their appointment as
UK distributors for Timewave Technology Inc.
Timewave Technology are an American company who
produce two audio digital signal processors. They are
designed to dramatically reduce noise, interference and to
eliminate heterodynes.
The first of these digital signal processors is the DSP-9
which the manufacturers claim to be an easy to operate
filter for use on c.w. and s.s.b. The DSP-9 is available for
£169. The second is the DSP-59 multi -mode filter which
has over 320 filter variations and is designed for use on
RTTY, SSTV, AMTOR, PACTOR, h.f., s.s.b., c.w., a.m. and
v.h.f. Nevada can supply the DSP-9 for £299.

More information on the Timewave Technology
audio digital signal processors can be obtained
from Nevada Communications, 189 London Road,
North End, Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE.
Tel: (0705) 662145.

so that entrants may practice some home-brew if they wish - Art Editor!
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start this month by continuing the story of how to get the
best from your rally visit. Mike
Stott GONEE had so much
good advice that I couldn't fit it
all into the last column! So,

E

here's Part 2.

7:

Haggling on second-hand
or used equipment means
a whole new ball game, but
you need to get three
things straight in your
mind first.

Elaine Richards G4LFM, PO Box 1863,
Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD.

A: Will it do the job? - by that
Mike means is it the correct
part, will it fit and has it the
B:

same specifications as the
part it has to replace.
Look at the general condition, do you think it will
work (there is a lot of good
looking junk around, so be
careful). If you have someone with more experience
with you, then use your
hand-held CB or amateur
radio and call them up, get
them to take a look at it.
But don't expect them to
give you a guarantee,
they'll probably advise you
on a maximum price to

9: Getting it home! Now you

have made your purchase,
did you think how to get it
home? A 100kg old valved
receiver will take a bit of
getting to the car park or
train station three miles
down the road! And what
happens when you get it
home? In the past Mike has
left equipment out in the
garden until it could be
brought in under the cover
of darkness. But just spare
a thought for what Mum,
Dad, wife, girlfriend, etc., is
going to say when they see

pay.
C:

Is it in the right price range,
remember you could have
to fix it when you get
home. Mike thinks that this
is part of the fun of buying
junk, but remember with
junk and second-hand
equipment you most probably won't get any form of
guarantee from the seller.

it!

Many thanks to Mike for his
advice, I hope you can see
that rallies can be a lot of fun
and are well worth taking the
time to attend. I'll be taking a
light-hearted look at some
other aspects of amateur radio
with Mike as the month's go
by.

Some of the longer established and more reliable
dealers (you can usually
recognise them as they are
the older ones with grey
hair and end up having to
sit down about half way
through the rally!) will
often say if it will not work
bring it back at the next
rally and they will
exchange it. They are the
ones you can 'haggle' with
as they come from an age
when amateur radio was
'true Ham radio' and they
bought junk by the ton to
resell to amateurs.
8: Don't act too keen! This is a
signal to the dealer that
you want it at any cost and
that's what it will be. If he
sees this, back off and say
it's OK, then go and look at
another stand. Don't leave
it too long as the bargain
that you have found could
be spotted and picked up
by someone else. So, if you
have it in your hand when
asking the price, put it
down at the back of the pile
and maybe look at something else and put this on
the top to protect your find.
Then you can move away
and have a think about it or
get advice.
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Fig. 1: The
Alinco DJ -480
430MHz handheld transceiver.

Money And Books
As you are reading this after
the chaos of Christmas,
money will probably not be in
plentiful supply - most of the
bills from December seem to
come home to roost about
now. I recently received a
helpful letter from J. C.
James in Cheshire with some
advice on how to obtain technical books from unusual
sources.
Mr James gave me an

impressive list of the books he
has bought in the last year
from collector's markets for as
little as 10p! A couple of the
eleven titles he mentions are
Principles of Electronics by H.
Buckingham and E. M. Price
(1964) and Wireless for
Beginners by C. L. Boltz (1964)
and both are well worth reading. I used these way back in
my college days.
Some of the technical
books you find in secondhand shops aren't very new,
but the basics and principles
of electronics haven't changed
much, technology has just
moved on a bit farther that's
all. You could also try your
local book shop, I know my
local one has a very good second-hand section that can pro-

duce some interesting titles.
I would be interested to
hear from readers who have
been able to find interesting
radio and electronic books
cheaply, perhaps car boot
sales and jumble sales are
worth trying. Drop me a line
and let me know.

Packet Expensive
Last month I mentioned

Stephen Clayton 2E1CFC,
who said he'd like to try packet but it's too expensive to get
a Terminal Node Controller
(TNC) at the moment.
Is there anyone out there
who's got a TNC surplus to
requirements that they'd be
willing to donate or sell very
cheaply to get a youngster like
Stephen started?
In fact, have any of our
experienced amateurs got
equipment that they don't use
anymore that could be given
or sold cheaply to a youngster
just starting out. If you fit into
either of the categories, drop
me a line and let's see if we
can put people together.
It would be interesting to
see what the youngsters think
of the new modes or bands as
they try them out. I'm having
a turn -out of the shack to see
what I can unearth to start the
ball rolling.

The Alinco DJ -480
430MHz Hand -

Held Transceiver

Also this month, the Editor
very kindly has given me an
extra page. This is so I can try
out the Alinco DJ -480 430MHz
band hand-held transceiver
and give you a quick user's
point -of -view.

If you're looking for a new
transceiver you'd do well to
take a close look at this set
from Waters and Stanton. The
DJ -480 is a really neat and
easy -to -use unit that's

designed with the newcomer
in mind. Despite this, it has
top quality performance and
will no doubt appeal to all.
The first thing that
impressed me was the brilliant styling. The finish is a
sort of semi -matt dark grey

that was very comfortable to
the touch and was not as slippery as some of the rigs I've
seen recently. Because this
model doesn't include a keypad, the main panel layout
was very straightforward and
that's why I thought it was
easy -to -use.

As you can see from
Fig. 1, the DJ -480 is very
nicely sculptured and I found
that it fitted very comfortably
into my hand. The only snag
with this sophisticated design
is that it is designed to be held
in the left-hand leaving the
right-hand free to operate the
controls. While this is fine for
most of us, left-handed people
may find operation not quite
so comfortable. This is not a
problem exclusive to the DJ 480 as most modern handhelds follow this, so I suppose
that left-handed people just
get clever at using a radio the
wrong way round!
The manual for the DJ -480
is also well worth a mention
as it was all in English. So you
won't have to wade through
half a dozen other languages
to find the right section!
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Fig. 2: With the
antenna and battery pack removed
you get a good idea
of just how small
the DJ -480 really is.

demed with that problem!

My thanks go to Waters
& Stanton Electronics, 22

Main Road, Hockley, Essex
SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702)

206835 for the loan of the
DJ -480.

Don't Forget
Finally don't forget to keep
sending me your letters with
your questions, together with
any hints and tips you'd like to
pass on to other keen Novices.
Cheerio for now.

Full Features
As you may have guessed from
the model number, the DJ -480
is designed for use on the
430MHz amateur band. So it
has a full set of features to give
simplex and repeater operation.
When in use, the operating
frequency is shown on the very
clear liquid crystal dislay on the
front panel. This display was
used to show all sorts of things
from transmitter power through
to the memory channel.
Without a key -pad, setting
the frequency is done using a
knob on the top panel. This has
about twenty click stops per
turn with each click changing
the frequency up or down by a
pre-set step. These steps can be
set to 5, 10, 12.5, 20 or 25kHz so
you can tune through the band
either slowly or quickly depending on what you feel like.
Although the DJ -480 is
designed to cover the 430440MHz amateur band the frequency range can be extended
to 410-465MHz by pressing the
FUNCTION and LAMP buttons
at switch -on. Actually, the
review model's coverage
extended from 400 to 520MHz!
For rapid tuning across such
a wide band it's best to change
the tuning steps to 1MHz by
pressing and holding the
FUNCTION button. There was
also a useful SCAN button that
set the receiver automatically
scanning up or down through
the frequency range.This will
appeal to those who like to scan
around the u.h.f. bands looking
for interesting transmissions!
To help you remember all
those favourite frequencies, the
DJ -480 has 10 channel programmable memories. As well
as the operating frequency,
these memories hold the transmit off -set that's needed when
working through repeaters.
As I mentioned earlier, the
transmitter section includes all
the features required by a modern transceiver. These include a
high/low power setting, variable
off -set for repeaters and tone
burst.
When buying a new
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transceiver it's always important to check just how much
you're getting for your money.
With the DJ -480 you get a
700mA/h NiCad battery pack
complete with a complimentary
240V a.c. charger plus a belt
clip, wrist strap and compact
helical antenna. In simple terms
you have all you need to get on
the air but you will have to wait
for the NiCad to charge -up! which didn't take long once I'd
found my two -pin adaptor.

Range Of
Accessories
As the DJ -480 is part of a much
larger range of transceivers,
you have access to a wide
range of accessories. You can

buy additional battery packs if
you're keen on portable operation. These accessories include
a high power 12V unit and a
long life 7.2V battery.
If you prefer to use dry batteries or use your own AA size
NiCads you can buy the EDH-11
battery pack. You can even get
a quick charger if you get fed up
with the 14 hours needed for
the standard charger. For those
wanting mobile operation
there's a separate mobile
mount available.
Now to the important bit, the
cost. Waters and Stanton tell
me that you can buy this little
radio complete for £259. The
prices of radio has certainly
changed since I bought my IC 2E when I was first licensed,
you can't imagine how expensive a 430MHz rig was in those

Novice Ned says "Don't forget to take notes and compare prices at rallies"!

Practical Wireless
Dealers
All the radio dealers listed here stock current copies of
Practical Wireless Magazine.

Alyntronics

Haydon Communications

129 Chillingham Road
Newcastle -Upon -Tyne
NE6 5X1

132 High Street
Edgware
Middlesex HA8 7E1

Amdat

Martin Lynch

4 Northville Road
Northville

140/42 Northfield Avenue
Ealing
London W13 9SB

Bristol BS7 ORG

Amateur Electronics
Holdings
45 Johnston Street
Blackburn BB2 lEF

Amateur Radio
Communications
38 Bridge Street
Newton Le Willows
Merseyside WA12 9BA

Radio Place
5675a Power Inn Road
Sacramento
CA95824 USA

Skywave Marine

Arrow Electronics
Unit 17
6 Harmony Row
Govan Cross
Glasgow GH1 3BA

BBC Bush House
World Service Shop
The Strand
London WC2 4PH

days!

I haven't bothered with all
the technical specifications. As
if you're really interested, a
glossy brouchure from the dealer can give you all you can want
to know without wasting valuable space here.
I liked the look and feel of
this little hand-held and that's a
big part of the decision when
you're trying to choose a rig to
suit. Probably if you have very
large hands you won't like the
smallness of the set, but many
Novices will either be ladies or
youngsters and we're not con-

PMR
Industrial Estate
Gwaelod-y-Garth
Cardiff CF4 8JN

Bredhurst Electronics
High Street
Haywards Heath

Slades Road
St Austell
Cornwall PL25 4HG

The Short Wave Centre
95 Colindeep Lane
Sprowston
Norwich NR7 8E0

J Townsend
PO Box 475
Pierceton
IN 46562 USA

West Sussex RH17 6BH

Ward Electronics

Cirkit Holdings
Park Lane

422 Bromford Road
Ward End
Birmingham B8 2EX

Broxbourne
Herts EN10 7N0

Waters & Stanton

Electronics Equipment

22 Main Road
Hockley

Bank

Essex SS5 4QS

323 Mill Street
Vienna
VA 22180 USA
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Antrim

The Three Counties ARC. Every other
Wednesday, 8pm. Railway Hotel, Liphook
Hampshire. February 16- History Of Ounsfold
Aerodrome by Paul McCue, March 2RAYNET by Bob Bloodworth G4VWP. Tom
Milne on (0428)606298.

Carrickfergus AG. Tuesdays, 7pm. Downshire
Secondary School, Downshire Road,
Carrickfergus.GIOJOF on (0960) 351807.

Avon
Shirehampton ARC. Fridays. February 11 -

Neural Networks, March 4 Wonderful
World Of Weather Satellites. Ron Ford on
(0272) 770504.

Bedfordshire
Shefford & DABS. Thursdays, 8pm. Church
Hall, Ampthill Road, Shefford, Bedfordshire.
February 10 - Top Band DF by Stewart
G3RXG, 17th - Members Activity Night, 24th -

AGM, March 3 Members Activity Night.
Paul G1GSN on (0462) 700618.

Berkshire
Maidenhead & DARC. The Red Cross Hall,
The Crescent, Maidenhead, 7.45pm. February
15 - Space The Risk Business by Geoff Hall,
March 3 - Quiz with Reading DARC. Neil
GBXYN on (0628) 25952.

Newbury, & OARS. 4th Wednesdays, 7.30pm.
Bucklebury Memorial Hall. February 23 Junk Sale. Norman on (0635) 863310.

Buckinghamshire
Aylesbury Vale RS. 1st & 3rd Wednesdays,
8pm. Village Hall at Hardwick. February 16 Talk by Richard Biltcliffe, March 2 - Quiz with
Chesham & DARS at Chesham. Martyn
G4XZJ on (0296) 81097.

Cheshire
Mid -Cheshire ARS. Wednesdays, Morse &
RAE classes held. Cotebrook Village Hall,
Cotebrook, nr. Northwich, Cheshire. February
16 - Pancake Night, 23rd - Video Night,
March 2 - On Air/Construction Night, 9th Talk by Bob G4UJS of the Northern Lights
Contest Gorup. Mike Baguley G7LQD on
(0606)331210.

Stockport RS. 2nd & 4th Wednesdays,
7.45pm. Room 14, Dialstone Centre, Lisburne
Lane, Offerton, Stockport, Cheshire. February
11 - Packet Radio by G3SHF, 25th - Computer

Hardware/Software by Fistec Ltd, March 4 Q & A On Radio & Computers, 9th - Amateur
Satellites by Neville Paul G3AUB. Jim France
G3KAF on 061-439 4952.

Derbyshire
Buxton Radio Amateurs. Lee Wood Hotel,
Buxton, 8pm. February 22 - QSL Card Night,
March 8 - Construction Night. Derek Carson
641110 on (0298) 25506.

Devon
Appledore & DARC (Devon). 3rd Mondays,
7.30pm. Appledore Football Clubroom.
February 21 - Satellite Communication by
Dennis Kitchen GOFCL. Reg Lyddon G4ETJ.
OMR on (0237) 477301.

Exeter ARS. 2nd Mondays, 8pm. The Moose
International Centre, Blackboy Road, Exeter.
February 14 - Skittles Evening. Ray Donno on
(0392) 78710.

Plymouth RC. Tuesdays, 6.30pm RAE class,
7.30pm Morse class, 8pm club activities. (As

from June for the summer, meetings will be
fortnightly). The Basement, The Royal Fleet
Club, Davenport. F. P. Russell G7LUL, 63 Fleet
Street, Keyham, Plymouth PL2 2BU on (0752)
563222
Torbay ARS. Fridays, 7.30pm. ECC Social

Club, Highweek, Newton Abbot February 18 AGM. W. Hi pwell G3HTX on (0803) 526762.
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Bournemouth RS. 1st & 3rd Fridays, 8pm.
Kinson Community Centre, Pelhams Park,
Millhams Lane, Kinson, Bournemouth.
February 18 - G3TDZ Phasing Transceiver
Construction by Malcolm GOUCX, March 1

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick ARC. 3rd
Tuesdays, 7.30pm. Chiswick Town Hall,
Heathfield Terrace, London W4. February 15 Kit Building For Beginners. Calm Mulvany

Bromsgrove ARS. 2nd & 4th Tuesdays, 8pm.
Lickey End Social Club, Alcester Road,
Burcot, Bromsgrove. February 22 - RSGB
Night, March 8 - RA Relief Expeditions by G
Oellbridge GOPMF. Mr B. Taylor GOTPG on

GOJRY on 081-749 9972.

(0527) 542266.

-

Committee Meeting, 3rd 7th Annual Sale
Planning. Ian G2BDV on (0202)886887.
Poole RAS. 2nd Fridays, 7pm. Lady Russell Coates House, Lower Constitution Hill Site,
Bournemouth & Poole College of FE.
February 11 - Owen On Oil, A talk about the

oil industry by Owen GOOK March 11 - Final
Steps In A Simple Transceiver by G1TEX.
Vernon Cotton G3BCI on 0202) 760231.
South Dorset RS. 1st Tuesdays, 7.30pm.
Wessex Lounge of Weymouth Football Club.
March 1 Annual Members Bring, Buy &
Barter. Mike Lenzi G7HNY on (0305) 773860.

Down
Bangor & OARS. 1st Fridays, 8pm. Bangor
Technical College, Room A13. March 4
Basic Computing by Gordon McBriar GI6FZI.
Keith GIOSSA on (0247) 883315.

Durham
Bishop Auckland RAC. Thursdays. Novice
classes & City & Guilds classes for RAE A &
B examinations. Village Hall, rear of 1 High
Road, Stanley, Crook, Co. Durham DL15 9SN.
Mike Shield GOPRII on (0388) 766264.

East Sussex
Crowborough & OARS. Thursdays, 8pm.
Plough & Horses, Crowborough. February 24
- Antenna Design in Miniature by Eric G3TXZ.
Michael Smith G6UU0 on (0892)661807.

East Yorkshire
North Ferriby United ARS. Fridays, 8pm.
North Ferriby Utd., FC Social Club, Church
Road, North Ferriby, East Yorkshire. February
11 - On The Air Night, 18th Members
Problems And Tips, 25th AGM. Frank Lee
G3YCC on (0482) 650410.

Essex
Braintree & BARS. 1st & 3rd Mondays, 8pm.
The Clubhouse, Braintree Hockey Club,
Church Street, Bocking. February 14 - Club
Net, 21st - Sausage & Mash Dinner, 28th
Club Net. J. F. Button 01Waii Ch) G4JXG, 88
Coldnailhurst Avenue, Braintree, Essex CM7
5PY or Publicity Secretary on (0376) 327431.
Colchester RA. Colchester Institute, Sheepen
Road, Colchester. HF Construction by Peter
GODZB, 24th Rallies And Practical Wireless
by Rob Mannion G3XFD, March 10 - HF
Construction by Peter GODZB.Trevor

Clifton ARS. Kidbrooke House Community
Centre, Room 9, 90 Mycenae Road,
Blackheath SE3 7SE. February 11 - What's In
A Computer?, 25th - Film Evening. Keith
Lewis on 081-859 7630.
Cray Valley RS. tot & 3rd Thursdays, 8pm.
Progress Hall, Admiral Seymour Road, Eltham
SE9. February 17 - Penguin Night VP8SSI by
Bob Treacher, March 3 - Annual
Construction Contest Bob Treacheron 0818501386.
Crystal Palace & DRC. 3rd Saturdays, 7.30pm.
All Saints Parish Rooms, Beulah Hill, London
SE19 (opposite junc. Grange Road). February

19 - AGM and Construction Contest Wilf
Taylor G3DSC on 081-699 5732 or Bob Burns
G3000 on (0737)552170.

Edgware & DRS. Watling Community Centre,
145 Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak, 8pm.
February 10 - WAB by Rob Snar G4OBE, 24th
Morse Training Evening/On The Air, March
10 - AMTOR by Hank Kay GOFAB. Rod Bishop
GOSOL on 081- 204 1868.

Loughton & OARS. Room 12 of Loughton Hall,
7.45pm. February 18 - Meccano- Its History
And Present Popularity by Alan Curtis, March
4 - Packet Radio Update by John Ray G8DZH.
John Ray G8DZH on 081-508 3434.
Silverthom RC. Fridays, 7.30pm. The
Chingford Community & Adult Education
Centre, Friday Hill House, Simmons Lane,
Chingford, London E4 6JH. February 11 -

Night On The Air/Social, 18th Preparation
For Thinking Day On The Air, 25th - Night On
The Air, March 4 - Preparation For RSGB
London Amateur Radio & Computer
Exhibition. Andrew Mowbray GOLWS on 081529 4489 between 5.30 & 6.30pm weekdays
only.
Southgate ARC. 2nd & 4th Thursdays, 8pm.
Winchmore Hill Cricket Club Pavilion, Firs
Lane, Winchmore Hill, London N21. February
10 - Introduction Into 24cms ATC by Adrian
Hurt GOOJY, 24th - Radio On The Air. Brian
Shelton GOMEE on 081-360 2453.

Greater Manchester

Hertfordshire
Decorum AR & TS. 1st (informal) & 3rd (formal) Tuesdays, 8pm. The Heath Park,
Cotterells, Hemel Hempstead. February 15 Amateur Radio Licensing by Stephen Harding
G4JGS. Nicholas Camp G7KFO. 48 Northfield
Road, Harpenden, Harts AL5 5HZ
Hoddesdon RC. Alternate Thursdays, 8pm.
Conservative Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon,
Herts. March 3 - Preparation for London
Amateur Radio Show. Roy G4UNL on 081-804
5643.

Stevenage & OARS. Tuesdays, 7.30pm.
Stevenage Day Centre, Chells Way,
Stevenage. February 15 - Video Evening, 22nd
- The 1993 Coast To Coast Walk by Ralph
G7HFD. Neil Ravilious 2E1ASZ on (0438)
350882.

Humberside
Goole R & ES. Fridays, 7.30pm. West Park
Pavilion, West Park, Goole, last Fridays at the
'Old George Inn', Market Place, Goole.
February 11 - HF Listening by Richard Sugden

BUZ, 18th -Quiz 'Who's Hobby Is It
Anyway?', 25th - Social Evening. Steve Price
G8VHL on (0405) 769130.

Isle Of Wight
Isle of Wight RS. Unity Hall, Mill Square,
Wootton, Isle of Wight P033 4HS.February 19
- Thinking Day On The Air, 20th - VHF
Convention at Sandown Park (0983) 872120.

Kent
Bromley & OARS. 3rd Tuesdays, 7.30pm. The
Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens, Hayes,
Kent. February 15 - RAYNET by Phil Williams
G6AOP. Alan G7GBH on 081-777 0420

Medway AR & TS. Fridays. Tunbury Hall,
Catkin Close, Tunbury Avenue, Walderslade,
Chatham, Kent. Visitors & new members welcome. February 11 - Construction Contest,
25th - AGM, March 5 Boxing Contest by
Gloria G7OVI. Mrs Gloria Ackerley G7OVI, 40
Linwood Avenue, &rood, Rochester, Kent
MU 3TR. Tel: (0634) 710023.

Rochdale & BARS. Mondays, 8pm. The
Cemetery Hotel, 470 Bury Road, Rochdale,
Lancs. February 21 - Talk by Rev. George
Dobbs G3RJV. Brian on 061-653 8316 or Dave

Lancashire

(0706) 32502.

Midgeland Road, South Shore, Blackpool.
February 22 - Informal, March 8 Preparations for NARSA Rally. Eric Fielding

Bradbeer G7OWC on (0206) 764034.

Gwynedd

Vange ARS. Thursdays, 8pm. Barnstaple
Community Centre, Long Riding, Basildon,
Essex. February 10 - Aerials -Noise Phasing
by Robin G3JWD, 17th - Home Brew Hints &
Tips, 24th - AGM, March 3 - Junk Sale. Doris

Dragon ARC. 1st & 3rd Mondays, 7.30pm.
Four Crosses Hotel, Menai Bridge. February
21 - Talk by Bob Williams GW3CGN, March 7
- Technical Demonstration by Geoff Spencer
GW4DRR. Tony Rees GWOFMQ on (0248)

on (0268)552606.

600963.

Fife

Hampshire

Dunfermline & DARC. Thursdays, 7.30pm.
Former RAF Station, Outh Muir located by the
A823 Dunfermline to Crief Road. February 10 HF Operating Evening, 17th - Moonbounce by
David Anderson GM4JJJ, 24th - Construction
Evening, March 3 - Ten-Tec Night.

Itchen Valley RC. 2nd & 4th Fridays, 7.30pm.
Scout Hut, Brickfield Lane, Chandlers Ford.
February 12 - Open Meeting & Natter Night,
25th - Visit from Rob Mannion G3XF0 Editor
of Practical Wireless. Les Kennard G3ABA on

Fylde ARS. 2nd & 4th Tuesdays, 7.45pm.
Blackpool South Shore Lawn Tennis Club,

G4IHF on (0253) 726685.

(0703) 732997.

Leicestershire
Charnwood AR Contest C. 1st & 3rd Sundays.
The Albion, Loughborough. February 20 Contest Planning, 25th -27th CQWW 160
Contest. Phil on (0509) 232927.

Lincolnshire
Grantham RC. lst & 3rd Tuesdays, 8pm.
Kontak Sports & Social Club, Barrowby Road,
Grantham. February 15 - Overcoming EMC
Problems by G4OUB, March 1 - Club Quiz.
John Kirton G8WWJ on (0476)65743.
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Merseyside
Liverpool & OARS. Tuesdays,
8pm. Churchill Club, Church
Road, VVavertree, Liverpool.
February 15 - Debate -The
Place Of The Computer In
Amateur Radio, 22nd Surplus Sale, March 1 Astronomy by GOMSO, 8th Club On The Air. Ian Mant
G4WWX on 051-722 1178.

Norfolk

Please

send in
all of
Your 'Club
News' items
to Donna
Vincent
at the
editorial
offices
in
Broadstone.

Fakenhem ARC. 1st Tuesdays, 7.30pm.
Trinity Church Room, Hempton. March 1 ATV Demonstration by Mark GOLGJ. Dave

Surrey

G4DCJ on (0485) 528633.

Norfolk ARC. Wednesdays, 7.30pm.
University Arms, South Park Avenue,
Norwich. February 16 - Science For All by
Arnold G3PTB, 23rd - On The Air
Night/Construction. Dale Simkin on (0603)
37393.

Nottinghamshire
Mansfield ARS. 2nd Mondays, 7.30pm. Polish
Catholic Club, off Windmill Lane, Woodhouse
Road, Mansfield. February 14 - Are We Being
Conned? by Charles G4ZZG. Mary GONZA on
(0623)755288.

Nottingham ARC. Thursdays, 7.30pm.
Sherwood Community Centre, Mansfield
Road, Nottingham. February 10 - 144MHz DF
Foxhunt Talk by Ed GOINA, 17th - Surplus
Equipment Sale, 24th - Construction/Activity
Night, March 3 - Forum/On The Air Night, 10th
- Tuning The Club's HF Rig & Amplifier by
Trevor GOIXR. Simon GOIEG on (0602)501733,

Shropshire

Dorking & DRS. The Friends Meeting House.
South Street, Dorking, 7.45pm.. February 22 Crime Prevention, March 8 - Informal
Evening. John Greenwell G3AEZ on (0306)
631236.

Radio Diary
February 13: 3rd Northern Cross Rally is being held at the Rodillian School on the A61
between Leeds and Wakefield (near junction M1/M62). Doors open at llam, 10.30am for dis-

abled visitors and Bring & Buy. Usual dealers, ample parking, bar & refreshments, Morse
test and talk -in on S22. Dave Gray on (0532) 827883.

'February 20: The Great Northern Rally, G-MEX, City Centre, Manchester. All the usual
attractions, including free tea and coffee until 10am, cafeteria for hot and cold refreshments,
licensed bar, Bring & Buy, Talk -in on 144MHz via GB1GMEX. Admission £1.50, doors open at
10.30, close at 5pm with priority for the disabled. Further information on 061-748 9804.

February 26: Tyneside Amateur Radio society are holding their eighth annual rally at the
Temple Park Centre, South Shields. 18,000 sq. feet of floor space, all one level, direct access
to the exhibition floor, ample car parking for exhibitors and visitors, comprehensive catering
and leisure facilities. Jack GODZG on 091-2651718.

February 26: The 9th Rainham Radio Rally is being held at a new and larger venue at the
Rainham School for Girls, Derwent Way, Rainham, Gillingham, Kent Junction 4 M42, well
signposted. Traders, ample parking, Bring & Buy, refreshments. Admission £1, children under
16 Free, Talk -in on S22. G7JBO on (0634)365980.

Horsham ARC. Guide Hall, Denne Road,
Horsham, West Sussex, 8pm. March 3 Surplus Equipment Sale. Peter Stevens
G8SUI on 0737) 842150.

Surrey RCC. 'Terra Nova' The Waldrons,
Waddon, Croyden, Surrey. February 21 Natter Night, March 7 - Surplus Sale. Bemi
G8TB on 081-660 7517.

Sutton & Cheam RS. 3rd Thursdays, 7.30pm.
Sutton United Football Club, The Borough
Sports Ground, Gander Green Lane, Sutton,
Surrey. Natter Nights - 1st Thursdays.
February 17 - Construction Contest, March 3 Natter Night. John Puttock GOBWV, 53
Alexandra Avenue, Sutton SM1 2PA.

Wimbledon & OARS. 2nd & last Fridays. St.
Andrews Church Hall, Herbert Road,
Wimbledon SW19. February 25 - Desert
Island Radio. George Cripps G3DWW on 081540 2120.

"March 12/13: The London Amateur Radio & Computer Show will be held at the Picketts Lock
Centre, Picketts Lock Lane. Edmonton, London N9. Large trade presence, free parking, lec-

tures and disabled facilities. Bring & Buy, special interest groups, talk -in on S22. (0923)
893929.

March 20: Tiverton South West Radio Club are holding their 1994 Mid Devon Rally at the
Pannier Market, Tiverton. Doors open at 10am. Easy access, only minutes from junction 27 on
the M5. Excellent free parking, two halls of trade stands, Bring & Buy stall and mobile snack

bar. Further displays and full refreshment facilities in the club room bar which is open
throughout the day. Talk -in on S22. G4TSW, Mid Devon Rally, PO Box 3, Tiverton, Devon.

'March 211. Norbreck Amateur Radio, Computing & Electronics Exhibition, Norbreck Castle
Hotel, Queens Promenade, Blackpool, Lancashire. Extended free car parking with free shuttle service, novice licence details and demonstrations, Bring & Buy, competitions, refreshments, talk -in on S22. Doors open 11am (disabled entry with ramp from 10:45am) close 5pm.
Admission £1.50. over -65s £1.00, under -14s free. Peter Denton G6CGF. Tel: D51-6306790.

March 27: Bournemouth Radio Society are holding their 7th Annual Sale at Kinson
Community Centre, Pelhams Park, Milhams Road, Kinson, Bournemouth. Doors open at
10am. Talk -in from G1BRS on S22. Amateur Radio and Computer Traders, clubs and specialised groups. Admission £1 including tree raffle ticket Ian G2BDV QTHR on (0202)886887.

March 27: Pontefract & OARS are holding their 14th Annual Components Fair & Spring Rally
at the Carleton Community Centre, Carleton, Pontefract Doors open at 11 am, 10.30 for disabled. Bring & Buy, traders, bookstall, licensed car and refreshments, Morse tests, tombola,
traders, car boot spaces available, admission by prize programme, 3 prizes plus special draw

Salop ARS. Thursdays, apm. Oak Hotel,
Shrewsbury. February 10 Quiz between
SARS & Powys RC, 24th - Demo on FAX/SSTV
by Clem GOALV, March 10 - Construction
Project Discussions by Terry 08010 & Paul
G7LRB. Sheila Blumfield GOSST on 10743)

Tayside
Dundee ARC. Tuesdays, 7pm. College of
Further Education, Graham Street Dundee.
March 8 - Construction Night, 15th - Lecture,
22nd - Construction Night, 29th Lecture.

for the ladies. GONOE, QTHR on (0977) 677006.

361935.

George Millar GM4FSB, 30 Albert Crescent
Newport -on -Tay, Fife DD6 NT.

Morse tests on demand (bring two passport photographs). Roy GOIKC on (0409) 221624 or

Warwickshire

April 4: Centre of England Easter Radio, Satellite, Computer & Electronics Show are holding
their show at the Sports Connexion Centre, Leamington Road, Ryton on Dunsmore, Coventry
A45/A423. Doors open at 10.30am, admission E1.50, senior citizens, £100. Held in two large
halls, over 80 traders, Bring & Buy, talk -in on S22, bar and hot food all day, ample parking.

Somerset
Wincanton ARC. 1st & 3rd Mondays (except
Bank Holidays - 2nd & 4th), 7.30pm. The
Community Lounge, King Arthur's Community
School, Wincanton, Somerset. February 21 Open Evening, March 7 - CR100 & CR150

Receivers & Transmitters by George Grisdale
G5GZ. Dave G3ZXX on 10963) 34360 or Andy
G1FPW on (07471 51381.

Yeovil ARC. Thursdays. Red Cross HQ, Grove
Avenue, Yeovil, Somerset. February 10 Development Of A Ballistic Missile by G5JJ,
17th - Original Semi -Conductor Transmitter
by G3MYM, 24th - Club Station On The
Air/Committee Meeting. Cedric White G4JBL
On (0258) 73845.

South Yorkshire
Sheffield ARC. Mondays 7.30pm. Firth Park
Pavilion, Firth Park Road, Sheffield. February
14th - Talk on JOTA, 21st - Operation Of Clubs
HF Equipment, Z2nd - Ten Pin Bowling, 28th Packet Station, March 1 - RAYNET, 7th - Inter
Club Quiz Round 2.10742) 446282.

Suffolk

Stratford -Upon -Avon & DRS. 2nd & 4th
Mondays, 7.30pm. Home Guard Club, Main
Road, Tiddington, Stratford -Upon -Avon,
Warwickshire. February 14 - Test Equipment
Evening, 28th - Junk Sale. Alan Beasley
GOCXJ on (0608) 82495.

West Sussex

April 16: The Spring All Micro Show Radio Rally and Electronics Fair is being held at Bingley
Hall, Staffordshire Showground, Weston Road, Stafford (A518 Stafford-Uttoxeter Road) AA
signposted from Junction 14 on M6. Doors open 10am, adults £2 on day (advance tickets
E1.50), children under 14 free. As usual we are supporting local charity stalls, free parking,
licensed bar from 11 am, refreshments, meals and a cafeteria. (04731272002

G4GPX on (0903)753893.

events of 1994 - around 320 trading tables, Ilea market, outside TV displays etc. Mike

West Yorkshire
Halifax & OARS. 1st & 3rd Tuesdays, 7.30pm.
February 15 - Junk Sale. David Moss GODLM
on (0422) 212306.

Keighley ARS. The lngrow Cricket Club,
Ingrow, Keighley, 8pm. February 10 Navigation by GOB WY, 17th - Natter Night
24th - Practical Frectals-A Hands On
Electronics Experience by Lance Kean,
March 3 - Natter Night, 10th - Local Life
Between The Wars by Ian Dewhirst. Kathy

IP1 6PQ.

Salisbury R & ES. Tuesdays, 7.30pm. 3rd
Salisbury Sea Socut Hut, St Marks Avenue,
Salisbury. David Kennedy G7GWF on (0722)
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Frank Martin G4UMF on (0952) 598173.

April 17: Bury Radio Society will be holding a rally at the Castle Leisure Centre, Bolton St.
Bury. Doors open at 11am, 10.30am for disabled visitors. Bring & Buy, talk -in on S22, refreshments and bar available. Laurence on 061-7629308 evenings.

Conlon GORLO on (0274) 4910722

313212 or G8LTY @ GB7NNA.

Rodney & Joy on (05661775167.

Worthing & DARC. Wednesdays 7.30pm.
Parish Hall , South Street, Lancing, Worthing,
West Sussex. February 16 Phase Lock
Loops by GOSWH, 23rd - Discussion Evening,
March 2 - Computers, 9th - Club Dinner.

Ipswich RC. February 16 - Antennas by Frank
Howe G3FIJ, 23rd - CW Evening, March 2 Construction Contest 9th - Social. Mrs S.
Elden G8HYE, 124 Larchcroh Road. Ipswich

Sudbury & DRA. 1st Tuesdays, 8pm. Wells
Hall Old School, Great Conrad, Sudbury,
Suffolk. 3rd Tuesdays, 8pm. Five Bells Public
House, Bures Road, Great Conrad, Sudbury,
Suffolk. February 15 - Natter & Noggin,
March 1 - PCB Computer Aided Design by
Colin GOPAO. Tony Harman G8LTY 00(0787)

April 3: Launceston Amateur Radio Club will be holding its 8th amateur radio rally at
Launceston College. Doors open at 10.30am, well known traders, ample parking, RSGB

Wiltshire

May 1: The BATC Rally, Sports Connextion, Coventry will be among the largest indoor radio
Wooding G6IQM.

May 2: Dartmoor Radio Rally will be held at Yelverton Memorial Village Hall, Meayy Lane,
Yelverton, Devon. Trade stands, Bring & Buy, refreshments etc. Parking, access for disabled,
doors open 10.30, talk -in on S22. Ron on (0822)852586.

May 2: Mid -Cheshire ARS Rally will be hold at Civic Hall, Winsford, Cheshire. Doors open at
11am, (10.30am for disabled visitors). £1 entry and free car parking. Dave G4XUV on (0606)
77787.

May 8: Midland Amateur Radio Society/Drayton Mobile Radio Rally is being held at Drayton
Manor Park, Tamworth, Staffs (A4091). Doors open at 10.30am, usual traders, flea market, car
boot and club stands. Peter G6DRN on 021-443 1181.

May & The 10th Yeovil GRP Convention will be held at the Preston Centre, Yeovil, Somerset.
Doors open 9am - 5pm, free car parking. Traders, QRP kits and components plus club Bring
& Buy and QRP club stand. Natter area and refreshments. Peter G3CC1R, QTHR on 10935)
813054.

May 22: The 37th Northern Mobile Rally will take place at the Flower Show Hall on the Great
Yorkshire Show Ground, Harrogate, North Yorkshire. Mike GOMKK. (0423) 507653 evenings or
GOMKK @ GB7CYM.

330971.

'Practical Wireless and Short Wave Magazine in attendance.
Trowbridge & DARC. 1st & 3rd Wednesdays,
8pm. Southwick Village Hall, Bpm. February
16 - Natter Night, March 2 - Worked All
Britain Awards Group by Ivan G3GKC. Ian

If you're travelling long distances to rallies, it could be worth
'phoning the contact number to check all is well, before setting off.

GOGRI on (0225) 864698.
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Yes we've torn up the price list for
the London Amateur Radio Show

oc

and

FT1 000
200 watt HF
base station
transceiver
Dual receiver.
The ultimate
for the
serious DXer.

E

O

every
purchase

£79
£179
£89

at the

show

£344g
FT990 Options
XF109M SSB 2kHz filter
XF455K 250Hz cw filter
SP6 external US

O

FT 1000 Options
BPF1, BPF unit for 2nd receiver
DVS2 digital voice recorder
XF-C, D, E, F, 2nd RX filters each

£69
£89
£120

you
get a

free

entry

Ito

O
LI=

our

C,
CL

for

CI In la 1111.

SPEer
StiSc_

"

c

£299
£77.95
£499

draw

Cl)
IA

PS52 main PSU
SP31 External US
DSP100 digital signal unit

daily

TS850S

11

TS850S Options

c

(;T

a

Rexon

FT736R Options
FEX736/50 6m module
FEX736/1.2 1.2GHz module
SP767 external US

£259
£519
£79

handi

FT736R
CL

FT890 Options
FP800 AC PSU
ATU2 auto ATU
YF100- 500Hz cw filter
YF101 2.6kHz SSB filter

£299
£219
£69
£89

O
Imo

FT890
FT890
FT890SAT

£4-115
V.4.84Jg

Package deals also available.
Al! offers subject to availability

Carriage A=C2.00

13-£5.00

C-£7.50 D=£12.50

E-£16.50

2 yecrr warranty on all new Yaesu, Icom and Kenwood Transceivers.
Showroom + Mail order 0703 251549 HQ showroom hours 9.30-5 weekdays 9-lpm Sat.

Ch.
18

F71Service Department Direct Line Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm (0703) 254247

VISA

S.M. House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. Est., Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY
HQ Southampton (0703) 255111
Leeds (0532) 350606
London (ARE) 081 1997 4476
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THE LONDON BARGAIN STORE
-

And SMC will match any genuine offer on Icom, Kenwood and Yaesu
transceivers and give you a 2 year warranty "not just the manufacturers
guarantee". That's twice as much peace of mind than offered by other dealers!!

/

FT5100
2m/70cm dual
band mobile
transceiver

WO"o,-

sil

coma

Mat.21.0ffki p i E 1
--- - --. IF" l'I'l row Ess cs33
FT747 Options
FM UNIT
FP757HD PSU

£49
£299

FT747

4.

Handi Transceivers

SHOW
AND
OFFERS
PA
pniCGKAIES ON
ALL MODELS

TH28

FT415/815

TH78

FT530

SPECIAL SHOW
AND
OFFERS DEALS
PACKAGE
ON MOST
MODELS

Multimnde portables

FT290R 2,

794R2

690R 2

FREE

Options
FL2025 2m 25W amp
FL6025 6m 10W amp
FL7025 70cm 25W amp

AOR receivers

NOGE

MSS

£139
£129
£169

«SOS

FRG100

Kenwood HF and VHF transceivers

6

The most popular Yaesu Rotators ever

OS0
DISCOUNTS UNTIL

Still available from SMC.
Amazing value
G-400 £199.00 G-400RC £239.00
GC038 Lower Mast Clamp £22.00

Taiwan Serene
2m/70cm mobile and base
station antennas and
accessories at value for

money prices!

The G-400
illand G-400RC.
Rotators Carr C.
Clamp Carr B

- P SU

IT HURTS

SPECIAL OFFER PRICES
AVAILABLE ON STAND M RED HAL

4ME!t
4E5
(590

44E,

AVAILABLE FROM STANDS 'IC & `11,1' IN THE RED HALL
Showroom hotline 0703 251549 HQ showroom hours 9.30-5 weekdays 9 -fpm Saturday

Birmingham 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297) 34918 Chesterfield (0246) 453340
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The Yaesu FT -840

HF Transceiver
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the Yaesu range, the FT -840
transceiver, its associated power
supply and automatic antenna
tuning unit.
margin. Sometimes the clarity of communications
quality speech is improved by the greater treble
response of the internal speaker.

Automatic Antenna Tuning
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a
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The FT -840 is one of the latest h.f. transceivers
from Yaesu. It is the baby brother of the Yaesu FT

family of hi. transceivers.
The FT -840 is a compact unit with two v.f.o.s and
100 memories that has general coverage receive and
100W p.e.p. output on the amateur bands.
In standard form the FT -840 operates in c.w., s.s.b.
and a.m. modes with f.m., including repeater shift, as
an optional extra. It has a speech processor as
standard. Narrow band filters for a.m. and c.w. can be
added.
The FT -840 is supplied with a power lead, spare
fuse, 40 -page operating manual, and the MH-1B8 fist
microphone. Supplied with the manual is a separate
circuit diagram and a colourful world prefix map.
Power requirement of the FT -840 is 13.8V d.c. at a
maximum of 20A. For the review I was supplied with
the matching Yaesu FP -800 power supply.

Same Size
The FP -800 power supply unit is the same size as the
FT -840 itself, and has a forward facing extension
speaker. The p.s.u. is fitted with the lead to power the
FT -840, and the supplied extension speaker connecting
lead.
The 13.8V output from the p.s.u. is also available
via two screw terminals on the rear panel. The mains
voltage input to the FP -800 unit is through an IEC
connector.
The mains lead on the unit supplied to me had
moulded on plugs fitted at both ends. Unfortunately,
the lead is fitted with a European Schuko plug, not the
standard UK 13A three -pin plug.
Rather than chop the supplied connecting lead
about, I used a redundant kettle lead with UK 13A
plug fitted. Surely Yaesu know what type of plugs are
used in the UK? I wondered briefly about the warranty

implications of using the wrong or modified lead.
Audio quality from the forward facing extension
speaker is obviously better than from the transceiver's
small internal top facing speaker, but not by a wide
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Clive Hardy G4SLU
takes a look at one
of the latest products from

The FC-10 fully automatic antenna tuning unit is the
same depth and height as the FT -840 transceiver, but
half the width. The automatic a.t.u. is controlled from
the FT -840, and it was connected for most of the time
to my trapped dipole antenna.
With the FP -800, FT -840, and FC-10 combination
connected together the first task was to set up the FC10. There are 10 memories which store the FC-10
setting for each band, with two memories allocated to
the 28MHz band.
Two buttons on the FT -840 control the FC-10. The
TUNER button switches the FC-10 in and out of circuit
with the status indicated on the display.
Pressing the START button initiates the FC-10
automatic a.t.u. to start matching the antenna system
to the transceiver's output. Unless the mismatch is
greater than the FC-10 can cope with, it takes only a
few seconds for the automatic a.t.u. to select its
settings and store them in the memory.
If the FC-10 fails to match the antenna system after
30 seconds it gives up and the display shows HI-SWR.
Once the FC-10 has been set up on a band it returns to
those settings each time the band is selected, and then
makes minor adjustments to its settings for the actual
frequency selected.
Whilst the FC-10 automatic a.t.u. is setting itself
WAIT is shown on the display. During band and
frequency changes the setting takes only a fraction of a
second. You would have to be very fast on the p.t.t. to
transmit before it had set itself!
During the review period the FC-10 managed with
ease to match my five band non WARC trap dipole to
all 10 amateur bands. The unit had similar success
matching my 40m long wire antenna with its
associated central heating piping counterpoise.
To prevent heat build up inside the FC-10 there's an
internal side ventilation fan which cuts in
automatically. The fan is apparently triggered by
particular FC-10 settings, rather than any actual rise in
temperature.

The Transceiver
Now it's time to look at the transceiver itself. On taking
it out of the box the FT -840 appeared to be a radio that
could be driven without reference to the manual.
Despite this, it's obviously always a good idea to read
the manual.
I did read all the manual eventually. It's all in
English and includes helpful step-by-step guides to
explain several of the operating procedures.
However, operating amateur radio equipment for
the first time without reading the manual, seems to
have become an accepted way of assessing a radio's
user friendliness. And in this respect the FT -840 scores
well.
A transceiver that's easy to use doesn't distract the
operator from the main purpose. That of course, is
sending and receiving information!
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Well Laid Out

Various operating
settings can be selected

The front panel on the FT -840 is well laid out and the
basic function of each control is clearly marked. The
large liquid crystal display (I.c.d.) is back lit orange and

by holding down one or
other of the front panel
buttons when switching
the radio on. The list is
too long to include here,
but examples are beeper
enable/disable and last
digit (10 Hertz)
display/hide.

is very clear.

As well as frequency the I.c.d. display also shows
mode, memory channel, and other status information.
Next to it on the left is the moving coil combined 5,
power, and ALC (automatic level control) meter.
To the left of the tuning knob are found the main
receiver and all the transmitter controls. To the right are
the band and v.f.o. switching buttons, plus the i.f. shift
and receiver incremental tune controls (r.i.t.).
On the FT -840 the receiver incremental tune is
labelled CLAR, for clarifier. The memory select, scan,
and FC-10 control buttons are to the right of the display.
One revolution of the main tuning knob produces
500 tuning steps. In s.s.b. mode the rate is 10, or 100Hz
per step.
The FAST button selects the rate. In a.m. and f.m.
modes both rates are increased ten fold.

Extras Available
Apart from the FP -800
p.s.u. and FC-10
automatic a.t.u., several
other extras are available.
These include the FC-800
remote automatic a.t.u.,

The controls adjust the side tone level, semi break-in
timing, and speech processor compression. Other
sockets are for p.t.t., external ALC input, constant level
a.f. output, and a 200mA output 13.8V d.c. supply.

recommended for mobile
installations. There's also
an external loudspeaker with audio filtering, and a more
stable (±2ppm against ±1Oppm) master oscillator.
The higher stability master oscillator v.f.o. is
probably necessary for some data modes. However, I
only used the FT -840 for speech modes and no stability
problems were encountered.
An interface is available to facilitate operation of the
FT -840 by external computer. But the manual points out
that Yaesu are unable to supply any suitable software,
and half a page is devoted to the RFI problems likely to
be encountered when a computer and h.f. radio are in
close proximity.

Ordinary Memories

Equipment Assessment

There are 90 ordinary memories which store frequency,
mode, split frequency if required, etc. And it is very
simple to transfer data to and from these memories.
Programming the ten band search memories is a
little more difficult. This was the only area of operating
the FT -840 that caused me to dive for the manual.
It's not that the process of programming the band
search memories was particularly complex. But it took a
couple of readings and several attempts to crack the

Unless a piece of equipment is thoroughly examined on
the test bench, any assessment of performance is purely
subjective. I have no doubt that the FT -840 conforms
fully to its technical specification.
The FT -840's receiver did all that I expected it to,
and travelled the globe via the antenna socket Simply
put, it does the job!
Don't take my comments as a lack of enthusiasm for
the FT -840. I like the transceiver. Although not bristling
with controls the FT -840 has all the essentials.
On receive, the 12dB attenuator and IF SHIFT
controls make life easier when the bands get crowded.
The squelch only really becomes necessary if f.m. is
fitted, which it wasn't on the review model. A pity, as

The rear panel has a total of 16 controls or
connections. Apart from the usual antenna, d.c., key,
earth, and p.t.t. connections there are also four mini
DIN sockets.
The DIN sockets comprise one each for two of the
models of automatic a.t.u. usable with the FT -840, one
to control the FL -7000 linear or FC-1000 ATU, and a
CAT socket.

system.

The suggested use of the band search memories is to
scan each amateur band, as each memory can be
programmed with an lower and upper limit, e.g. 7.000
and 7.100MHz. Other than storing one or two net
frequencies perhaps, I don't think the memory functions
are that useful.
Serious contest operators may disagree. But I feel
that the FT -840 is a 'bread and butter' radio which they
probably wouldn't use.
I suspect that 10 ordinary memories alone would
suffice most FT -840 owners. After a couple of days I
found I wasn't using any of the memory functions.

Fig. 1: Internal view of
the Yaesu FT -840

transceiver

Fig. 2: Internal view of
the Yaesu FP -800

power supply unit.

Scan Facility
The scan facility on the Yaesu FT -840 permits scanning
of either the memories or the v.f.o. frequency. Operated
from the front panel the VFO SCAN is only in one
direction - upwards.
The scan rate on the FT -840 is adjustable from 1 to
200 tuning steps a second, but it defaults to 10.
Personally, I would trade the VFO SCAN for non locking

Up/Down tuning buttons on the front panel. It would
save a lot of twiddling of the main tuning knob to get
around the band.
There are Up/Down buttons on the microphone
which act as scan buttons in VFO mode if pressed other
than momentarily. In memory mode they are
duplication of the memory Up/Down buttons on the
front panel.
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Specifications
General
Frequency ranges
Receiver
Transmitter

Frequency stability
Modes

Fig. 3: The automatic
tuning unit FC-10
with cover removed (see text).

Frequency

Mode (b.w.)
s.s.b./c.w. (2.4kHz)

Measured

250

500kHz

()

+10ppm (±2ppm 0 - 40°C)
Sideband J3E (u.s.b./I.s.b.) ,
c.w. (A1A), a.m. (A3E), Optional
f.m. (F3E)
Tuning Steps
s.s.b./c.w. 10/100Hz W)
a.m./f.m. 100HZ/1kHz W)
Antenna impedance
500 (S0239 socket)
Operating temperature -10 to +50°C
Power supply
13.5V (±10%)

Dimensions
Weight
150

100kHz - 30MHz ()
1.8 - 29.7MHz (No transmit
outside amateur band edges)

1.2A (max) on receive ()
20A (max) on transmit
238x93x243mm (WHD)

Approx 4.5kg ()

1.8

to

to

to

to

Transmitter

250kHz

500kHz

1.8MHz

30MHz

Power output

<5pV

<2pV

<1pV

<0.25pV

100W (p.e.p.) adjustable (25W
Carrier on a.m.) W)

Spurious radiation

<2pV

<1pV

<.25pV

<0.12pV

>50dB below peak output (I
>45dB on 10/18MHz bands ()

a.m. (6kHz)

<40pV

<16pV

<8pV

<1pV

Measured

<10pV

<2pV

<2pV

<1pV
<0.25pV

f.m. (8kHz)

28MHz f.m. can be interesting.
No adverse comments were passed on the
transmitted audio quality by other stations, so
all was well there. Incidentally, the
characteristics of the transmitted audio can be
varied slightly to suit the operator's voice.
The variation of transmitted audio
characteristics can be achieved by a switch on
the rear of the microphone. This reduces its
response to frequencies below 1500Hz.
Additionally, the speech processor does give
that little extra 'bite' which can be useful.
I found that the FT -840 is straight forward
to operate, particularly with the automatic
a.t.u. It would make an ideal first h.f. radio for
someone wanting a new, but less expensive
transceiver. Its price and performance should
put it into quite a few shacks.

Summing Up

FM deviation

>50dB (unwanted sideband) (4)
±2.5kHz (not checked)

Receiver

dual conversion
superheterodyne

IF Frequencies

47,055 (1st ), 8.215MHz (2nd)
(455kHz f.m. only)
±1.2kHz
±2.5kHz
s.s.b./a.m., see table

IF shift
Clarifier
Sensitivity

Squelch sensitivity
IF rejection
Image rejection
Audio output

f.m. 0.2pV (1.8-30MHz)
<2pV or better W)
>60dB (1.8-30MHz) W)

>70dB (1.8-30MHz) (I
1.5W (40 load) @<10%

distortion (I
4 - 80 loudspeakers

What the () means!
When we have a rig in for review in PW, we check the
rig on our test equipment to see how well it measures
up to the manufacturer's quoted specification. The
specification figures we feel are important to you, the
reader, we checkout and highlight with our PW ().
We use a (1 sign after a measurement figure, to
mean that the reviewed rig matched (within
measurement limits) the quoted specification. We use a
W+) sign to means the rig bettered the specification by
a good margin. The ultimate accolade is a (++) sign,
meaning the margin was excellent.
G1TEX

In summing up, at the end of the day I'll 'put it
in a nutshell' so to speak. I think the FT -840 is
a neat box of tricks that performs all the usual
repertoire of gymnastic feats I've come to
expect from a modern transceiver.
Get me my cheque book, I want one! Any discount for cash
My thanks go to Yaesu UK Ltd., Unit 2 Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence Road, Hounslow, Middlesex
TW4 6DR. Tel: 081-569 4282 for the loan of the FT -840. Yaesu UK ltd. can supply the FT -840 for £879, the FP -800
for £299 and the FC-10 for £299.
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ELECTRONICS
VALVES
& SEMICONDUCTORS

Phone for a
most courteous quotation

081-743 0899
Fax: 081-749 3934

We are one of the largest stockists of valves etc, in the U.K.
COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD.

40m YEOVIL converter- new or refrofit -TCVR

NEW

can now do CW and SSB on 20, 40, and 80m
DIGTFALCOUTTER- 5 digit kHz and MHz to
60+ MHz- 2 channels, add or subtract for DC or superhet rigs (any III or as test gear

DEVELOPMENTS

nrirnm - simple 80m phone TCVR now available

horn

conseaucnort USE for kit stage payments and

£49
.£7

IOT IRON newsletter

G3PCJ

170 GOLDHAWK ROAD
LONDON W12 8HJ

£25

SAE for detaks to.

Watford Electronics, Upton Bridge Pam. Long Sutton.
Langport. Somerset TA 10 9NJ.
Tel 0458 241224

PC KITS and PC BITS
SOME EXAMPLES OF KITS:(Single floppy, no display)

33Milz 386SX - /240

4011111z386DX40 4200

33 Wiz., 4111.13 Local Bus486-£ 650

Allgriety of display cards, monitors atitdharddriRes to add to bade kits.

Kits Melo& Nilsson*

ors, many configurations a vaflableto your exact specification or incorporating your own parts

A FEW of OUR BITS:- Motherboards - XT1O - £35, ATI2 - £55, 386SX-33 - £80, 386 DX -40- £115, 486DX-33VL - £370, 486DX-66 EISA - £760
Cases - 12 top quality cases in our range inductinfratit4ifounre4T-De=LIUte Desktop with 230W PSU, full R.E. shielding - 85.00, Full Size AT Case -65.00.

Display Adaptors - MGA - 18.00, CGA - 20.00, EGA - 25.00, Range of VGA cards from256K to 2Mb for every requirement and budget.

Controllers and I/O - Range ofFloppy, IDE, MFM, ALL, SCSI, ESDI controllers for 8 -bit, 16 -bit , EISA and Local Bus, e.g. AT IDE Controller with BIOS (for
systems with BIOS that do not support IDE drives) - 50.00, VESA Local -Bus IDE controller - 50.00, MEM/ALL - 31 .00(XT) or 45.00 (AT), 4 -floppy - 32.00.
Power Supplies- Just about every shape and power range e.g. 200W Standard -42.00, 150W XT - 40.130, 200WL - 50.00, 220W Large Tower or full size AT 65.00,

Pius express power supply repairs for only 50.00 (e.g. most ,Delli Compaq, Opus, Tandon etcPSUs)
SOME BAREBONES: ( Case, PSU and motherboard )

386SX-33 - 130.00, 386DX-40 - 190.00, 486DLC4OVL - 340.00

Prices Exclude VAT and Dermetrjemdare subject to variation. Credit Cards accepted. Public Sector P.as accepted (with stria surchamel. Gootes suppled subject to our standard tenon and conditions.

So if fon are thinking about building or enhancing your own machine and would like a kit dig really is a kit
or an add-on that really works and is well supported and documented,

then for a brochure, price lists, spec lists etc. contact:-

'-'

3TH Ltd, P.O. Box 482, Oxford OX2 9RP Tel 0865 791452 Fax 0865 794267

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Eydon, Daventry,
Northants NN11 3PT
Tel: 0327 60178

AA4 ACTIVE ANTENNA FOR SCANNERS
Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package. lust over
16 inches long - the answer to space/visibility problems for home or portable use. A low
noise microwave IC gives good performance with a low parts count, making construction
straightforward. Excellent performance in a small space!

Singte Band Receiver

HOWES

RECEIVER KITS

Nlail Order to:

AA4 Kit: £19.90

Assembled PCBModules: £27.90

TRF3

Shortwave Broadcast TRF receiver for AM/SSB/CW, 5.7 to I 2.8MHz.
Complete electronics kit plus Hardware Pack:

AB118 MR -BAND ACTIVE ANTENNA

DcRx

Single Band SSB/CW for 80, 40, 20M amateur bands or 5.45MHz HF
Complete kit with HA8OR Hardware Pack and DC52 "5 Meter":

directional coverage using an end -fed half -wave antenna element with low noise preamplifier, band-pass fitter and switchable 10dB attenuator. Fits standard 1.5 inch plastic

DXR10

Three band 10,12 & 15M SSB/CW complete kit with HAlOR Hardware Pack and
DC52 "5 Meter":

£41.40

Optimised for the VHF air -band, 118 to 137MHz. Excellent long range reception with omni-

£57.70

£64.30

1 he above items are also available with assembled PO3 modules, and as basic electronics kits without the hardware.

ACCESSORY KITS - optional hardware packs also available
AP3
Automatic Speech Processor
DFD4 Add-on Digital Read-out for superhet radios
CTU30 AM covers all HF bands + 6M for receiving or 30W TX
CR1150 ATU - all HF Bands up to 150W

ST2

XM I

Morse Side -tone or practice oscillator
Crystal Calibrator for frequency checking

kin

£16.80
£49.90
£39.90
£49.90
£9.80
£16.90

TRANSMITTER KITS - emandble Into transceivers with matching receiver and VFO

CTX
MTX20
AT 160
liTX 1 0

40 or 80M Band versions very popular QRP TX
20M 10W CW TX - work the World!
Dual Band 80 & 160M AM/DSB/ON .5 to 10W PEP
10 & 15M SSB/CW Exciter (matching PA etc. available)

£15.50
£29.90
£39.90
£49.90

£24.90
£69.90
£46.90
£57.90
£15.90
£22.90
kits

£22.90
£39.90
£62.90
£79.90

HOWES AA2 is the active antenna for general coverage HF reception. Broad -band

performance that does not tail off at the higher frequendes. The neat compact answer for
those with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation etc. Two selectable gain settings, local
or coax powering (12 to 14V). Good strong signal performance, IP3 +38dBm. Easy to build,
and much liked by customers!

AA2 Kit: £8.90

Assembled PCB Module: £13.90
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transform your air -band reception if you are still using a general purpose antenna!

AB118 Kit: £18.80

Assembled
P03

AA2 150kHz to 30MHz ACTIVE ANTENNA
The

water pipe for easy weather-proof installation, or use it "naked" in the loft. Should

Assembled PCB modules: £25.90

CLEAN UP
Mau swinturnu

-HOWES

YOUR

RECEPTION!

DUAL BANDWIDTH AF FILTER: £29.80
Reduce noise and inteferencel Sharp SSB/Speech filter with taster roll -oft than IF crystal
filters! 300Hz bandwidth CW filter Printed and punched front panel All aluminium case
Simply connects between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones Suits all general coverage
receivers and transceivers Excellent receiver upgrade!

ASL5 Filter Kit (£15.90) + HA5OR Hardware (£13.90) = £29.80

PLEASE ADD .11.50 P&P for kits or f4.00 P&P if ordering hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, dear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, and technical
advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send a good size SAE for our new
(and bigger) free catalogue and specific product data sheets. We have lots more kits in
the range! Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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TELFORD ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS
* SPRING SAVER * 30% OFF SELECTED ITEMS *
Type MA752 30-88MHz

Lightweight Telescopic Mast
Type MA798

Ex -army pro -quality. Construction by Rocal
Antennas. This antanna is transportable and

Ex -army pro -quality. Construction by Racal
Antennas.

comes in a convenient carrying holdall. The antenna can be
assembled by one person in less than 15 min. Mounting can
be either vertical or horizontal. Polarisation on a ground
mounted 9m mast (as above).
General spec:- Input impedance 50 12
400 walls
Power-

Height extended - 9m height closed - 2.17m.
Weight of most 10.6kg weight of accessory kit 25kg.
Mast can be extended by hand, foot -pump or 12 volt
Holfords car type compressor. Telescopic mast 9m comes
with installation kit - (guy ropes, hammer, stakes etc).

VHF Log -Periodic Antenna

VSWR:-

2.6:1

Gain:-

7dbi.

Brand new £295.00

Brand new £225.00

new price in excess of £1100.

Also available for 27ft Mast is an

Pump -up -Mast

Also in stock:

Elevated Aerial
36MHz to 60MHz

Type "SCAM 40"

Ex -Army Telescopic 27ft
Mast - Light Duty/Antenna
c/w Installation kit:- (Guy Ropes,

Extended height of Mast 210ft
Refracted height of Mast 7'9"
Which is mounted on top of Mast.Kit comprises of
Maximum Recommended Headload 32kg
Telescopic whip( 6MHz to 60MHz)

Cable, Whip Base etc. £10.00

Hammer, Stakes etc.)

Brand new £35.00

Brand new £300.00

MODEL 43 THRUUNE WATTMETER

RF-601A AUTOMATIC ANTENNA COUPLER

This is an insertion type RF wattmeter, designed to measure power flow and load match in 50 ohm
coaxial transmission lines. It is intended for use on cw, am, fin and IV modulation envelopes, but
not pulsed modes. The Model 43, when used in 50 ohm applications, has an insertion VSWR of
less than I.05 tel 1 up to a frequency of 1000MHz. The meter is direct reading in watts, expanded
down scale for easy reading and is graduated 25, 50 and 100 watts full scale. The power ranges
used are determined by the plug-in elements covering tram 0.45 to 2300MHz.
The Model 43 is a portable unit contained in a die cast aluminium housing, included in the unit is
a carrying strop, four rubber shock feet on the base and four rubber bumpers on the bock.

This antenna coupler matches I kW transmitters with 4.5 to 10.6 metre whip antennas over the 2
to 30 MHz frequency range (1.6 to 30MHz for 10.6 metre whip antenna). It is suitable for use in
shipboard, fixed station and transportable shelter applications.
The RF-601A is composed of two separate units: the control unit and the waterproof coupler unit.
The control unit, located at the transmitter, acts as on interface between the transmitter and coupler
unit to provide the control signals. The coupler unit contains the tuning elements and discriminator
circuitry and is located at the antenna base.
The unit meets MIL -E-16400 and MIL -S-901 where applicable

AS NEW CONDITION £145

* * *

BRAND NEW £500 C

COME AND SEE ME AT THE LONDON SHOW

* * * *

LONDON

AMATEUR RADIO &
COMPUTER SHOW

Callers welcome by appointment- Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ

Telephone 0952 605451 - Fax: 0952 677978

COASTAL
COMMUNICATIONS
YOUR 'LOCAL' INDEPENDENT EAST COAST DEALER
4 DAY FINANCE/
MAIL ORDER PLAN!

YAESU

DAY 1 Phone for your personal quotation, place
your order.

DAY 2 Receive your finance agreement, complete
and post back.

DAY 3 We receive your forms back, process and

£1925

despatch your goods before lunch.

DAY 4 You receive your new radio/equipment.

FT -890 AT

FT -990

incl. C/W Yaesu mic

incl. C/W Yaesu mic

incl. C/W Yaesu mic £770

VHF/UHF BASE ANTENNAS

DAY 28 or

ALUMINIUM

DAY 90 You make your 1st finance payment

TSB3001 2m 5/8 wave 3.4dB 1.4m long
TSB3002 2m 2*5/8 wave 6.5dB 2.87m long
TSB3003 2m 3*5/8 wave 7.8dB 4.5m long

through the bank.
(Subject to status, stock availability and delivery/post system)

Option A:
No deposit, interest free, 28 days until 1st payment,
payments over 9 months.

Option B:
No deposit, interest at 28.3% APR, 90 days until 1st
payment.

Call today, you could own a new radio of your dreams
within 4 days - from the comfort of your own home:

NEW FAX NUMBER 0255 476524

£29.95
£39.95
£69.95

WHITE FIBREGLASS

£54.95
£94.95
£89.95
£75.95
£94.95
£99.95
£139.95
£179.95
FREE MAIL ORDER FREE MAIL ORDER FREE MAIL ORDER FREE MAIL

TSB3306 2m/70cms 3.5/6.0dB 1.29m long
TSB3304 2m/70cms 6.0/8.4dB 2.4m long
TSB3301 2m/70cms 6.5/9.0dB 3.07m long
Diamond X50 2m/70cms 4.5/7.2dB 1.7m long
Comet CX725 6m/2m/70cms 2.15dBi/6.2/8.4dB 2.4m long
Comet GP5 2mr/Ocms 6.0/8.6dBi 2.42m long
Comet CX903 2m/70cms/23cms 6.6/9.0/13.5dB 2.95m long
Comet CA2"4DXM 2mT70cms 8.9/12.2dB 6.05m long

19 Cambridge Road, Clactonon-Sea, Essex 0015 3QJ
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£1315

FT -840

Tel, 0255 474191
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I pass like night,
from land to land;
I have strange power of speech
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
From The Ancient Mariner.
t's a sad fact that there are few home made
single sideband transmissions heard on the
amateur bands. I guess it's because most
amateurs think it's beyond their skill and means to
generate an s.s.b. signal.
Perhaps it's because most constructors have
images of complex circuits and expensive test
equipment. They may also be concerned about
having to lay out a lot of money which might not
bear fruit.
The PW Jubilee is aimed at encouraging you to
have a go! It's an attempt to offer a relatively
inexpensive and easy to build s.s.b. transceiver for
the 14MHz band.
The Jubilee transceiver, although not a

Fig. 1.1: An illustration of the
techniques behind the generation of a
single sideband suppressed carrier
transmission. In effect, the three
diagrams would be superimposed,
forming one illustration, but for clarity
we have separated them (see text).
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beginner's project can be built by anyone who can
read a diagram, identify parts and make good
solder joints. It requires no specialist test
equipment.
You'll need a good multimeter (preferably of
analogue type) and a simple diode probe. The only
other item needed is a short wave receiver, to do
all the required checks.
The Jubilee could make a base station
transceiver. It's also ideal for portable or mobile
use.

Describing The Transceiver
I'll begin by describing the make-up of the
transceiver. And the best starting point is the i.f.
board.
The i.f. board forms the heart of the Jubilee. It
provides an i.f. amplifier at 9MHz, the b.f.o.,
product detector and audio stages on receive. It
also provides the microphone audio stages,
balanced mixer and filtering to provide a single
sideband output at 9MHz.
The i.f. board does all the hard work in a single
sideband transceiver. It could be used for any
single band, or multiple bands with appropriate
mixing and amplification.
The r.f. mixer board contains mixers for both
the receiver and transmitter. A band-pass input
filter selects the required 14MHz signals.
In the Jubilee, the r.f. board has a simple driver
amplifier. The amplifier allows the board to drive a
ready -built Cirkit power amplifier to some 12 to
15W of r.f. output.
With this project, the mixers are driven by the
same variable frequency oscillator (v.f.o.). This
provides a signal at 5MHz, which with the 9MHz of
the i.f. stages and s.s.b. generator, places the
transceiver output on the 14MHz band.
The v.f.o. board includes extra components.
These components allow receiver incremental
tuning (r.i.t.).
The mixer board drives the previously
mentioned Cirkit power amplifier. This is a well
known broad band r.f. amplifier kit. It has a small
modification to allow it to be switched on in the

The Reverend George
Dobbs G3RJV describes

a useful QRP mobile h.f.

transceiver. It started
life on his workbench
during PW's 60th

anniversary year - hence

the name 'Jubilee'. And,
as usual, George starts
off with a suitable
quotation!

The prototype PW
Jubilee 14MHz h.f.
s.s.b. transceiver,
designed and built
by Rev. George
Dobbs G3RJV.
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Fig. 1.2: The main
i.f. and audio
board of the
Jubilee s.s.b.
transceiver. The
diodes enable the
i.f. unit to be used
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Fig. 1.3: The lower and upper sideband
crystal oscillators for the Jubilee
transceiver (see text).
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transmit mode.
Mounted alongside the power
amplifier is an s.w.r. bridge, which in
effect is a through -line bi-directional
wattmeter. There's also a 7 -element
low pass filter.
The boards I've described form a
complete single sideband transceiver,
but two extra optional boards can be
added to the Jubilee.
As described, the Jubilee i.f.
amplifier has no system of automatic
gain control (a.g.c.). But a simple
external board can provide an audio
derived a.g.c. facility.
The basic modules work only on
single sideband. However, by adding
an extra board with a c.w. oscillator
and key operated change -over system,
the transceiver will operate on Morse.
The i.f. bandwidth on its own, is a
little too wide for comfortable
sessions on c.w. However, I've
produced a small passive filter to
improve the situation.
The modular system of
construction I've adopted, makes the
Jubilee easy to build. It also makes it
possible to test as construction
A more inventive constructor could
opt to use some of the Jubilee
modules with other favourite circuits.
For example, you could use the i.f.
board with a variety of mixer circuits
for transmit or receive.
If the Jubilee is the first s.s.b.
project you're attempting, the
illustration, Fig. 1, should help. The
diagram illustrates the priciples
behind the operation of the i.f. filter (in
the case of the Jubilee it's 9MHz).
Putting it very simply, to generate a
single sideband supressed carrier
signal (this is the correct term,
although most of us just refer to it as
's.s.b.') we first have to generate a
signal (the 'carrier'). The audio signal
from the microphone is 'mixed'
(modulated) onto the carrier. The
result is an amplitude modulated
signal.
Because the a.m, signal produced
in a balanced modulator, the carrier
frequency (9.0025 on I.s.b., 8.997MHz
on u.s.b.) is balanced out and is very
much reduced in the signal fed to the
crystal filter FL1. Then, either the
upper or lower sideband signal
frequency only is allowed through the
filter, amplified and transmitted.
The i.f. filter has the effect of
greatly attenuating the unwanted

sideband. And, much to our
advantage, this process can be 'two
way' and can be used on receive or
transmit, as in the Jubilee.

The Circuit
The circuit of the main transceiver i.f.
board is shown in Fig. 2. As
previously mentioned, the board
forms the basis of a whole 9MHz
transceiver i.f. system.
The filtering on the i.f. board, at
9MHz, is performed by a Showa
2.4kHz crystal filter, FL1. This filter is
available at a special price from the GQRP Club, although any comparable
narrow band crystal filter would work
with the board.
The diodes, D1, 2, 3 and 4 switch
the r.f. input and output through the
filter. This enables the same filter to
serve as the i.f. filter and s.s.b.
generator filter.
On receive, the i.f. input from the
receiver mixer is selected by D1 and 3
through the filter. The resistors R9 and
10 provide impedance matching for
the filter. The capacitors C16 and 17
isolate the filter at d.c. from the
switching diodes.
A transformer, T1, matches the
filtered intermediate frequency signal
into the i.f. amplifier. The i.f.
amplification is provided by an
MC1350P integrated circuit.
The MC1350P i.c. has become
popular in recent years for providing
simple i.f. amplifiers. It has a gain
control pin (pin 6) which can be part of
an a.g.c. circuit.
In its most basic form, the Jubilee
front panel control, R13, provides a
variable control voltage to vary the i.f.
gain. This can be upgraded with the
add-on a.g.c. amplifier option.
The output from the i.f. amplifier is
coupled via C25 to an NE602
integrated circuit, IC3. This provides
the function of a product detector.
The NE602 has become the radio
constructors delight of recent years. It
combines a double balanced mixer,
internal oscillator and voltage
regulator all in a single 8 -pin DIL
package.

In this application the NE602 is
(shamefully!) under -used. I've used it
as a single ended mixer to form a
product detector with switched
oscillators. The oscillators also serve
as the signal source for the s.s.b.
generator and the correct b.f.o.
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frequency signal is fed in on pin 6 of IC3.
Yet another radio constructor's favourite, the
LM386, is used as the audio amplifier. In this circuit
it's run in the high gain mode, although I cannot
recall seeing any circuit where it's used in the low
gain mode!
The variable resistor, R20, is the audio gain
control and C33 and R21 form a Zoebel filter to
stabilise the output. The board is capable of driving
a loudspeaker in quiet locations. For mobile use a
headphone and a boom microphone arrangement
is preferred.
Later, I'll describe a very simple audio filter
which can be added to the audio gain control. This
is simply a tuned circuit at about 800Hz, made from
a 83mH inductor and a 0.47pF capacitor.

Single Sideband Simple
In the Jubilee project, the single sideband generator
section is very simple. The VOGAD chip, IC6, is the
Plessey SL6270 device that provides up to a 60dB
a.g.c. range which can be preset by the value of
R25.

The microphone input has been designed for use
with a polarised electret microphone. This has two
advantages: the use of a boom microphone headset
for mobile or portable use and the possible use of
cheap microphone elements.
The resistor, R22, decoupled by C36 and 38
provides the polarising voltage for the microphone.
Some types of electret microphone elements have a

separate polarising connection which should be
connected to Mic V+.
Most boom microphones send the polarising
voltage down the microphone input wire. If this is
so, Mic V+ is joined to 'MIC' on the printed circuit
board. The capacitor, C39, isolates the input of IC7.
Another Plessey device, the SL1640 is used as
the balanced modulator. This mixes the audio input
at pin 7 with an upper or lower sideband crystal
oscillator on pin 3.
The resulting double sideband signal from the
SL1640 is coupled via C51 to a J310 f.e.t. transistor
to amplify the signal. The diode, D4, switches the
double sideband (d.s.b.) signal to the crystal filter
which removes the unwanted sideband. The diode,
D2, then routes the signal to the 'TX OUT' pins on
the printed circuit board.
The board has two separate beat frequency
oscillators (b.f.o.$). These are selected by switching
a 9V line to the required oscillator via S1.
The oscillators are 2N2222 bipolar transistors
run at low level to avoid carrier leakage. The board
provides space to add a screen around the
oscillators.
In practice I had no problems without a screen.
But as a precaution I grounded the cases of the
b.f.o. crystals.
That's about it for now. Next time, I'll describe
the assembly, the testing stages, provide the
shopping list and give you some ideas for add-on
units.

Fig. 1.5: A view of the underside of the Jubilee
transceiver, with the main v.f.o. (mounted in the die-cast
aluminium box) at the top of the photograph.
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Fig. 1.6: Looking down into the completed transceiver
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Keen 'square' collector
John Notching G4ATA
tells the story of how
he mounted a v.h.f.
DXpedition to the
Lizard peninsula in
Cornwall, and raised
money for the BBC's

Children In Need

Appeal at the same
time.

Fig. 1: The
antennas at the
G4ATA DXpedition
at Trethvas Farm.

lUlhe idea of taking part in a DXpedition to a
rare square appealed to me. So, when my

wife said that I could go away for a week on
my own with the radio gear, I jumped at the
chance!
It was around the end of May 1990 the idea

was agreed. I immediately set to work on
organising things as quickly as possible.
I eventually decided on the week August 10-17
to cover the peak of the Perseids meteor shower. I
would also be reasonably sure of decent weather
even in this country!

We eventually arrived at our destination at
8.15am. I had a choice of three fields in which to
camp and set up the station.
After a couple of hours we met John G4ZTR,
Dave G4VIX and Mark G6CMS. They came to set
up their 50 and 70MHz station in the same field (it's
a small world isn't it). Our neighbours introduced
themselves as three members of the Windbreakers
Contest Group.
It was then time to say 'goodbye until next
Friday' to our helper who headed home. We then
wound up the tower, guyed it off, and went on the
air.

Lizard Location
I eventually decided on The Lizard Peninsula in
Cornwall as the best location. It seemed to be the
most easily accessible 'rare' square.
I had already got in touch with the Clerk of the
Parish Council of the Lizard. This resulted in a
telephone call from Jim G4WSH, who's a resident
in the Lizard.
Jim put me in touch with the owner of Trethvas
Farm, located just to the north of the village. I then
received permission to use one of the farmer's
fields.
I decided on raising money for the BBC's
Children In Need Appeal. This is because I believe
it's a very worthy cause and I have two of the
monsters myself!
Sponsorship forms were then printed and
distributed around work associates, friends and
neighbours. This was done along with a covering
letter trying to explain my intentions.
I decided to activiate 50, 144 and 430MHz. Then
I set about the task of persuading friends to loan
equipment to supplement my own.
I should at this point say that a big 'thank you'
must go to Dave G4IAU and Steve G7CCL, who
loaned me their mobile tower for the week. Also to
the North Wakefield Radio Club
G4NOK who loaned the rotator, 144
and 430MHz antennas. And last but
not least, Dave G8GXP for the loan
of the 430MHz p.a.
About two weeks before my
departure, I gathered everything
together for assembly and testing. I
didn't want to travel over 400 miles
and then find that I was short of
something!
Someone wanted to join me!
Jason Russell (soon to become
G7IDR) asked to come along. A
branch manager from one of my
sponsors, had also promised to give
me a hand if necessary. After seeing
how much gear we had, he was
rapidly contacted so we would have
an extra vehicle.

Loading The Equipment

s'41 -14e

On Thursday August 1990, the job of
loading up the equipment was
started. After a final check, we set off
for Cornwall at about 10.30pm.

The first contact and QSO was made on
144MHz at 14.00UTC with G4YGT/P in 1082 square.
The only areas of note worked on 144MHz were
IN85 and 1N73. There was also one of only two GD
stations worked - GD4IOM in 1074.
After a break to keep a sked on 3.5MHz with
G4HKY in West Yorkshire, near my home QTH,

activity on 144MHz was resumed. This brought
EA1TA in IN53 to the log -book.
From the Principality, GW4LX0 requested me to
QSY to 50MHz to give him a new square on the
band. And, after a couple of brief QSOs on 50MHz,
my return to 144MHz brought the first QSO with
my home locator square in the shape of Dave
G8GXP (1093).

The following three hours resulted in contacts
in lOs 70, 71, 80, 81, 82, 90, 91, 92, 93, JOs 01, 02,
10, 21 & 22. There were also a smattering of EAs.

On the morning of the 11th the rig was not
turned on until half an hour before my first meteor
scatter (m.s.) sked. A QSO with EA1NV in IN73 was
the result of a call to the east!
The following m.s. sked with I1TXD was not
completed. The activity for the rest of the afternoon
was all on 144MHz apart from a QSO on 50 and
one on 430MHz. The squares worked included lOs
70, 72, 80, 81, 90 & 92, INs 78, 88, 98, 53, 73 and

J001.
We then went on to the 430MHz Activity
Contest. The first 20 minutes was quite promising,
as we had QSOs on 430MHz in JOs 00, 01 and 02
and lOs 90 and 82.
After working Malcom G4MKF on 144MHz, he
asked if I was QRV on 430MHz. This provided
another seven QSOs on 430MHz in lOs 71, 81, 82,
83 and 91.

Working on my past experience of 430MHz
contests, I thought that 16 contacts in two hours
was good. I felt quite hopeful for the activity
periods for the rest of the week.

Improving My French
I decided to relax for a while on 144MHz and start
improving my French! A CQ call to the south east
brought F6HRE in IN93GK. My thanks go to him for
perservering with my poor French!
Listening to the GB2RS news on the Sunday
morning, I heard my expedition featured. After this
I set about the task of working 144MHz with a little
more heart.
With the beam to the east, a string of Dutch
stations were worked. Quite a few of the PA
stations promise to listen out for me on 430MHz
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later on in the day.
A couple of German stations were worked in
JOs 31 and 32. There was also ON2ABC in
J011VB who informed me that he was only
running 750mW!
Later, I had a sked with Roger GOLVH at
12.00UTC. I heard GOLVH calling me via tropo and
sent him a report of 51. But he obviously didn't
hear anything from me. I was quite surprised not
to get any meteor bursts during the sked,
especially on 50MHz.
Jason, who had in the previous 24 hours
become G7IDR, was idly tuning around 144MHz
when we heard TM1BRE in IM88MU calling. We
exchanged 59+ reports both ways, and the beams
were still pointing to the north after the previous
sked!
After the promises of the Dutch stations to
listen out for me on 430MHz at 19.00 hours. I
started calling, feeling quite confident of having a
busy time. How wrong I was!
After working G8LPY in 1090, the only stations
heard were G4AGE, and G4YQP who is located in
Mullion, five miles away! I then had a m.s. sked
which was completed after 40 minutes and J090
was added to the list of squares, and Poland to the
list of countries worked.
My next sked was with HG3DXC in JN96 at
23.00. I heard YU2CV at about S8. I completed
with HG3DXC in 15 minutes, sending him 37 and
receiving R27. Then I completed with YU2CV in
JN95WK. I then rounded off the day by
completing a sked with IW1AZJ (J035) in 24
minutes.

Monday Activities
Monday 13th's activities started with FC1KHN/P in
J000 on 144MHz and also on 430MHz at just after
09.00UTC. I then joined the v.h.f. net on
14.345MHz to arrange skeds.
Next on the agenda was a sked with GOJHC in
1083 on 50MHz. This was to be my first attempt at
meteor scatter on 50MHz and I completed with
GOJHC in nine minutes.
The 144MHz band was fairly quiet until my
sked with Y221C (J063SP) at 13.00. It was
successfully completed in 44 minutes.
I had two skeds that evening with Stewart
GM4AFF. I received a short burst from Stewart
almost immediately. I was sending him a 27 report
when, at 19.40, he appeared via tropo at 52.
We were both very surprised to make the QSO
via the tropo mode. Our exchanges of information
were made very quickly before the propagation
disappeared. He was to be my one and only QSO
with GM from The Lizard.
After that QSO with GM4AFF I had several
stations waiting to call me. I worked GD4XTT
(1074), GW3JXN (1072), G4HGT (1093) and G4ASR
(1081) who also requested that I QSY to 50MHz. I
then returned to 144MHz and worked G6EBH
(1093) and Adrian GOLBY also in 1093.

Marconi Memorial
Jason and I decided to drive into Helston to use a
bank and have a look around. On the way back to
the Lizard we decided to call and pay homage to
the man himself, and visited the Marconi Memorial
at Poldhu Point.
Back at camp, at 16.30 a call on 144MHz
resulted in me working GOCUZ (1082), G1NCZ
(1093) and GW1PDN (1081) who also requested a
QSO on 50MHz. He was a nice 59 signal on 50MHz
and was one of the very few tropo QSOs to be had
on the band.
Just at this time, when I wanted to turn the
beam to the north east from the south east, the
rotator failed. After about ten minutes I managed
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to work OH3MF off the side of the beam and
received a 56 report from him at 19.16 hours.
The rotator controller appeared to be all right,
so I decided to bring the tower down to check the
rotator. That appeared to be in order, and the fault
corrected itself!
During the following 45 minutes on 50MHz
from 20.00 to 20.45, I worked SMOCVHH (J089),
SM6HYG (J058), SMONI (J099), SM6KXN (J067),
SM6PU (J067), SM6FHZ (J067), LA3B0 (J059),
LA1QCA (J059), OZ4VV
(J046), OZ1JX (J046),
OZ6QX (J056), OZ1OF
(J046), OZ1HRA (J046)
and OH5NQ in KP3OER..
On 430MHz I

constantly received
better reports than I sent
on the band. I found
stations that were
obviously copying me
satisfactorily were very
difficult to work.
On the morning of
Wednesday 15th, calls on 50, 144 and 430MHz
went unanswered. In desperation I tuned up the
FT -707 on 7MHz and worked a few G stations.
After lunch, calls on 144MHz brought QSOs
with F1ANH (1N98) and FC1NQ (IN87) at around
15.00 hours. I then caled CQ on c.w. and my call
was answered by FD1PCV in JOOVJ!
On Thursday 16th I was hoping that 50MHz
would open with some decent propagation. So a
fairly close ear was kept on the band.
The First QSO of the day was on 144MHz with
Peter G4YPC. I also had a brief QSO with him on
430MHz (so the receiver was working after all!).
For the remainder of the day contacts on
144MHz were few and far between. The only one
of any note for us was with GODVY in J003C1 a
new square.
A couple of times it seemed that something
might occur on 50MHz when the band became
quite noisy with television transmissions and such.
Around 13.30 hours I copied ZB2VHF at 599 for
about five minutes.
On 50MHz at about 19.25 my calls were
rewarded at 19.31 when I worked DL7ZL in
J062NK, followed by OEs 1LWA/8 IJN76), 6DGG
IJN87) and 8HIK (JN76). Italians then appeared on
the band at about 19.45 hours.
The early DL and OEs were joined by Italians in
JNs 61, 71, 54, 70, 55, 64, 63, 53 and 52 along with
DK2EG (JN59), OE5OLL (JN68), DL7QY (JN59),
SV10E (KM17), F6BNX (JN33) and EA3EHQ/M
(JNO1). To finish off I worked 9H5AA, 9H1PA
(JM75), IT9JLU (JM78) and 9H5EX (JM75).

John G4ATA on air
during the

DXpedition to the
Lizard peninsula in
Cornwall where he
was assisted by
Jason G7IDR.

The Last QSO
The last QSO on 50MHz was at 22.05 hours. I went
to bed with a smile, feeling quite pleased with the
last evening's contacts.
Rising with the lark on Friday morning I had
one last spell on 144MHz. The last three QSOs on
the band were made just before 07.00 hours.
We finally left Trethvas Farm after thanking the
owner and his wife for their hospitality, at around
16.00UTC. Apart from the rainy weather, the
journey home was uneventful. We finally arrived
back in West Yorkshire at about lam local time,
tired but pleased. I enjoyed the trip, raised
around £800, and I'd do it again if my wife would
let me!
PW

A summary of the expedition
50MHz
144MHz
432MHz

60 QSOs
185 QSOs
24 QSOs

14 countries
17 countries
4 countries

36 squares
42 squares
14 squares

SV10E
YU2CV
ON5NY
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Jim Stroud is a

professional when it
comes to advising on
insurance matters. In

his short article Jim

takes a look at what's
involved with insuring

our valuable mobile
amateur radio
equipment.

The subject of
insurance is
complicated,
but the general
guidelines I've
provided
should help
make matters
easier to
understand.
However, if you
would like

further
information
contact me,
Jim Stroud, on
034-284 4000.
0

great deal of interesting editorial comment
and correspondence has appeared in recent
issues of Practical Wireless regarding the
thorny problem of mobile equipment insurance. As
many readers will have discovered, the attitude
taken by insurers in both the Company and Lloyd's
motor insurance markets, varies considerably.
If owners of amateur radio and ancillary
equipment are relying on insurance cover under
their motor policies, then they need to check the
position very carefully with their respective insurers.

Equipment Covered
The type of equipment covered under a motor
policy may be varyingly described as 'audio and/or
communication equipment, citizens band radio
equipment, sound reproduction equipment', etc.
Some definitions being more restrictive than others.
For nearly every motor insurer a pre -requisite to
cover is that this equipment is fitted permanently
within the car. In some cases it's a requirement that
the fitting has been carried out by the manufacturer.
Under some policies cover extends to include
equipment kept within a private garage.
Where cover is provided, a claim limit is
normally included within the policy and can be
between £250 and £750. Under most motor policies
these days there's a £100 theft excess, although
some companies waive this excess if the theft takes
place from a car within a locked garage.
The cover available under a motor policy can
also vary according to the type of vehicle and
policyholder. No cover, for example, may be
provided for policies effected in the name of a
company, rather than an individual.
Furthermore, while some insurers will provide a
measure of cover under a comprehensive policy,
they will not provide any cover under a Third Party
Fire and Theft contract. The insurance is not
normally provided at all under a Commercial Vehicle
policy.
Claims, where payable, are based upon the
market value of the equipment and are not settled
on a replacement 'new for old' basis.

Important Consideration
Another important consideration concerning the
limited cover available under a motor policy, is the
effect a claim for mobile equipment will have on the
no claim discount. In most cases, one claim will
affect the bonus by reducing it by two stages.
For example, a 60% 'no claims bonus' would
reduce to 40%, or a 50% bonus to 30%. In the event
of two such claims, the bonus could be lost entirely.
Even where a bonus has been protected, it may
not be wise to make small claims. Under most
policies only two claims can be made in any three
or five year period, without the bonus being
affected.
In cases where the equipment has been

damaged in an accident under a comprehensive
policy, there may possibly be the chance of a

je.:12N
recovery from a third party insurer. This may be
done without the bonus being affected, but losses
of equipment in the main will, of course, arise from
thefts.
There is a specialist insurance cover available for
amateur radio equipment available through
Amateur Radio Insurance Services (ARIS). This will
provide cover on all mobile and portable radio
equipment. Cover is effective on a replacement
'new for old' basis, or covering the full cost of
repair where applicable.
Under the ARIS scheme, where loss or damage
to the insured equipment results from theft from a
motor vehicle, the policyholder is required to pay
the first 25% of each claim. The insurers limit of
liability will be £1000 for each separate occurrence,
less the 25% mentioned above. This limit however,
may be increased to £2,500 (less the excess) on
payment of an additional premium.
The £1000 and £2500 limits do not apply while
the insured amateur radio equipment is at, or in
transit to, or from any rally, field day or other
meeting held under the auspices of the RSGB or
any affiliated club or organisation. The ARIS policy
is, however, only available to RSGB members or
members of an RSGB affiliated club or society.
More recently the cover in respect of mobile
equipment has been extended to include portable
telephones. This is subject to the payment of an
additional premium.

Policy Restrictive
From what I've already mentioned, you'll realise
that the cover available under a motor insurance
policy is very restrictive in most cases and nonexistent in others. However, the specialist insurance
provides a large measure of cover in most cases.
Let's consider a typical case. I'll use a theft of
equipment valued £2,500 from a car for the
example.
Under a motor policy, provided the equipment
has been permanently fitted, many policies would
cover up to a maximum of £250. However, the claim
would be reduced to £150 after deduction of the
policy excess. And, any claim would be paid on the
basis of the market value, with a possible affect on
the no claim discount.
With the specialist insurance, assuming the
higher limit of £2,500, there would be a 25%
deduction. There would also be an amount of up to
£1,875 payable on replacement 'new for old' basis.
In the event of damage to equipment rather than
theft, there will be no cover under a third party fire
and theft motor policy. Under a comprehensive
policy, in many cases cover would be restricted to
£250 less any voluntary or compulsory policy
excess, again with claims payable on a market value
basis and possibly affecting the bonus.
Under the specialist insurance, accidental
damage cover would be payable in full up to an
amount of £2,500 on a replacement new for old
basis.
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Icom

Yaesu Musen
FT1000

FRG I 00

Awarded the best of everything. the Yaesu
Fri 000 is their flagslop. why not make a
yours tool I know it retails at three & a hail
grand, but I can do wonders to the pnce and
give you options on paying the balance. If you
want to make a serious investment on the
very test transceiver in the world. then come

Now tree puce is back to wnat if was twelve
months ago, this excellent 5OKH<-30Mf1r
receiver is an absolute wainer. Yam have

and see met

dualband

FT990

handle you
can have one
teddy/

improve the
AM filtenng
and for the

The only VHF/UHF base rtation to offer
EVERYTHING in one box, the FT736R has

proved to be the [Kers create for 2/6/70 or
23cm Yaesu tell me they have a permanent
waling list for Ms one. despite it being
several years old. For complete flexiblay on
all the upper bands. including a built in PSU.
kill satellite operation and much more. if you
want one today. grve me a CAI

"The worlds smallest 100w H F hangover
wan auto -acts . a true. ItheTS50S has a tuner
tire same toe as the racbca. but if you want a
compact HE station with features only found
on bigger machines, then take a closer look
at the Fr890. The autotatu actually frts mode
the fade, making it a truly portable H F.

FT26OR mk11
Once again. Yaesu have the market to
themselves. the F1290/690/790R reties are
tne only multarkodes operating on 2. 6 or

system

70cm offering full portabkty if required Clip
on the opncnal linear ampitfier and you turn a
into a full blown base/mobile installation!

FT840

FT5200

Launched al the Leicester show last year, this
NEW H.F. transceiver rout less than many
reCevers available on tree marker and offers
stunning performance. The RadCom team
loved it and so
do I - you can
have one from
only E13.50 a

The only DualBand mobile 2/70 FM transcene/ with a "quick release' front parer the
new LOWER price for this model makes it a
mustl Full duplex. optional CTCSS and remote
cable kit make arks the most versatile of all the
-funny mode' talk boxes,

week,

the iatest In a long hoe of FM transceivers.
these two are the most compact and easy to

Trio-Kenwood
every month. you otreously appreciate the
mxfune as well Rather hke a popular ca, you
either krrow someone oath one, had one arid
wish you never sold it or haven't yet got
round to investing in the best HF base station
since Ina launched their 75530 all those
years ago I'm here and I m ready to take your
moneyll

The only 111' base station to feature proper

digital signal processing. 150 wads, as mode
general
coverage, dual
receive and lots
more. II you

listen to 19.295
and hear Eddy.

TS450/6905

GOB813, hell tell

For those of you that late [longs a lithe more
compact in H.F. operation but don t want to
lose the bigger radio features tly he T5950
or 75690 lot uze. You can specify alto ATU
with either. Yes the TS690 sad give you
100w on 71 F. 50w on 6 metres & contain an

you how good it is You will be able to HEAR
how good ,1 is on tranum yourself

TS850S
Recently renewed in PW. the T51350 set the
standard for

auto anal and the pnce wail bust the bank

tub (2K

Due in March 1994. the IC -736 is a worlds first all mode all band 100w
transceiver including the brilliant SIX METRE BAND. No other manufacturer has
given you so much in one package. Based on the already best selling IC -737
introduced last year, just look at the additional features:

* 100 watts from 160m - 6m inclusive
YESI 100 watts on Sixl

* Built in Mains PSU

the We quality and features
contorted in such a neat
package No. Its nor the
smallest but then unless
you re a ballerina wall dainty
late fingers. who cares?

* Dual Antenna ports
* Now with R.F Gain control
* Dual display

Unlike all the competitors. the FT53OR hat
CTCSS rated and comes supplied won Woos
& Charger. The lance? You wont believe

FT11R/41R
I know you probably Mirk
the Japanese have gone
bankers building VHF
portables. but you ve.11ist
got to see what Yaesu
have done with these two
No larger than a packet of
<19-arettes. the NEW

FT2200/7200

TS950SDX

for

Think you've seen a good
deal elsewhere? Thr* again.
When YdeSU introduced
thew new DualBand hardie
to replace tne FT470R.
customers couldn't Delete

FT736R

FT890

these two new -super
models- are the ones to go

FT53OR

price of a

If you don't feel
the r*CeSsity on
having the
FT 1000. then why
not choose the F79907 ifs built along Ode it's
big brother and ton offers most of the mon
features including "digital' latenng that no
other radio half The ;once has already been
Slashed by Yaesu U K and I m orlenng even
better tempters to relieve you of your cash)

THE NEW ICOM IC -736
100 watts on HF + 100 watts on SIX!

use yet. A full 35 watts On
seventy, or SO warn on Two.

rdos and

TS5OS
Apparently there are people out there that tai
think the ever so small T5505 is an April Fools
ploy Oen last yeah To put the record straight.
the radio really Is the sire of a ant mulomode.

sue get

through

Still the trend setters amongst Mc '131G BOYS'

on VHF, 100w on either 2m or 70cm is the
way to go. When I first took the pair home I
thought there was something wrong won the
receivers - they Mat quiet Throw out your
old FT225RO. even with mull*. believe me, It
[Mems compare

ICW21E/Er

Icom IC728/9

The alternative scorn Dual Bander is available

with or without keypad. They are great value
and son offer all the extended receive features
that is so Important today Why !dont know.
but mere it is. What ever happened to AM on
2 and tuning low to high?"

does produce a
clean I 00w

Just good RF performance. (they must be.
rnuTelt- hasn't touched them since they were

output does

introduced, These two winners continue to

knob. See one today!

possess a

sell despte any recession.

smallest shape with the most txatons On a. I
haven't counted them ad. but the first person
who does and teas me face so face, gets a free
case for it worth (161

mulornode
recover wish

TS790E

TH22/42E

For those of
you that like

the lateSt in slim -line tingle band FM bandies
If you re led up with the bits you'll never use,
but Just want a good 2 or 70 radio then look

general Coverage and dial about the most
among piece of kit I've ever seen out of
Japan Don? continue Deng a mushroom
sang in the dark, ask about one today

R5000
Still the
favourite
shortwave

recover and
built to
Ken wood's

high quakty
of construction host car MO an internal VHF
opbon to cover I O&I 74 MH, for a nnnenal
cost and additional feet throughout the

TR751E/851E
Take it from tee mese two 25 wan
mulomodes for 2 6 70 are still unmatched by
any other manufacture No Mils no gimmicks.

Antenna Tuning Units

Magnetic Loops

VFA. Variable frequency antenna

AMA -5 150W 3.5 - I 1Mhz
AMA -6 150W 6.9 - 24Mhz

1C275H/475H

Sub El K will bong you a neat 100w HF station
called an 1C728. If you ware 6m then add
E300 or so pounds and Coy the fabulous
K729. Both have digital synthesisers gating
unparalleled "Sm3Othriess and real VFO like
tuning

Whether you're using a FT747 or a top flight F11000, if the
space is limited. try the new range of CAPCO LOOPS for
yourself. For a limited period I'm offering them on interest
free. It couldn't be easier)
E249.95
E399.50
E299.95
E279.95

Icom IC737
If youre not enthused about the NEW K736.
or simply don t want 6M or possibly a power
supply, then take a special lock at the IC737.
It's been a favounte of mine since its
introducnon last year Voted one ca Peter
Haas favourite rigs, his comment -amongst

pnce to suit you

I CAN SUPPLY THE FULL RANGE OF TONY 640GP'S AMA 'CAPCO LOOPS'

AVA-3 200W 13.9 - 30 Mhz
AMA -4 100W I.8 4.2Mhz

No other radio offers you so much - for so less. Have Icom got
it right? I should say sot The price is right and so is our special
opening offer. Call now.

the best receivers I've ever tested' IS
absolutely true. They're in stock at a spectral

Fr I I/41R handres are lull
feature machines with al
the 'tnck' facilities built in
The volume & squelch are
controlled by up F. down
buttons, leawng the top
panels with only one knob
to channel change

modes

judging by
how many

* See & check second VFO instantly
* Mid -size package

SPC3000 Roller Coaster, 300W RMS, 114V pep
SPC-3000D Roller coaster 1kW RMS, 3Kw pep

£299.95
E399.95

T5850 style

looks but want
it on VHF, then
take a look at
be new
15790E Comes fined with 45 watts on 2 &
70. you can add a I Ow 23cm module and
have a triple band base all in one boll They
are good. I used one at tome for a yak*.
until Chns. GI FMH sold dry own machine to a
customer What ever next

no further They are tensiby priced toot

You can now
buy your
Cellular Hand
Telephone from
Martin Lynch,
all competitively

TM241E/441E

Simple to use high power 2 or 70 FM mobiles
No more to say We love em Get your money
out and lets haggle.

TH78E
The TH78E Me has the most features per

pound offered on a dual bander. Its the

Alinco
Alinco DJ580

ti

priced, and with
the security of
buying from the
largest Arnateur

Radio Retailer
in the country. Call the sales
team today for more
information.

Now the 'classic' amongst the Dual Banders, there are probably more of these
sold in the U.K. than any other Handle. Try one for size.

And don't forget the high power range
of baluns, all ratio's.

Alinco DJ180/480
Probably the strongest and most versatile 2 or 70 handle available. One of the few
to come with a proper 'stand-in" charger at the all In pnce.

sue, 2citto ginance reloadalele Oil 411 p4oducti
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140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON WI 3 9SB
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G4H
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE('EN-IRE

Tel: 081 566 1120

fais Ratita

Fax: 081 566 1207
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obile operation has been popular for
many years. Surplus p.m.r. transceivers
can be bought very cheaply and even the
latest Japanese mobile black box doesn't cost
more than an arm and half a leg.
It's safety first these days. Drivers, such as the
amateur radio operator, with one hand on the
wheel and the other clamped tightly around a
microphone, or the mobile telephone user, are
now looked upon as a hazard by the the police.
Having once been the cause of a particularly
frightening near miss, I resolved that such a
situation must not occur again. I, like many

Steve Farrow G8IWY

shows you how to
keep your hands on
the steering wheel,
while still enjoying
amateur radio on the
move.

others, am a Yaesu FT -290R owner, and there is a
hands -free microphone and control box available

for that rig
But I found the price demanded for the
genuine microphone and control unit outside my
pocket. So I set out to design my own.
Factors I considered important were, that there

had to be no modifications to the vehicle - so
boom mikes were out.
Secondly, the microphone had to be self
contained with the p.t.t. switch and microphone
insert in one unit and instantly transferable from
car to car. Finally and most importantly, the unit
had to be safe in use.
Balancing the three factors, led to a halter style
microphone that hangs around the neck and
positions the insert only an inch or so from the
lips. However, it is at the same time safe in the
event of an accident.
I've used a readily available electret insert that
is compatible with the vast majority of
transceivers in common use. The insert does
however require a d.c. power source, which is why
there are two variants of the microphone.
Look at the circuit of the 'universal' model Fig.
1, containing a small battery as a power source.
This unit, microphone and p.t.t. switch only, can
be used with any transceiver. Construction
instructions apply to either variant of the unit.
The second unit Fig. 2, receives its power from
the transceiver and has been built for, and tested
with the Yaesu FT -290R. However, it should be
usable with any transceiver with a positive d.c.
voltage, of between 1.5 and 9V, available at the
microphone socket.

OV

Electret capsule
C p.t.t.

Fig. 1: This

circuit is suitable
for all makes of

C Audio

transceiver.

Op 1

C4
R1

1k8

C1

C2

Audio

II
0µ1

C2

OV
C

Electret capsule

p.t.t.

'Down'

Fig. 2: This design
was for the Yaesu FT 290R transceiver, but

'Up'

p.t.t.
.UP .0

might be useful for
other rigs.

'Down'

10 dia
32

3 dia

2 holes \

Fig. 3: Template

for the piece of
tinplate used to
make the microphone insert holder.

0

7

Construction
The microphone is easy to construct without using
difficult to obtain parts. The basic mechanical
components are a wire coat hanger, a short length
of net curtain spring, a die-cast box and a small
piece of tinplate.
Referring to Fig. 3, cut the two pieces of the
microphone insert mount from a piece of tinplate
and solder together as shown to form a cylinder
with one open end.
Take the coat hanger and cut both arms
immediately below the twisted section. Discard the
hook and the twisted section. Straighten the wire
and file one end to a point.
Cut a 100mm length of net curtain spring and
using a small self tapping screw, secure the mount
to one end of the spring. With a twisting motion,
and taking care not to skewer your hands in the
process, secure the other end of the spring to the
pointed end of the coat hanger.
Based on the type of unit you wish to build,
drill the box and lid in accordance with Fig. 4.
Thoroughly de -burr and de -grease the box, the lid
and microphone insert mount. Spray these and the
spring with paint of your choice.
After waiting 24 hours for the paint to dry
thoroughly, apply instant lettering. Spay the lid
and box with a clear varnish to protect the lettering
against abrasion.
Carefully solder a 1m length of miniature
screened cable to the microphone insert, with the
screen going to the negative side of the
microphone, Fig. 5. Fit a cable tie tightly to the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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Coming Soon.
. . .

the event with something of interest for all Radio Amateurs and SWLs

LONDON
AMATEUR RADIO &
COMPUTER SHOW
SATURDAY 12 MARCH & SUNDAY 13 MARCH
10.00 a.m - 5.00 p.m. both days
Lecture Programme
Saturday 12 March

Sunday 13 March

12 noon - 2pm "Understanding Propagation Reports

12 noon - 2pm "LONNY - the London to New York
Packet Radio Wormhole", by Julian
Prictoe.

and Predictions", by Ray Flavell,
G3LTP

2pm - 4pm

"Don't Panic (dealing with EMC 2pm - 4pm
problems)", by Robin Page -Jones,

"Features and Use of The ICAMPlus",
by Ken Ashcroft, G3MSW.

G3JWI, and Dave Lauder, GOSNO.

LeeValley Leisure

This is Where it

Centre

LEE VALLEY up%

all Happens!
PARK

%lab

(PICKETTS LOCK)

Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton,
London, N9.
law Valley idsame Can

FOR ENQUIRIES CALL 0923-893929

RadioSport Ltd,

By public transport, take bus
W8 from Edmonton Green BR
station

126 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket Wood, Herts, AL2 3XD.
The London Amateur Radio & Computer Show is presented by RadioSport Ltd, in co-operation with the Radio Society of Great Britain and Southgate Amateur Radio Club
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Yaesu UK Ltd

Red Hall

The 1994 London Amateur Radio & Computer 1
Additional room for companies and organisations who could not be accon

feet of show space 100 extra tables Modern facilities Well illuminat
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10 & Computer Show 1994
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;how returns to its popular three hall format
imodated previously No problem in parking An extra 15, 400 square
Id halls Easy access by road Dedicated Special Interest Group area
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7 dia

cable about 10-15mm from the insert as
strain relieve.
Feed the end of the cable through the
hole in the mount, and pull the
microphone insert into position in the
mount. Secure the insert in the mount with
a little epoxy resin glue.
Next cut a 15x3Omm piece of p.c.b.
material. Using a small hacksaw, make
three saw cuts through the copper where
shown in Fig. 6.
Now fit the two wire links and the
three components to the copper side of the
board where shown. Trim the screened
cable from the microphone to length and
solder the outer to the OV pad of the p.c.b.
and the inner to the pad linking C2 and Rl.

Coat Hanger
plain end

Fillet of
Araldite-

5 dia
2 holes

Up

4.

,-

(not needed'.
for universal
microphone)

Fig. 4: An
exploded view of

U0

the control box
before assembly
6 dia

9.5 dia

Fig. 6: The 'p.c.b.'

is simplicity itself.

Suitable Sleeving
Slide a length of suitable heatshrink sleeving over
the cable and coat hanger, but don't shrink it just
yet. Fit the box onto the free end of the coat
hanger, bend the wire and secure it with a fillet of
epoxy resin as shown in Fig. 4.
Wait for 24 hours for the resin to fully harden,
then fit grommets into the two remaining holes in
the ends of the box. Feed the cable through the
grommet adjacent to the coat hanger. Fit another
cable tie tightly to the microphone cable within the
box to secure the cable.
Now you can set to and shrink the heatshrink
sleeving covering the coat hanger and cable.
Starting from the shape specified in Fig. 7 adjust
the wire shape to your personal preference.
Fit the p.t.t. switch, and if building the FT -290
version, the Up and Down push buttons on the lid
of the box. After checking that the components
won't foul on the switches, secure the p.c.b. and, if
appropriate, a battery holder for a single AA size
cell to the inside of the box using epoxy resin.
Use a suitable length of multi -stranded
miniature coaxial cable and 7/0.2 equipment wire,
connect up the box as shown in the relevant circuit
diagram. If you're using separate wires, the leads
to the transceiver should be loomed together with
a length of heatshrink sleeving and trimmed to the

required length before
fitting the microphone
plug.
Cables inside of the
box should have strain
relieving cable ties
applied tightly to the
cable loom inside the
box adjacent to the grommet. Check the wiring
again, and if appropriate, insert an AA size
battery in the battery holder. Screw the lid of the
box on and paint over the joins to seal the box
On the microphone, as a finishing touch, glue
a spare foam earpad from a personal cassette
player over the end of the microphone insert
mount.

Audio
+Ve
OV

-Ve is connected to
the case of insert

Fig. 5: Base view

Setting Up
Good news! No adjustments, or setting up were
found to be necessary to modulation levels when
the microphone was used with an FT -290R. On -air
reports have reported no 'woolliness' or problems
with excess vehicle noise pick-up. Indeed,
comments have been made about the 'clean',
'crisp' signal.

of an electret
microphone insert.

Happy, and most importantly, SAFE motoring!
PIN

Fig. 7: Bend the wire to this
general shape before
adjusting to suit yourself. The
control box is fitted at the
end marked B.

0
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Shopping List

Resistor 0.25W
1 Ski?

1

R1

Capacitors
0.1 pF

1

4.7pF

1

C2 (polyester or monolithic ceramic)
C1 (radial lead miniature electrolytic)

Miscellaneous

A

File to a point to

permit fitting of
net curtain spring

Practical Wireless, March

An electret microphone insert (FS34W), a miniature DPDT toggle switch (FHO4E),
two sub -miniature push buttons (JM47B), a wire coat hanger, a 100mm length of
net curtain spring and small self tapping screw to fit one end, a small piece of
tinplate 45x20mm, a small piece of p.c.b. material 30x15mm. 2.5m of 6mm
heatshrink sleeving (PB25C), miniature screened cable, 7/0.2 equipment wire,
three small cable ties, epoxy resin, paint, clear varnish, instant lettering, a
microphone plug to fit the transceiver, a suitable die-cast box, (an AA battery

holder (YR59P) if building the 'universal' version). (Codes in brackets after

items are the Maplin electronics order codes).
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With a name like Pip
and a callsign like
GOPIP, what better

project to cover than a
piptone! So, Pip Brain
GOPIP describes his

interesting idea which
he uses on 144MHz.

've used this piptone design on 144MHz
s.s.b. for a number of years without any
problem. My design evolved because many
published designs appeared to be overcomplicated.
The other designs I'd seen invariably required
a p.c.b. In addition to this, they generally used a
CMOS mixed hexadecimal i.c., which can be
hard to get hold of. And they tend to be
expensive.
Other designs used two or more i.c.s. In
contrast, this design uses a single 4001B, quad
NOR gate which is very common, and at around
the 20p mark it is also one of the cheapest.
The project shouldn't take too long to
construct. In my opinion it is an ideal project for
the beginner or expert alike.

The Circuit
Basically, the two main parts of the circuit
consists of a simple ring of two types of
oscillator. These are made up of R3 and 4, C3
and gates c and d of IC1.
The oscillator is set to produce a 1kHz tone
and is coupled to the transmitter's microphone
input by C4 (see my note under 'Capacitor
Selected' regarding the choice of this
component).
The timing circuitry consists of gates a and b
of IC1, with C2, R2 and D1. The transistor, Tr1, is
used to switch the rig between receive and
transmit, this assumes the p.t.t. line needs to be
grounded for transmission.
I used a germanium transistor to keep the
voltage drop across the transistor to a
minimum. A silicon transistor in this
application may not switch the transceiver
properly.
If this switching system is not suitable for

your equipment, use Tr1 to drive a microminiature relay.
The switch S1 is the new p.t.t. or microphone
switch. And the switch, S2, turns the pip tone off
when its use would be inappropriate, such as for
local or f.m. contacts.
The optional 10052 current limit is for those
who add a 13.8V line to an unused pin on the
microphone socket. I put this inside my IC -202
transceiver. It adds a little protection in case of
accidental short circuits.

New Switch
When the new p.t.t. switch is closed, pin 3 of
IC1a goes high. This instantly charges the timing
capacitor C2 via D1, at the same time the
oscillator is inhibited by a high on pin 12 on IC1c.
The rig is put into transmit by a low being
applied to the base of Tr1 from pin 9 on IC1b.
When the p.t.t. is released, the transceiver is
held in the transmit position until C2 discharges
via R2 (if S2 is closed, C2 is discharged rapidly
via pin 3 IC1a).
However, because pin 3 on IC1a is now low,
the oscillator is enabled and the tone is output.
When C2 is discharged, the rig is put back into
receive by pin 9 on IC1b going high and
switching Tr1 off.
At the same time, the oscillator is again
inhibited by applying a high to pin 13 via D2,
acting as an auxiliary input to this gate. The
duration of the tone is governed by C2 and R2,
increasing their values, increasing the length of
the tone.
The pitch of the tone is governed by C3 and
R4. Increasing these values, decreases the pitch.
The values I've shown provide the
recommended 0.5 second duration with a 1kHz
tone.
To +12V line

/

R1

100k

To pin 14 IC1

IC1b

IC1a
D1

5

To p.t.t. line

3

i---±, C1

C

1N914

2

6

R2

S2
S1

I-I

C5
1n

D2

by Pip Brain GOPIP.
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v

1N914 -X

S1 is the 'new' p.t.t. switch
S2 is the tone on/off switch

Fig. 1: Circuit of
the piptone
designed and built

Tr1
AC128

1---±, C2

220k

C3

R3

680k
IC1c
13
11

12

OV

R4

10n
ICd

-

To pin 7 IC1

II
47k

C

C4
10

II

TCo Mic

330p
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transceiver.
Finally, although the CMOS chip is a buffered
type, it's still good practice to observe the usual
anti -static handling precautions. I hope you enjoy
the project - go on and have a 'GOPIP' for
yourself!
PW

Capacitor Selected

The capacitor, C4, should be selected to produce
the correct input on to the microphone line.
Another way of doing this is to use a larger value
capacitor and to adjust the level with a variable
resistor.
To set the tone output level make sure S1 and
2 are open. Then short
the C2 side of S2 to the
Shopping List
R1 side of S1. This
forces the rig into
Resistors
transmit with the tone
Carbon film 0.4W 5%
running continously.
100f/
Optional limiting resistor in +12V line
I recommend the
R4
471d2
level is set to that the
100kD
R1
transceiver's r.f.
220k12
R2
indicator in s.s.b. mode
680kD
R3
(with the tone running)
shows a transmitted
Capacitors
output slightly less than
Polyester 5% miniature
that of an f.m. or c.w.
330pF
1
C4
carrier. This helps avoid
1nF
1
C5
over driving or
10nF
1
C3
distortion.
Electrolytic radial leads 16V working
Incidentally, the
1pF
1
C2 (preferably a bead tantalum type)
capacitor, C4, on a
Yaesu FT -290R Mkl was

found to be 100pF. On
an Icom IC -202S it was
330pF. You should
experiment with values
in this range to get the
best results for your

47pF

Miscellaneous
A small piece of Veroboard
or perfboard, a small
push-button switch (to
become the new p.t.t.
switch), a sub -miniature
s.p. switch (tone on/off),
interconnecting wire.

C1

1

Semiconductors
4001B
1N914
AC128

IC1

1

2

D1, 2 (or 1N4148)

1

Tr1 (any pnp transistor type may be suitable)

Reg Ward & Co Ltd.

Largest Amateur Radio Shop in the South West.
One stop for West Country Values and a good deal more.
I Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX31 5NY Phone: Axminster (0297) 34918 Fax: Axminster (0297) 34949

Working the Satellites?
Yaesu FT -736R
* 25W Output power 2/70cm
* 10 lull duplex crossband
'
* Retains 12 satellite
up/downlink modes.
* 2 lull duplex V.F.O.S allows receive & transmit frequency to
be displayed & tuned independently or linked to tune
synchronously
* Metering of transmitter or receiver parameters selectable
during lull duplex operation.

-

Station Accessories
Daiwa

-"

Comet

PS120MkIla

12/14A PSU

S69.00 (D)

PS304

24/30A PSU

S129.95 (D)

CM.420

0.2m/70cm 15/50W

CD 120

CD 160H

ICOM 1C970H

CD 270D

* The bighestdass mulikhand
transceiver, giving you 144, 430
and optional 1200N1Hz operation
continuous 50-905MHz
coverage Int receiving.

* Simultaneous dual hand receive capah lily.
* Perfect for satellite communnications with an automatic frequeney traebng
function and 10 satellite memory channels.
* Completely independent MAIN and SUB dials. volume and muck h controls
for convenient operation.
* Extra -large function display that shows all required Information
* Large MAIN dial with click function that gives you a combinable tuning led.
* Advanced corn WS System installed for last PLI. lockup times.
* Llp to 396 memory and 5 call channels. a built4n pager. rode squelch,
optional pocket beep functions and so on.

CNIOIL
CNI03L

Daiwa

Our price £2325.00

pwr. on 2m 35W on 70cm

* Selectable full duplex,
cross -band operation.

* Separate main/sub frequency displays, 5 meters,

Toyo

SQL & AF controls.

* Dual muting (main/sub).
* Satellite communications with frequency correction.

Our price £1595.00
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AKD

switched fan.
* special reverse c.w. sideband feature helps sidestep
adjacent interference.

Kenwood
TS -140S

n

* 500kHz - 30MHz.
£69.95 (B)
S79.95 (B)

* RIT, 20dB antenuator, switchable AGC.

HX240

2M-HF Transverter

S329.00 (B)

* Blult In speech compression with audio compression

CS201

2 way aerial SW 50239 skts £17.50 (A)

CS 201G2

2 way aerial

skts

amplifier.

Our price £805.00

527.50 (A)

CS401

4 way aerial SW 50239

S79.00 (B)

CF 30MR

HF Lowpass filter

538.95 (A)

CF 50MR

6m Lowpass filter

538.95 (A)

CF BPF2

2m Band pass filter

S31.65 (A)

T 25

3kW Dummy load

514.50 (A)

T 100

100watt dummy load

£50.00 (B)

WA3

HF Wavemeter

550.83 (B)

Carriage In brackets

(A) = 62 00 (B) 0 5.00 (C) r S7.50 (D) .512.50

.plus

* 100w of output pwr.
* Dual mode noise
blanker with level control.
* rm. full and semi break In plus vox.

0.35.00 (C)

SW If

Comet

* Diecast RF power amp/heatsink with internal thermally

160-10m 350W A.T.U.

Kenwood TS -790
* High Sensitivity RCVR.
* Up to 45 Watts Output

£91.50 (B)

150-525MHz 200W
SWR/PWR

Hypower HC400L

receiver passband.

* 100 memories,

Our price £879.00
£104.50(B)

1.8-150MHz I.5kW
SWR/PWR

Tokyo

5117.95 (B)

I 40/5.25MHz 200W
SWR/PWR

Daiwa

-

1.8-60MHz 2kW

SWR/Power

100kHz - 30M1 i Z.

* 100W Output pwr.
* I.F. shift control to vary

frequency & mode store.
S54.95 (B)

1.8-200MHz 200W
SUR/PWR

*

579.95 (D)

PS140MKIla

SWR/PWR

Our price £1399.00

-

9/I2A PSU

Yaesu FT -840

-

ICOM IC -707
* 500kHz 30MHz.

* 100W of output pwr.

..

* 32 Memories
(Incl. 5 split memories)

* ion amplifier & 20c114 antenuator.

* Rif control shifts receive frequency.
* Noise blanker reduces pulse type noise.

Our price S805.00
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Specifications

The Mysteries Explained
This month Ian Poole G3YWX
concentrates on signal to noise ratio in the third part of his
series dealing with the mysteries of equipment specifications.
The two major features of any
radio, is the performance
associated with tuning and
sensitivity. Up until now I have
looked at various aspects of the
radio concerned with tuning in
terms of the rejection of
unwanted signals. However,
this month I am going to start
to take a look at the mysteries
involved with the
specifications of receiver
sensitivity.
Obviously, a sensitive
receiver is a prime requirement
of any amateur radio station. A
`deaf' or insensitive set will
severely limit the capability of
any station, because the weak
and interesting stations will not
be heard. To overcome this
problem it is possible to add
further stages of amplification.
However, there is a limit to the
number of stages which can be
added to hear even weaker
signals.
One of the reasons for the
limit of stages is that each
stage generates a small amount
of noise. This has the effect of
masking out the weaker signals
and as such it is the limiting
factor in the sensitivity of the
receiver.
It is found that the noise

generated by the first stages in
the receiver will be amplified
by the succeeding stages. As a
result it is the noise
performance of the first stages
that is the most critical.

Specifying
Sensitivity
There are a number of different
ways of specifying the
sensitivity of a receiver. As
noise is the limiting factor, the
figure is always related in
some way to the noise actually
40

generated in the receiver.
The most obvious way is to
specify the difference between
the signal and the noise under
given conditions as shown in
Fig. I. Obviously the greater
the difference between the
signal and the noise, the better
the sensitivity and the weaker
the signals that can be heard.
Often, the noise
performance is expressed as
the ratio between the level of
the noise and the signal or the
signal to noise ratio. However,
as the level of the input signal
will obviously have an effect
on the signal to noise ratio, this
also has to be stated. This
means that a signal to noise
ratio is expressed in decibels
(dB) for a given input signal
(usually in microvolts pV).

Receiver Bandwidth
Apart from the input signal
level, a number of other factors
can affect the signal to noise
ratio. One of these factors is
the receiver bandwidth.
Noise does not consist of a
single signal on one frequency.
Instead, it is spread out evenly
over the whole band. This
means that more noise will be
picked up if a wide bandwidth
is used. As a result of this it is
always necessary to specify the
bandwidth of the receiver.
Although a.m. is not
widely used for amateur
communications these days, it
is still used for h.f.
broadcasting. As such the a.m.
performance is important.
When measuring the signal
to noise ratio, the final signal
which is measured is the audio
output. When using a.m. this is
not only dependent upon the
signal level, but also on the

-
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Fig. 1: The difference between signal and noise (see text).

amount of modulation on the
a modest antenna will be much
carrier. This means that the
greater than the receiver
level of modulation has to be
generated noise. Accordingly,
included. Normally a level of
any improvements in receiver
30% is used as standard for
noise performance will not be
this purpose.
detected.
Signal to noise figures are
In the next part in this
normally found in the
series I will take a look at
specification sheets for h.f.
another method of specifying
communications equipment.
the noise performance of a
Typically a good h.f. receiver
receiver.
will be able to achieve a
PW
sensitivity of about 0.5pV for
10dB S/N in a 3kHz
bandwidth. For a.m. operation
the figure might look
something like 1.5pV for 10dB
S/N in a 6kHz bandwidth and a
sound modulation level of
30%.
It is unlikely that major
improvements will be seen on
figures like
ANY ASPECT OF
these. Whilst it
IF THERE'S
is possible to
SPECIFICATIONS
EQUIPMENT
achieve a better
PLEASE WRITE
PUZZLING YOU,
performance
KNOW.
using today's
AND LET IAN POOLE
'SPECIFICATIONS technology, there
WRITE TO
is little to be
EXPLAINED',
THE MYSTERIES
gained. The
IN
reason is that
C/O THE PW OFFICES
general
BROADSTONE.
atmospheric noise
picked up by even
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ALIN)N

TOWERS AND MASTS
QUALITY AT A GOOD PRICE

* Telescopic, tiltover

)01(
>twk

* Fixed
* Static, mobile

Oops

it's time to
call SISKIN

* 4.5m and 3m section modules
for low retracted height
* Fully galvanised to BS729

methinks!

Over 50 models available from 3m 30m telescopic and 60m fixed including
the popular and proven SM30 and
CM35 masts. Design windloads based
on CP3 CHAP V pt 11 1972 (38 m/s
minimum 85 mph) and BS8100 1986.
Used by such professional bodies as: BT; Home Office;
DTI; British Aerospace; British Gas; the Police;
Hutchinson Telecommunication; Motorolla and Marconi.

Also available are the highly anticorrosive, precision manufactured
strong, portable ALI masts and towers.

AQ6-20 'SPACE SAVER'
compact 4 bander with 2, 3 or 4
elements. 6, 10, 15 & 20m.

Unique fully sealed coils Hi 'Q'

Poor old RF Byrne is wondering where to star with Digital Radio...he should have phoned
Siskin of course! Our latest Digital Radio catalogue has just rolled off the press and it's
packed with the up to the minute product news for Packet Radio, PacTOR, AM'TOR,
RTTY, Automatic CW, Navtex and FAX for just about any borne computer available today.

close coupled capacity hat loaded
yagi with optimised performance

Ideal for small spaces Full
specification sheet available.

2 Ele £161
4 Ele £310

We are the official importer for Interflex, PacComm. BayCom & Syrnek Packet Radio
products and authorised dealers for Kantronics. AEA & ICS,. Our gab business is Digital

3 Ele £236

Radio so whether you are just starting out or a seasoned 'Pro' debating whether to update why
not give us a call today?

Send large SAE for full details or phone for quote.
ALBION
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 1, PLOT 20, CROSS HANDS
BUSINESS PARK, CROSS HANDS
EOUIPMENT
DYFED, S. WALES, SA14 6RE

=

Tel. 0269 831431

.

I

Siskin Electronics Ltd.
PC House, 2 South Street,
Hythe, Southampton SO4 6EB.

Tel: 0703 207155/207587
(8am to 8pm)
Fax: 0703 847754

Fax 0269 845348

EAGLE

ANTENNA

Introducing an exciting new range of British made, high quality,
high performance VHF and UHF products (- LAMAopootrkr.
COMPUTER SHOW

SIX METRES
6M5s, 5 element, 9.0dBd, 5.2M boom
6M3s, 3 element, 7.0dBd, 2.3M boom
FOUR METRES
4M5s, 5 element, 9.OdBd, 3.7M boom
4M3s, 3 element, 7.0dBd, 1.7M boom
TWO METRES
2M18dx, 18 element, 15.0dBd, 11.0M boom
2M16dx, 16 element, 14.5dBd, 9.4M boom
2M14dx, 14 element, 13.8dBd, 7.7M boom
2M12dx, 12 element, 13.OdBd, 6.1M boom
2M10dx, 10 element, 12.OdBd, 4.6M boom
2M8s, 8 element, 11.OdBd, 3.6M boom
2M6s, 6 element, 9.5dBd, 2.5M boom
2M3s, 3 element, 7.0dBd, 1.OM boom

See us
at the
London
Show

SEVENTY CENTIMETRES
70CM30dx, 30 element, 17.5dBd, 7.0M boom
7OCM24dx, 24 element, 16.3dBd, 5.4M boom
70CM18dx, 18 element, 15.0dBd, 3.7M boom
7OCM12s, 12 element, 12.9dBd, 2.0M boom
70CM6s, 6 element, 9.5dBd, 1.OM boom
TWENTY-THREE CENTIMETRES
23CM15s, 15 element, 14.OdBd, 1.15M boom
23CM25dx, 25 element, 16.5dBd, 2.06M boom
23CM35dx, 35 element, 18.0dBd, 2.84M boom
POWER DIVIDERS AVAILABLE IN
HALFWAVE AND QUARTERWAVE FOR
2M, 70CM AND 23CM.
CROSSED YAGI'S AND VERTICALS
AVAILABLE SOON.

For full information on this new range of products, please send S.A.E. to:

SPECIALIST ANTENNA SYSTEMS LTD
Presenting the finest range of DX antennas and accessories

FULL RANGE OF HF AND VHF
AMATEUR AND COMMERCIAL
ANTENNAS AVAILABLE. PLEASE ASK
FOR FULL DETAILS.
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Trefonen, Oswestry, Shropshire SY10 9DJ
Phone 0691 670440 Fax 0691 670282

OPENING HOURS
Mon -Fri - 8.30-5.30
Saturday - 9.00-1.00
41

Cs: SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS

Gotechnic Ltd.

We have moved to a new prestigous factory and shop at UNIT 6I3
Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester, DorsetIOT1 2PG 0305 262750

New GTL 486 33MHz
486 CPU (IBM compatible), 4Mb RAM Upgradable
3.5 (1.44Mb) Floppy Drive, 40Mb Hard Drive
UK Keyboard, 14" VGA Screen
COMPLETE WITH: -

Power Leads, DOS 3.2, FREE software package
'Office Manager'.
Paperwhite £775 + VAT, Colour £875 + VAT
Delivery £10
Vrrus Checker installed pnor to delivery it required £POA
Other offers:- MS-DOS 6 Upgrade. Windows 3.1, Various Laptops
A/B switches. Printers, Printer Cables
RING NOW FOR DETAILS

Gotechnic Ltd
Tel: (44) 0932-770733 Fax: (44) 0932-788009

Go for it!
Change your rig with G3RCO. We sell NEW equipment as well as 2nd user - We
supply all the leading Brand Names - give RCO a try. 0% Finance! don't ask, can
you honestly see Finance Companies lending you money for NOTHING? We prefer
to sell New Equipment at LOWER prices without the cost of finance added, this
coupled with low overheads at KO means we can be very very competitive.

TOP CASH

0% Commission

TOP CASH

Send for full information pack or telephone Dave G3RCO or Alan, basically we will
sell your equipment for you and return to you cash at the figure you set, there are
NO deductions, all we ask is that you set a realistic price, we can advise.

we buy, sell, swop, p/exchange
Don't forget our list of ever changing equipment can be obtained by sending S.A.E.
We pay cash for clean equipment, We also swop, p/ex, or buy for cash.

6 -(it

Tel Om G3RCO

=MI 0708 374043 Mobile 0850 320134

Tel Alan 0268 752522

IF3

Head Office 9 Troopers Drive, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex RM3 9DE

Opening times: 9-1 2-5 Tue-Fri, 9-1 Sat. Closed Sun & Mon.

KITS & READY BUILT PRODUCTS
Boxed kit

Boxed built

£138.00
£138.00
£138.00
£145.75
£145.75

£187.50
£187.50
£187.50
£203.50
£203.50
£203.50

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
50MHz 3W in 24W out RF switched, TA6S1
144MHz 3W in 24W out RF switched, TA2S1
50MHz as above plus preamp TARP6S
144MHz as above plus preamp TARP2S

£56.25
£56.25
£72.75
£72.75

£70.50
£70.50
£98.25
£98.25

SPEECH PROCESSOR
Amplitude and frequency processor SP444E

£26.25

£40.00

RECEIVE PREAMPS
28MHz 20dB gain, 100W handling RP1OS
50MHz 20dB gain, 100W handling RP6S
70MHz 20dB gain, 100W handling RP4S
144MHz 20dB gain, 100W handling RP2S
50MHz as above, masthead RP6SM
144MHz as above, masthead RP2S

£28.50
£28.50
£27.50
£27.50
£39.50
£39.50

£39.00
£39.00
£39.00
£39.00
£49.00
£49.00

TRANSVERTERS
28/50MHz 25W out, TRC6-10L
28/70MHz 25W out, TRC4-10L
28/144MHz 25W out, TRC2-10L
28/144MHz 25W out, rep shift TRC2-1ORL
144/50MHz 25W out, TRC6-2iL
144/70MHz 25W out, TRC4-2iL (built only)

COMMUNITY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
87.50-108MHz synthesized 0.5W transmitter CTX100V
0.5W in, 25W out broadcast amplifier TA100C3
87.50-108MHz 'Slim Jim' style aerial
48.475MHz 1W link transmitter LTX48
48.475MHz link receiver LRX48
TRANSMIT TONES
1750Hz repeater toneburst, AT1750
Piptone, like APOLLO beep, PT1000S
Kaytone, morse dah-di-dah, KT1000

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING

PHON
081

JANES COMMAND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 1989-1990. (C31 Systems). Large format, wraps.

ctsa
00136,7

EMCC Mull

Brand new in carton. Published at £80. Special offer £40 inclusive of UK postage. Overseas extra.
RADAR DEVELOPMENT TO 1945. A remarkable work published for the I.E.E edited by R. Burns

E810F
EABC80

Dept P.W. 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool FYI 2EU
Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979

11800

EB91

V5A

Ideal for receivers with a long wire
Antenna on the H.F. bands, 1-30MHz.
. Versatile! The touch of a switch gives
anyone of 3 different arrangements.

Quality case black with printed
aluminium front & back facias.
Measuring only 170-140-50mm.

Klt complete with ALL components and hardware including pre -punched
case and panels.

Ready made

£54
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ELECTRONICS
7 MIDDLETON LAKECLOSE , NUTHALL, NOTTINGHAM NG16 1BX

(Callers by appointment only)

61784

(1487
(1191 Mull

(051

[088

ECC33
ECC35

EZ80
E2131

GY501

2.25
2.25
3.00

GZ32 M50

ECM
ECC85

350

GZ37

6.00
2.00
1.50
3.50
3.50
3.00
1.50
3.00
3.00
3.50
25.00
3.50
2.75
5.00
3.50
4.50

KT61

ECC81

ECC68 Mull
ECC91

EC186 Mull
ECLL800
EF370
EF39

ENO
6741
EF42

(F80

EL32

1.50
1.50
7.50
1.95
2.15
2.00
2.00
2.50

8133

1000

EF85
EF86
EF91

EF92
E7163
E7184

E L34 Soemens

6136
ELL80
EL81

EL/36

EL91

Send SAE for Brochure or call Alan, G4DVW on 0602 382509

PE7

61481

EY86

1184 Mull

Plus £4.00 P & P

61,134

150

E184

Price £44 Plus E4 D0 P & P

1.95
1.50

EL509

1.50
12.50
7.50
7.50

E51.31

ECL80
ECL82
EC183

NEW! TU3 Antenna Tuner

4.50
25.00

EL95
61.360

E13089

ECF60
ECH35
E51142
ECH81

Telephone orders accepted

p

4.00
8.00
1.50
8.50

EBF80

ECC82

CHEVET VINTAGE SUPPLIES

5.00

25.00
5.00
2.25
6.00
2.75
4.00

6233
0734 00

K166
KT88

978

002
OB2

0C3

003
PCF80
PCF82
PCF86

707801
PCF802
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84

Pass
PCL86
PCL805

P0500
P136
7181
PL82
PL83
P184

7L504
PL508
P1509
71519
PL802
7081
P088
P05000

2.00
18.50
10.00
12.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
7.50
3.50
1.75
1.75
1.50
1.50
3.00
8.50
4.50
7.54
4.50
10.00
12.50
15.00
9.00
2.70
2.70
2.50
2.50
2.00
1.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.50
2.50
2.50
6.00
2.50
1.75

150
2.50
2.00
2.50
5.50
6.00
6.00

600

1.50
1.50
19.50
001/03-10
5.00
001/03-10 Mull 15.00
GOV03-205
25.00

PY800
PY801

00102-6

00506.400 Muil 40.00
10.00
0503-12
U19
UM3C80

50789
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF89
U141

2.511

U184
UY41

UY85
VI1105130

V9150.30
Z759
7803U
2021

10.00
1.50
1.50
4.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
12.00
2.00
4.00
2.25
2.50
2.50

3500

6E107

500

6SK/

65E6
6BH6

1.50
2.50
2.25
2.00
3.50
6.00
4 00
6.00
4.50
1.50
2.50
1.95
5.00
3.00
5.00
3.75
7.53

6SL7GT
6SN70T

081 684
3056

6046

6096
65070
6867
65080
6657
60106
66W7
68Z6
654
656
ECB6A

600608
6016
ECG7

E5H6
6CW4

606
6005 GE
60068

8.00
8 00
5.00
17.50
12.5D

3.50
1.85
3.50
4.00
3.00
4.95
3 00
3.00

25.00
3.50
3E128
20 00
4CX2505 EIMAC 75.00
4502500 STC
45 00
5R4GY
6 00
5 25
5540
4 00
5740
5Y3GT
2.50
4.00
573
5740T
2 50
4.00
6466
4 50
6065
1.00
6015
1 95
6AM6
6495
5.00
4.50
6AN8A
6005
3.25
25.00
EARS
6006
6 00
64570
9 50
6016
2.00
645500
5.00
6556
2 50
60W8A
4.00

EEAB

4.00
4.00

65C7

6007

12.00
3.00
3.00
2.50

50

6547

300

1.50
2.00

6E17

400

61356

688

1

6E115

6F6

601(6
6116

EHS6
6.35

516
617
6.1660 GE
E1E6C
5.156C GE

60607

60
6448

64(06 GE

6160
E16GCSYL

EL6GC Snmens
EL6GC GE

617
E106

607
E611118,I6KN8

ESA7

ADO

17.50
20.00
15.00

300
1.00
4-03

10.50

850
12.50
4.50
9.50
3.50
20.00

400

6057

3.60
4.50
4.50
3.00

61180

150

61601

4.25

6X4

3.00
2.50
2.25
2.25
3.00

68507
12017

12557
12007

1280755E.
121156

128E6
I213H70 GE
12E16755E
12E1

12X67120117
30E11/2
30P19

QUOTATIONS FOR ANY TYPES NOT LISTED
OVER 6000 TYPES AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.
OBSOLETE ITEMS A SPECIALITY.
TERMS C W 0 ,' VISA , ACCESS

7.00
2.50
2.50
6.50
7.00
20.00
6.50
1.50
2.50

12000

300811,61

5720

70.00
50.03
5.00
18.50
52 50
27.50
85.00
25 00
20.00
25 00
10.00
5.00
10.00
4.00
12.00

805
807

8115
8125
813

8338
86611

8725
9318
20505 GE
5751

5763
58144
5842
6080

5 50
15.00
15.00
16.05
11.00
7.00
17.50
10.00
25.00

61460 GC
65504 GE
68835 GE

6973
7025 GE
70276 GE

7199
7360
75815
7586
7587
7868

1200
15.00
23.00
12.00
17.50

841701
NKes

OPEN TO CALLERS MON-FRI 9AM- 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY
VISA
VISA

FAX

1 MAYO ROAD CROYDON SURREY CR0 20P
0

AZ31

208pp. Contains descriptions. photographs and basic technical details of the world's military
command. communications and intelligence -gathering systems, including radar equipment
A hefty volume. 12' x 8'//. By former/present radar experts. 528pp. Progresses from the 1930's
to 1945. Includes the various systems used by UK, Germany, Italy, Japan. USSR, USA and
France. Compiled by professional historians. Containing many historical photographs, drawings
and technical information hitherto unaccessable. The most authoritative early radar book to date
Originally £69. Our price £39.95 including UK postage. Foreign postage extra.

RST

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

formal, wraps. Contains descriptions. photographs and basic details of the world's military
postage UK. Overseas extra.

VlSA

Send SAE for free Full Catalogue.

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.

684E

JANES MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS 1989. Tenth edition. A vast volume of 862 pages, large
communications equipment. Brand new in carton. Published at £80. Special offer £45 inclusive of

PCB BUILT
£7.50
£10.50
£17.50

£5.00
£7.00
£10.25

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD

RST
1166

ESSENTIAL NEW BOOKS

PCB KIT

Fr -1 PLUS MANY OTHER KITS FOR AMATEUR AND CB RADIO

VAT & P&P inclusive prices.

Published regularly containing 1005 of out of print old and collectable wireless and amateur radio books.
magazines etc. Send six lirst class stamps for 100 page catalogue or £3.75 for next four issues.

£135.00
£110.00
£30.00
£106.00
£150.00
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lo :.,e,

tirttii

Aik

P&P 1-3 VALVES £1.00, 4-6 VALVES £2.00 ADD 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC 1.-(-P
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The Kenwood
TH-22E 144MHz

Hand -Held Transceiver
Richard Newton GORSN takes a look at a very
small and interesting hand-held transceiver
produced by Kenwood.
The Kenwood TH-22E is a very small v.h.f. hand-held
transceiver. It has a frequency coverage of 144 to
145.995MHz.
As supplied, the transceiver comes with a charger, a 6V
600mAh NiCad battery pack. There's also a helical
antenna, belt clip, instruction manual and the normal
schematic diagrams.
When I first saw the TH-22E I could not help
wondering whether something so small would be practical
to use or actually work at all. I would say now, to put your
minds at rest, my fears were largely unfounded.

Idea Of Size
To give you some idea of the radio's size without using
dimensions, I compared it to an audio cassette tape holder.
The TH-22E is not quite as wide as the cassette case, about
the same in length and just a bit deeper.
The comparison I carried out was with the battery pack
but without the antenna. The TH-22E is incredibly light.
Using my Salta kitchen scales, the radio and battery pack
weighed approximately 9oz!
The radio is simple in appearance. Indeed it's marketed
as an inexpensive option to the more expensive 'all singing
all dancing models'.
The Kenwood marketing approach is an innovation I
greet with open arms. There's a distinct lack of new good
quality inexpensive equipment these days.
The transceiver's casing is finished in charcoal grey.
The front part of the body is made from plastics, the rear is
all metal, which presumably forms the heat sink.
The top panel of the radio houses the BNC antenna
connector. There's also a red 1.e.d. transmit indicator, a
rotary ON/OFF/VOLUME control and the multiple
purpose rotary control.
The multiple purpose control selects the operating
frequency, frequency steps and memory channels. It also
selects transmit offsets, tone frequencies, changes the
different CPU menu items and also controls the squelch.

Top Panel Controls
The top panel controls are mounted on a hard rubber base
that covers most of the top of the radio. I must confess this
concerns me a little as surfaces like this are prone to collect
dust, dirt and grime very easily.
The type of hard -rubber base used on the TH-22E also
discolours quickly, especially considering this unit can so
easily be carried in a pocket or hand bag. However, the
cover can be removed quite easily and cleaned separately. It
will also withstand more knocks than hard plastics.
The left hand side panel, as the radio faces you, has the
press to talk button, lamp button and monitor or squelch
defeat button on it. The press to talk has a secondary
function when used with the function key, used to toggle
the transmitted r.f. power.
With the supplied battery pack the choices are 3W, 500
or 50mW. With a I 2V supply the high power changes to
5W.

The lamp button when pressed, will illuminate the I.c.d.
display with a green light for five seconds. Used with the
function key it will latch the lamp on continuously.
The monitor or squelch defeat button breaks the squelch
on the displayed frequency while the button is depressed.
To set the squelch threshold the operator has to use the
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function key with the monitor key, then adjust it using the
second rotary control on the top panel.
If my description of setting the squelch threshold seems
cumbersome - it's because it was! However, once I had set
the threshold I found that I did not have to re -adjust it
again.

The right hand side panel has the speaker/microphone
jacks and external power supply socket. These are covered
with soft rubber covers.

Frequency Read -Out
The front panel on the TH-22E has six control buttons on it.
along with the l.c.d. display. The display is small, but the
frequency read-out is large enough to read adequately.
However, those who have difficulty reading, may have
problems seeing smaller function indicators. In fairness this
is a criticism that could be levelled at a vast majority of the
miniature hand-held transceivers of today.
The six buttons on the front control the v.f.o. to memory
switching, key lock and call frequency recovery. They also
control tone alert, tone burst, frequency steps (these can be
set to 5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20 or 25kHz), repeater shift and
reverse frequency monitoring.
The function key is also on the front panel. There's also
a removable panel to accommodate an optional DTMF key
pad.

Transceiver Menu
The transceiver also has a menu that can be set up by the
user. Don't let this worry you though, as it's an advanced
facility that you only need use if you want to!
The TH-22E menu facility will enable you to set such
things as a 'time out' alarm. This means that the operator
can decide how long the transceiver will transmit before
automatically reverting to receive. Although the TH-22E
will transmit again straight away, it's a timely reminder for
wafflers like me!
Take it from me, to be able to turn off the beep that
sounds when a button is pressed is a 'Godsend' to an eager
reviewer. Especially a reviewer who is sitting up in bed at
lam trying out the functions of the TH-22E next to his wife
who hates radio at the best of times! (especially when it's
his turn lofted the newly -arrived 'junior operator'!
Editor).
The scan facility can be set to stop for approximately
five seconds on a busy frequency. Alternatively it can be set
to remain until the carrier drops.
The TH-22E menu also enables the operator to control
such things as the battery save function and the automatic
power -off facility. The menu also has applications if the
DTMF keyboard option is fitted.
The TH-22E is also able to transmit CTCSS tones. This
facility enables it to access repeaters using CTCSS (these
are mostly found in the United States or on the continent at
the moment). However, if you wish your TH-22E to decode
CTCSS tones and therefore have a CTCSS controlled
squelch, you'll have to purchase the optional CTCSS
module.

Simple To Use
My impression of the Kenwood TH-22E is that it's easy
and simple to use. The controls are well situated for both
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Fig. 1: Internal view
of the Kenwood TH22E 144MHz
transceiver, clearly
showing that the
battery pack takes
half the available
space on this
extremely light and
very portable handheld.

left and right-handed operation and all are well labelled.
The buttons on the front panel are situated in individual
nwesses. They're recessed to prevent accidental use, but not
so much as to make them inaccessible.
Functions such as the automatic shift selection are
helpful. This is used when you're tuned to a repeater
frequency. Another factor is the ease with which the
transceiver's 40 memories can be programmed, which all go
towards making this a very user friendly piece of
equipment.
The hand book that comes with the TH-22E is excellent.
It's well thought out and easy to understand.
When I came to look at the battery compartment,
however, I'm afraid my enthusiasm wilted a little. The slim
battery pack slides up into the case of the radio, which is not
unusual these days. But the securing mechanism on this
model is one I have not encountered before.

Securing System

Specifications
General
Frequency range
Mode
Temperature range
External power supply
Battery voltage range

144 to 145.995MHz ()
F2, F3 (f.m.)W)
-20° to +60°C
5.0 to 16.0V (13.8Vnominal)
4 to 15V (6V nominal)

Current Requirements
Receive with no signal
Battery saver on
Transmit (H),@13.8V
Transmit (H,) @6.0V
Transmit (L) @6.0V
Transmit (EL) @6.0V
Microphone impedance
Antenna impedance

Average 45mA()
Approx 15mA
Approx 1.3A
Approx 1.3A

Approx 0.5A()
Approx 250mA(V)
2k.0
50Q

It's difficult to describe the battery holder securing system in
words, but it involves a large plastics thumb clip. This is
about the size of a penny, and it's an integral part of the
battery pack anchoring into slots in the die-cast metal case.
The securing mechanism is not of a standard I would
expect from Kenwood. It's certainly not in keeping with the
radio as a whole.
In my opinion, the battery securing mechanism is illconceived, and quite obviously the cheap option. Above all,
it's extremely difficult to operate. I struggled for some time
to release the battery!
Not wishing to make a criticism such as this on my
observation alone, I enlisted the help of some friends. The
verdict was unanimous.
Not one of my friends was able to release the battery
without a struggle. Someone with weak fingers, such as a
person suffering from Arthritis would struggle a great deal.
It has been pointed out to me that the battery is charged
while still in the TH-22E. Therefore the occasions when the
battery would have to be removed are few and far between.
This is a valid point, but it's always my intention, when
writing a review, to be impartial and fait

Take It Anywhere

Dimensions
Without projections
With projections
Weight

56 x 116.5 x 24.5mm
65 x 130.5 x 29.8mm
Approx 290g

Transmitter
Power output

to agree!

I thought the wife of a friend of mine summed up the
TH-22E quite well. She looked at the transceiver, turned to
her husband and said, "I would allow you to take that on
holiday, I would even keep it in my handbag for you". Need
I say more!

High @13.8V
High @6V
Low @6V
Extra Low @6V

Approx 5W()
Approx 3W()
Approx 30mW()

Summing Up

Modulation
Maximum frequency deviation
Spurious emissions

Reactance
±3.5kHz to ±5kHz(4±4kHz)

In summing up I must mention that the true test of the TH-

Approx 0.5W(V)

-60dB or less ()

Receiver
Circuitry
1st intermediate frequency
2nd intermediate frequency
Sensitivity 12dB SINAD
Squelch sensitivity
Selectivity (-6dB)
Selectivity (-40dB)
Audio output (10% distortion)

Double conversion superheterodyne
45.05MHz
455kHz

-16dBp (0.16 NV) or better ()
-20dBp (0.1pV) or better ()
12kHz or more (++1#
28kHz or less (++) #
200mW or higher (8D load).(V)

What the means!
When we have a rig in for review in PW, we check the rig on our test
equipment to see how well it measures up to the manufacturer's quoted
specification. The specification figures we feel are important to you, the
reader, we checkout and highlight with our PWV.
We use a sign after a measurement figure, to mean that the reviewed
rig matched (within measurement limits) the quoted specification. We use a
+ sign to means the rig bettered the specification by a good margin. The
ultimate accolade is a ++ sign, meaning the margin was excellent.
Selectivity on this rig is excellent, and would be suitable for a crowded
12.5kHz channel spacing. For instance, 80pV f.m.(±4kHz) signals 12.5kHz away
caused no problems. At ±25kHz no breakthrough was experienced at the limits
of the signal generator.
G1 TEX
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Kenwood advertise the TH-22E as being so small and light
that it encourages the owner to take it anywhere. Well, I have

22E took place over the Christmas period at my parent's
home in Minehead, Somerset. While there, my father John
G8EAM helped me put the radio through its paces.
The TH-22E performed incredibly well. The
transceiver's transmitted audio was first class. On receive,
how speakers that small, can give such an excellent audio
reproduction I will never know!
Several days running Dad took the TH-22E on the daily
walk with his dogs. Using the extra low power level of
50mW, we would stay in constant contact for about an
hour, hand-held to hand-held.
My Dad was full of praise for the little rig. He found it
very easy to use and had no difficulty reading the display.
In conclusion, I found the Kenwood TH-22E to be a
very good radio. In fact it was 'a breath of fresh air'. It's
reassuring to find a relatively inexpensive transceiver
which is well made, easy to use and reliable.
In use the TH-22E is simple. But it has enough
advanced functions to easily hold its own in today's
'gimmicks and frills' filled market place.
I would imagine that the 430MHz version will be very
popular with Novice licencees. I had a tear in my eye when
I had to hand this one back!

My thanks go to Trio-Kenwood, UK Limited,
Kenwood House, Dwight Road, Watford, Herts WD1
8EB. Tel: (0923) 816444. The TH-22E is available for
£239.95 from any of the Kenwood approved dealers.
PW
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Press Any Button For Service.
BOOKS

The Society publishes a wide range of books on amateur radio at discount
prices to members.
CONTESTS

Many RSGB contests are organised each year as a fun way to test your
operating skills.

EQUIPMENT INSURANCE

This essential safeguard has been arranged specially for members at

advantageous rates.
OPERATING AWARDS
A wide range of operating awards are available to help you set operating goals
and reward your achievements.
PLANNING PERMISSION
There is a special booklet and expert help available to members seeking help

with planning matters. The Society has an outstanding record of gaining
permission for members where previously it had been refused.
QSL BUREAU
This invaluable service sends and receives your QSL cards on a world-wide
basis, dramatically reducing your postage costs.

RADIO COMMUNICATION MAGAZINE
A brilliant monthly magazine, packed with the latest news, technical features,
members' ads and much more.
FOR MEMBERSHIP DETAILS AND A COPY OF OUR COMPREHENSIVE BOOK LIST CALL RSGB HQ ON 0707 659015

Or Visit Our Stand at the

LONDON
AMATEUR RADIO &

COMPUTER SHOW d

SATURDAY 12 MARCH & SUNDAY 13 MARCH
Where you will be able to join the RSGB, purchase books
at members' discount prices, seek help and advice
Society of Great Britain (PW3)
6, Radio
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE
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Ron Ham welcomes visitors to the PW vintage
`wireless shop' once again. Ron's main topic this
month concerns the 50th anniversary of the 1944
`D -Day' invasion of the Second World War, and
military equipment.
It's going to be a busy year! I say
this because throughout 1994
collectors of all types of military
equipment will no doubt be taking
part in the multitude of exhibitions
and events that are being organised
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of
D -Day and the Allied advance
through occupied Europe.
Last month in the 'Valve &
Vintage' special issue of PW, I
discussed the wireless equipment
used by the army at the time. As a
result, 1 feel that readers, inside and
outside the vintage wireless
fraternity, will want to know more
about the sets concerned.
Now readers, please keep in
mind that a 'wireless is a wireless'.
Whether it was made for domestic
use or specifically for the armed
forces, it still has capacitors,
resistances, transformers and
valves. For instance, a VR100
valve, used in an RAF receiver
requires the same voltages and
similar circuitry as it does in a
civilian wireless where it's known
as a KTW62.

become 'one' at 12.6V. And
another pair, making 12.6V, can be
wired in parallel with the first two
across the 12V supply and so on.
Obviously, if one heater burns out
then its partner, with a good heater,
is also out of action.
Watch for series resistances in
the low-tension circuits of the 18,
38 and 46 sets. This is because their
valves have 2V filaments connected
to the 3V section of a combined
high tension. low tension and grid
bias dry battery.
I was reminded of the 18, 38
and 46 set valves by Walter
Farrar G3ESP (Pontefract). Walter
told me that a number of R109
receivers were modified for special
duty and the circuit may not be
suitable for the fitted 2V filament
valves ( the AR8 and ARPI2).
So, before you try one of the

Power Source

The 'civvy' equivalents to the AR8

When you first obtain any ex service radio gear, check its power
source. This is because the power
source is the deciding factor on
how the valve heaters are wired.
Let's consider valves, like the
VR100, using a 6.3V heater supply.
If the set has a 6V supply then you
can expect to find the heaters wired
in parallel. However, if it's used
with a 12V source then the heaters
may be wired in series -parallel.
With series -parallel working
two 6.3V valves in series in effect

and ARP12 army valves are listed
as CV1306 (HL23DD) and CV1331
(VP23) respectively. Be warned
though, as both use the Mazda octal
bases and NOT the International
Octal base.
The two types of octal bases
may look the same, but they're not
the same! The pin spacing is
different and they are not
interchangeable.
Both valves types are directly
heated. So, in this case, the bit that
lights up is called a filament, not a
heater. The valves have 2.5V, 50mA

18, 38 or 46 sets, check that
resistances are fitted in the valve
heater circuitry or you may burn
them out.

Army Valves

Fig. 1: Front panel of the transmitter 'sender' chassis on
the 18 set man -pack transmitter receiver (see text).
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Valve
filaments and require up to 120V
on their anodes.
The AR8 is a double diode
triode (DDT) and it's visible at the
bottom right of the receiver chassis
in Fig. 5. In this receiver the diodes
are used as detectors and the mode
section for audio output.
Note the centre contact (slider)
on the volume control is connected
to the top -cap (the control grid) of
the AR8. Before removing that clip,
hold down the cap with a pencil and
ease the clip upwards. This should
prevent damage to the valve.
The power amplifier (p.a.) valve
in these sets is an ATP4 (Army
Transmitting Pentode). Unlike the
others, the filament current drawn
by this valve is 300mA and it
requires 150V on its anode.
Although it has a Common
Valve number (CV1366), a Mazda
V248A. 1 feel sure that the ATP4
was only a military special. Also, I
cannot be sure about the filament
voltage because one book says 2V
and another 2.6V.

Typical Equipment
The 18 set is typical of Second
World War radio equipment used
for communications between
fighting units. Briefly, the set was
designed to be carried on one man's
back and operated by another while
the troops were on the move.
The casing of the 18 set
contains a two valved (AR8 &
ATP4) transmitter, Fig. I, and a
four valved receiver, Fig. 2. The
power is derived from a dry battery
housed beneath the transmitter at
the bottom of the case. This is fed
to the receiver via the 5 -pin socket

at the top centre of the transmitter
panel.

All controls are clearly marked
and simple to use. The sender
frequency is selected on the right
hand, master oscillator, control and
the output to the antenna is
'peaked' by the left hand tuner in
conjunction with the eight -position
switch at the top right of the meter.
The receiver is even simpler.
This is tuned with the same type of
control, Fig. 2 and the audio output
to the headset is adjusted by the

knob to the right of the two
headphone sockets.
Note that each of the three

tuning dials, Figs. I and 2, have a
very positive slow motion drive,
plus a dial mechanism lock (top

right Fig. I and left of dial Fig. 2).
The 'small' knobs are all the same
with a centre screw fixing to their
respective shafts.
Both units illustrated are 50
years old and in original condition.
So it's not surprising that those
spindle screws are very tight.
If removal is necessary, first get
some penetrating oil and ease it in
around the screw -heads. Then find
a screwdriver that exactly fits the
slot and, while turning the
screwdriver, grip the shaft.
Other nuts and bolts on the
chassis are secured with some form
of glue to stop them vibrating
loose. Traces of this are visible on
the nuts on the rear of the front
panel in Fig. 5.
The dominant features on the
sender chassis on the 18 set, Fig. 3,
are the power amplifier valve
(ATP4 centre), the master oscillator
unit (left, with AR8 inside) and the
transmitter tank coil (right). The
under -chassis wiring, valve holders,

Fig. 2: The receiver chassis of the 18 set showing
interconnecting h.t./I.t. connecting lead (see text).
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Vinie/a7/4jir'
potentiometers, jack -sockets and
`small' components are shown in

Fig. 4.
Three ARP12s and one AR8 are
used on the receiver chassis. Fig. 5,
the underside of which can be seen
in Fig. 6. Watch out for perished
insulation, especially in places
where wires pass through the
chassis or screening cans (centre.
Fig. 5).
If you have to replace any
capacitors or resistors when you're
renovating vintage equipment, try
and get a similar type and put them
back in the same position as the
original. The careful positioning is
very important around trimmers
(lower right Fig. 4 and centre left
Fig. 6) and tuning coils (inside box
and right Fig. 3 and also between
the left hand valves in Fig. 5 and
almost top left in Fig. 6).

Famous Transceiver

above Storrington, were restricted

for military training.
After the troops moved on for
the invasion a Churchill tank,
which had been used for target
practice, was left in a field.
Obviously the farmer wanted it
moved and I am told that it was
'pushed' into a nearby bomb crater
and buried.

In 1992, Martin Mace a local
military enthusiast and friends
began the excavation. Their work
was finally rewarded on November
20 1993, when heavy lifting gear
and their crews from the 118
Recovery Company REME (Royal
Electrical & Mechanical Engineers)
of the Territorial Army pulled the
tank out and across the field.
Preparations for the final pull
on the buried tank can be seen in
Fig. 7. Unfortunately the wireless
equipment had gone but the turret
was dug out later.

I've often referred in `V&V' to the

Can Anyone Help?

famous 19 transceiver that was used
in Allied tanks and armoured cars
during the Second World War. At
that time most of the South Downs,

Now it's time to put out a 'Can
anyone help?' call on behalf of
readers. I'll start with a request for

Fig. 7: Recovering the Second World War

Churchill tank from a former bomb crater in
West Sussex (see text).
a service manual or circuit of a
Ferranti 125. This is a 3 -band
receiver, using the UCH42 series of
valves, for Mr. S. Evans,

I hope someone can help our
readers out, but it's time for me to
shut up the shop for this month as
I've run out of space. However,

Euonymus, Burton Row, Brent
Knoll, Somerset TA9 4BX.
Next, a copy of the Practical

don't forget the 'V&V' letter box is
open all the time and I look forward

Handbook Of Valve Radio Repair,

sent to 'Faraday', Greyfriars,

by Charles Miller is needed by
John McCabe, 121 Garvaghy
Road, Portadown, Co. Armagh,
N. Ireland BT62 1EH.

Storrington, West Sussex RH2O
2HE.

to reading your letters which can be

Finally, a 2 -pin plug for the
front panel of an R109 receiver, a
manual for a Layfayette HA700
and the dial cord drawings for an
Eddystone ECR receiver arc
needed by Andrew Humphriss
(0926) 400876.

Fig. 3: Inside

view of the
18 set

transmitter
chassis (the
v.f.o. is in the
screened
compartment).
Fig. 4: Under
chassis view
of the 18 set

transmitter
section.
Fig. 5:
Receiver

section of the
18 set.

Fig. 6:
Underside

view of the 18
set receiver.
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Don't miss the LARGEST single day show in the U.K.

N

A

N

NORBRECK

R

S

R

S

Radio, Electronics and Computing Exhibition
by the Northern Amateur Radio Societies Association at the

NORBRECK CASTLE HOTEL EXHIBITION CENTRE
QUEENS PROMENADE, NORTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL

on Sunday, March 20th, 1994

leveleys
extra
car park

0

2

I

Norbreck

Doors open at 11 a.m.

Scale (miles)

Hotel

Poulton-Le-Fylde

Bispharn

North
Shore

* Over 100 trade stands
* Club stands
* Bring & Buy stand
* Amateur Computer stands
* RSGB stand and book stall
* Construction competition
* Organised by over 50 clubs
* Facilities for the disabled
* Free car parking (plus free bus service from extra car park)
* Overnight accommodation at reduced rates (contact hotel directly)

North Pier

Tower
Central Piet

RADIO TALK -IN ON S22

BLACKPOOL
A583

South Pier

Admission £1.50 (OAP's £1, under 14's free) by exhibition plan
Exhibition Manager : Peter Denton, G6CGF, 051-630-5790

Junction 4

0

South
Shore

M55

TEST KIT for use with PRC-316 inc H/Mike, battery Conner. Tx 50/100 ohm
dummy load etc also some info for 316 Inc Circs etc. £26.50. BLOWER. Small
single ended snail blower outlet
x 1'4" for 240v quite running new. £17.50.
TEST KITS for Siemens Radio C.70 UHF T/Flx into pair HR phones mist die
cast boxes with coax fittings large qty of conneo leads components etc in two
suitcase style cases new cond. £38. FRED DIVIDER Pre Scaler Racal 9010 as
100 & 10.1 divide max freq 600 Mots min I/P 10 Mill/V at 500 Mc/s OtP 3v into
50 ohm can be used with 32 Meg counters to extend range checked with book.
£36.50. CABLE TESTER. Cossor Mod.CME.110E no info on these but intended
to locate breaks in coax type cables up to 10K yds as CRT display for use on
240v or int batteries good cond. £45. POWER MODULE. Gould Elec stabilised
can be preset 0 to 30v DC with curr tim & Ovp max 3 amps new with info. £22.
STORNO R.T hand held UHF FM type COP.863 max 8 chan in range 450/470
Megs most fitted for 5 chan with mike & Ae no batteries or info fair cond. £14.50
ea 2 for £27. LOW PWR TX ASS. Small PCB with UHF Tx crystal controlled on
404/5 Mo/s reqs 15v provision for AM tone mod new cond. £6.50. W.L.F. Rx
10Kc to 200Kc in 5 bands man or synth large rack mt unit for 240V new crated.
£145. SARBE UHF BEACONS UHF 243 beacon & Rx 282.8 full RT with Aerial
reqs 12v battery new cond. £34.50 per pair. Also CT501 Wobb 16/215 Megs,

QUARTZ
CRYSTALS

1

Redifon GK203N Tx Synth Drive. D.11 Tx Osc.
Above paces are inclusive. goods ex equipment unless stated new
2 x 25p stamps for list 53
Unit

A. H. SUPPLIES

OVERTONES

FREQUENCY RANGE

MICE

15TO 20 MHz

I7.135

FREI:MEM RANGE
3rd OVt 21 00 10 60 MHz

20 T040 MHz

E7.35

3rd OVI 60 00 TO 75 MHz

4 OTOS 0 MHz

[7.03

Sin OVT 60 tom] MHz

6 0 TO 22 MHt

C5.75

5th ENT 110 00 TO 126 MHz

E7.00
22 TO 26 MHz
DELIVERY, Appro.. 2 weeks

PRICE

6.75
cams
oo

7th OVT 125 00 TO 175 MHz

E12.50

9th ()VT 170 00 TO 225 MHz

C12.75

Unless otherwise requested fundamentals will be supplied for 30 p1 load capacities and overtones for series resonant operalun
Where applicable please state the make and model number of the equipment the crystals are to be used in
HOLDERS - Avadabihty as follows
HC61.1 & HC33111 5-225 MHz HC1821.1 & HC25U 2 0.225 ANN
HC45 U. HE49M. HC5014 (9mm Can) 12 0-225 MHz add C5 00 per crystal

HC2S1 Illmm can) 10.0-225 MHz add El 03 per crystal

12 Bankside Works,

AFFORDABLE PACKET
outlay of much less than £ 100!!
Commodore. PC and Spectrum systems allow HF and VHF working, while the

Atari system only offers VHF. PMS facilities are available on the Commodore.
and the Spectrum it a microdrive is fitted. Digipeating facilities are offered on all
versions The Spectrum modem can also be supplied with a centronics printer
port. We supply a fully tested modem, with a free copy of suitable software.
Commodore 64. Atari ST and PC Modems
£55.00
Baycom Agency
Spectrum Modem
Spectrum Modem with printer port
S.A.E for details. £4 Post & Packing

ALL AT £4.00 EACH (except Yaesu crystals)
CRYSTALS FOR 2 METRES
TX CRYSTALS (HC25)
RX CRYSTALS (11C25)
12MH: 30p0

44MH0 Series Res

14,15MR:300

00-R7 58S73

Scanner SR9 r Ciyatals
liC6 Crystals

TX CRYSTALS (HC6)

RX CRYSTALS (HC6)

4MH; 3141

44MHz Series res

RO-R7

4 METRE CRYSTALS FOR 70.26 IN HC&U TX 8.78250 RX 29.7800
70CM CRYSTALS FDK MULTI U 1 I SUI6 5018 SU20 RBO RBI R02 RB3 0114 RPS RB6 RB7 R68 R09 RBIO RBI 18813
RBI4 RB15

CONVERTER CRYSTALS IN 11C184.142 OK 26.000. 105 6666
FREQUENCY STANDARDS FIC6ll 10004110 HCI &V 10 DOM110 10 701460 100 00MHz

TONEBURST, I.F. 8 ISPU CRYSTALS IN HC18 7 168M1t7 llor 1750 HZ Tone). 10 245 (fOr 10 7 1 f )4.000 5 0688
10 245kIllz 15 00000

YAESU CRYSTALS FOR FT101's etc £5.75 each. Llst send SAE.
CRYSTALS SOCKETS HC25 CO 40 each MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE FOR SOCKETS 02.00 urdeSS Ordered with crystals

Please allow up to 14 days delivery

£75.00
£135.00

4.1.6.1? ELEEITiOilICS LTD.
Unit 45. Meadowmill Estate, Dixon Street,
Kidderminster DY10 1HH Tel: (0562) 753893

FT243 socket) I 5-225 MHz add El 00 per crystal
Unless otherwise specified crystals above 2 MHz will be supplied m H62&U(HC50:11 holders)
COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS. Amiable on last delivery and at competrfree pnces
EXPRESS SERVICE Add 50% to the cost of made-to-order crystals for 5 -day service
TERMS Cash with order post Inc to UK & Northern Ireland
Cheques & PO's lo 055 LTO
HC17,11

Darnall Road, Sheffield S9 51 -IA
Phone: (0742) 444278

COMMODORE 64/128...AIARI ST...IBM COMPATIBLE PC...SPECTRUM
It is now possible to use the above computers to run Packet Radio with an
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MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS
FUNDAMENTALS

H

PRICES INCLUDE P&P and VAT

IFluartSLab

MARKETING LTD

P.O. Box 19 Erith Kent DA81LH
Tel: 0322 330830 Fax: 0322 334904
Full list available on request, please send S.A.E. with all enquiries
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This time Peter Hunter GOGSZ asks the
question what is the most popular use of the
computer in the shack?

Tine OITO

0

I've often been asked the
question; 'what is the most
popular use of the computer,
in the shack?' Whilst I've
never really given this a lot
of thought in the past, I can
honestly answer, without
any doubt, that there's no
'clear' leader.
However, packet radio
and log keeping are
undoubtedly at the top of the
list. Almost every operator
with a computer in the shack
uses one, if not both, of
these facilities.
Whilst packet can be
operated without a full
blown computer (i.e. by
using a 'dumb terminal'), the
majority of packet systems
are connected to a computer
of some description. This
isn't the case with a logbook
of course.
A note pad and pen is all
that's needed for logging.
But, if you do a lot of logging,
and especially if you need to
search back through the log,
then a computerised log is a
must.

Packet Software
So, is there much software
to pick from? Where packet
radio is concerned there are
a lot of programs for the PC,
especially in the 'Shareware'
market. Only a handful of
these can be considered to
be in the 'top league', and of
these Lan -link is without a
doubt the best that I've seen
(if you know of a better one,
please send me a copy).
On the commercial side,
most of the multi -mode units
have 'dedicated' software
packages available at extra
cost. However, commercial,
as well as non-commercial
(Shareware, public domain
etc.), software for computers
other than the IBM
compatibles, seems to be
extremely rare. These
machines are usually limited
to one, or maybe two,
programs, and these are not
up to the standard of the PC
programs. Why is this?
With packet being such
a popular mode around the
world and in spite of many
amateurs using computers
such as the AMIGA, the ST,
and the BBC range (to name
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Frequency

Muer

Mode

Radio

Anateur Log

Station
GNU
just a few), all good
--- Add Entry programmers seem to be
CallsIgn
Callsign
G4TYF
Hone
15:11
Start Tine
concentrating their
6.1UAB
7.050
Frequency
efforts on computers
MSDHM
03Loner
100
CHARLIE
with the Intel Inside
Mode
GROLFC
04
F3E
LEE
motive.
06Tx
59
1009ERY
DOM
09
Rx
59
GOISH
GEOFF
This is a great pity
10ABM
Mane
Ernie
EUGENE
really, as all of these
Bp Auckland Durban
GM4IYF
00- Qth
Ernie
machines mentioned
07U.a B
RAFFARS
GOKIF
08TEN/TEM
Locator
SIM
Ernie
have powerful
Version 2.00 issued 12/12/92
01Renarks
RA3ARM
ALPHONSE
capabilities. The Amiga
03Date
16-12-93_
1.121TUU
HIDE
1200 for instance is a full
0410000
DOROTHY
End Tine..
0A3DR
01) Help
LEO
32 bit machine, with built 0404Date of contact
RA2F11
UAER1E MAN
in IDE hard disk drive
OS
FUSEld
controller (with space for ZEIN [MARL
EA
11®-111
an internally fitted hard
Bolton line displays lust Quo Details of: GiTYF
drive). It is capable of
10
Entrti hr,
driving a multiscan
Fig.
1:
A
screen grab of the G4TYF Log in action.
monitor with SVGA
graphics, plus a lot more.
a special version (which has
created by the program.
So come on you
The reason for this is so
all the power and facilities of
programmers, how about
the hard disk version) is
that they can easily be saved
some software? I'll be more
available on request.
to a floppy disk for backup
than happy to review or
purposes. However, when
There is also a demo
publicise it for you, just send
version of the G4TYF Log
searching for a callsign (just
it direct to me at the address
which is available free of
press the F (for Find) key)
at the end of this page.
and the program will search
charge! Just send a
all the log files that it can
formatted floppy and return
post and packing. The free
find. This also applies when
demo has all the facilities of
adding a new entry to the
log. If the station has been
the full package, but is
Logbook programs however,
worked before, all relevant
limited to just 30 entries.
are a different matter
If you're an individual or
information (name, 0TH,
altogether. These are
etc.) will be automatically
club, running a Special event
available for just about every
station, a GB version (full
inserted, as will today's date
computer on the market.
package) is also available
and the current time (see the
Some are free, some cost a
screen dump in Fig (11.
free. Just send a copy of the
few pounds and some cost a
A configuration file
authorization document from
lot. Logbook programs come
allows you to pre -enter
RSGB with your request.
in different shapes and sizes.
information about your
The G4TYF Log costs
From the 'all singing, all
just £25 (any version). Or £26
station, this includes the
dancing', super wonderful
type of rig and antenna
Sterling if overseas. This
do everything, down to the
system for h.f., v.h.f., u.h.f.,
includes the printed manual
very basic and simple
etc, this information is used
and free updates for one
information storage,
year, as well as postage etc.
for automatic entry into
programs.
appropriate sections of the
Send your money (and don't
One of the better
forget your callsign) to:
program. The G4TYF Log also
logbook programs is the
G4TYF Log, 64 Gurney Valley,
has very powerful printing
G4TYF Log. This is a program
capabilities for printing USL
Bishop Auckland DL14 8RW.
that does everything you
A telephone helpline is
and Info labels, as well as
could ever want an
log pages. An ICON (LOG
available, if you need more
electronic logbook to do. The
.ICO) is included on the disk
information telephone (0388)
G4TYF Log comes on two
607500. Many thank's to
for running the program from
disks and includes a very
G4TYF for sending the
Windows.
easy to read 20 page printed
The good news is that
review copy.
manual.
the G4TYF Log is available
An INSTALL program on
That's it for another month.
for the IBM type of PC, and
disk takes all the work and
Keep those fingers on the
also for the Amiga. Both
worry out of getting the files
keyboard. 73 to you all, de
versions operate in much the
onto your hard disk. Whilst
Peter Hunter GOGSZ, 2
same way, so what I have
this logbook is easy to use, it
Mayes Close, Bowthorpe,
said here applies to both.
is extremely powerful in use.
Norwich NR5 9AR. Tel/Fax:
The one exception is
Log entries are saved to a
(0603) 748338 Packet: GOGSZ
that the Amiga version can
file (LOG 1, LOG 2, LOG 3,
@ GB7LDI.#35.GBR.EU
run from floppy or hard disk,
etc.), these files, each of
whereas the PC version is
which hold 2000 entries, (and
designed for hard disk use
there is no limit to the
only. However, if you only
E
N
D
number of these files you
have a floppy drive machine,
can have) are automatically

ammo,

Logbook
Programs
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This month Paul Essery GW3KFE takes a look at the use of
QSL Managers, conditions on the band and your letters.

Years ago, you made a
contact, then sent - and in
due course received - the
card. Then came the 'Age of

the Manager!'
At one time QSL
managers were useful. I
recall the enormous help
given by the then G3NMH to
the VP8 gang. At that time a
letter to VP8 took months tct
arrive, so a manager was
justified.

Justification for a
manager still applies to a few
outlying spots - Z07 and VR6
come to mind. But I think it's
not in any way relevant to the
majority of todays QSL
managers who are in it,
(despite their denials) for the
money.

If that's the way the
modern amateur wants
things, so be it. However, the
demands for dollar bills, IRCs
and so on are totally
unjustified where two groups
are concerned:the
newcomer to the DX hobby,
and the pensioners.
It seems to me that the
system needs a radical
shake-up. If we must go on
with silly bits of pasteboard
on the shack wall, let it be a
requirement that a DX station
or manager guarantee that
any requests coming via the
Bureau system will be
honoured in the same way.

Looking At
Conditions
Looking at conditions, these
continue like the weather ...
essentially awful! Current h.f.
conditions, by the way, can
always be got from a listen to
DKOWCY on 10.144MHz.

The bulletin from
DKOWCY has the following
form. First comes the relative
sunspot number R.
Secondly from DKOWCY
comes the flux. Thirdly comes
the Boulder (USA)
observations for the value for
AK.

Next (fourthly) DKOWCY
provides the Wingst,
Germany, AK. The fith
parameter is the NOAA figure
for K.
The sixth paramater from
DKOWCY is SUNACT, the

forecast for solar activity. The
seventh is MAGFIELD giving
the state of the earth's
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magnetic field.
The eighth parameter is
the chance of short wave
fadeouts (SWF). Finally,
number nine provides an
indication of h.f. band
conditions.
Even if you've forgotten
your Morse, just memorise
letter W - on DKOWCY. The
Ws are WARNINGS -

implying problems!
You might follow this with
a ten-minute round of the
beacons on 14.100MHz. Each
beacon transmits for one
minute in ten, with power
levels altered every 15
seconds as follows: 100W,
10W, 1W, and 0.1W.

If all this isn't too
discouraging, I suggest you
go and work some DX!

Pitcairn Island
There's a population of 59 on
Pitcairn Island, VR6. With
twelve of the Islanders
holding amateur licences at
the time of writing, they must
be the highest density
amateur radio population in

the world!
On a different tack, I hear
the Pratas Island DXpedition
is still a doubtful starter.
Personally, I'll be very
surprised if this one gets
anywhere!
A possible new DXCC
country is proposed by
DK9KX. It's Huangyan Dao,
otherwise known as
Scarborough Reef at 15.07N
and 117.51E, a possession of
the People's Republic of
China. A detailed proposal is,
I understand, in the hands of
the DXAC as this is being
prepared.
Increased interest in IOTA
has led to a proposal for c.w.
spot frequencies. The IOTA
Committee therefore
proposes 28.040, 21.040,
14.040, 7.020, and 3.520,MHz

on a non-interference basis.
The CO WW WPX Contest
will as usual run the s.s.b. leg
over the last weekend in
March. The c.w. leg will be
held in the last weekend of
May. So, don't say I didn't
mention it in good time!

Your Letters
I've 'gone on a bit' this time
and it's time to look at your

letters. So we must be brief
on the mail - sorry folks!
First off, there's Angie
GOHGA in Stevenage. She has
been somewhat occupied
with sked contacts and v.h.f.,
much to the detriment of DX.
On the other hand, even
skeds keep the inside of the
rig - and hence the spiders warm and dry!
Listener Matt Spencer
runs a Sangean AT803A
receiver. Matt uses 30m of
wire for his antenna, east west, at his QTH in Redhill,

the QRP c.w. but this time
ZB2/G3MRC and 9H1AZ.
Taking 70W was necessary

Surrey. On 3.5MHz he
managed some East Coast
Ws, VEs, VOs, UA9MA, and
X5AE, Banyaluka.
Listening on 7MHz

openings; short path to VR6
and long path to VK9XN
'Clicks' of the month for
Don include VK9X0 for
Christmas Island and VQ9NY
on 14MHz, plus TI2Cc on
21MHz. On 18MHz Christmas
Island had turned into VI9XN
as well as VK9X0, to
complement VR6TA. Finally
24MHz for ZF2ML and 9Y4N
although Don doesn't mention
antennas, power levels or
times.
Finally, Leighton Smart
GWOLBI in Trelewis who has
been otherwise occupied
with a community -based
scheme. However, Leighton
found time to fit an amplified
microphone to his FT -747, to
the benefit of his sideband
results.
On 1.8MHz, GM3YXM in
Ullap000l was a long
sideband chat at the 1W
level, plus 0Y9JD and

brought Matt Europeans plus
V26B. On 14MHz HKIHHX,
0A4ANR, PT7CB, P4OL, and

YV5NCJ show how directive
such an antenna can be.
Finally Matt's 21MHz report
showed where east and
central North America were
prominent, plus Canadians,
and AK1L for IOTA NA55 off
the Maine Coast of the USA.
I've also got a first letter
from Mark Trotman GOTYA,
from Barnwood,
Gloucestershire. Mark
prefers c.w. but will take an
s.s.b. contact if it's worth it!
On 28MHz, Mark seems to
have done better than most.
He worked with ZD9SXW,
3B8FQ, JY5FA, plus, in the
CQWW SSB Contest,

numerous N. American,
Caribbean and S American
stations.
On 7MHz Mark worked
J6BX, KL7RA, 3A2LU, and on
14MHz FYOLK. The TS -690 at

100W does the electronics,
and for 28MHz there is a 314L
wave vertical, plus a half sized G5RV at around 12m for
the other bands.
Now to G2HKU in
Sheppey. Ted says he doesn't
recall so prolonged a period
of lousy conditions and I
agree. However, Ted notes
0Y9JD on 1.8MHz c.w., plus
ON7BW on sideband. On
3.5MHz, Ted only mentions
Europeans but all on low
power from the IC -721S.
While on 7MHz there was
T9/PA3DZN.
On 10MHz, the low -power
rig snapped up OJO/OHIVR
plus also G5RV himself on
14MHz. As for 18MHz, again

though to connect with
PYOFM on Fernando do

Noronha. Another Fernando
do Noronha station was PYOF
on 21MHz along with
YN/SMOOIG. Finally, 28MHz
brought J6DX.
Don G3NOF in Yeovil is
optimistic enough to lay most
of the blame for the band
conditions at the door of short
daylight hours. Between
1400-1500, Don noted

GIOKOW. Leighton's 3.5MHz
QRP provided PA3GEG,

SM6JX0 IK3LLD, all on c.w.
As for 21MHz sideband,
Leighton managed YUIAXY,
UB5KEI, and SV2BFN.

Finally
Finally, I must thank all those
who were so kind as to send
me Christmas cards.
Deadline for next time, as
usual, the middle of the
month; the address 287 Healy-Coleg, Vaynor, Newtown,
SY16 1RA. If you have any
views on the QSL front or any
other operating gripe, please
let me know!

E
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GOWEN G3IOR
This month Pat Gowen G310R
reports on the up and coming
PHASE -11I -D satellite with its
superior amateur
space -communication
capabilities.

The latest details on the
coming Phase III -D satellite
were given out by the
designers and engineers at
the recent University of
Surrey AMSAT-UK
Colloquium. They are passed
on to us by Richard Limebear
G3RWL of AMSAT-UK.

New Mode
Classification
The coming Phase -III -D

spacecraft won't carry
integrated transponders as
such. It will carry separate
receivers and transmitters
that can be interconnected
by a matrix to permit any four
independent connections.
The original mode
classification such as mode
'A', J, etc. will cease. It will
be replaced by a designation
of interconnection according
to band.

New Terminology

wide, up to 500kHz in fact!
It's intended that while half
of the link will be for voice
and c.w., the other half will
be allocated for high speed
digital use.
The lower frequency
bands will have 9600bps
digital links but we can
expect even more rapid links
on the higher bands. There
should be no shortage of
supply for all these new
systems, as on board power
generation will make 800W
available from the
spacecraft's 28V supply.

Signal Levels
Both OSCAR -10 and OSCAR -

13 were found to be
disappointing in the signal
user levels provided. But it
can now confidently be said
that Phase -III -D should give
an adequate signal for users
without specialised antennas
and receiver front ends.
The OSCAR -13 145MHz

The new terminology will call
the 145MHz band 'V, the
1.2GHz band 'U. The 5.6GHz

band will be called 'C',
435MHz band 'U', the 2.4GHz
Band 'S' and the 10GHz Band

transmitter runs 50W to a
5.5dB gain antenna, resulting
in 180W e.r.p. (effective
radiated power). However,
PHASE -11I -D will have 300W

going to a 11.1dB gain
antenna. The PHASE -11I -D

In the new system the
first letter denotes the uplink,
e.g. the frequency band that
the user transmits on. The
second is that which the
satellite transmitter
downlinks, e.g. that to which
users listen.
So, an on board 435MHz
receiver connected to a
145MHz transmitter,
originally called 'mode B',
will in future be called 'mode
UV'. And a 1.2GHz receiver
connected to a 2.4GHz
transmitter will be called
'mode LS', and so on.
A completely new uplink
will be present on C band,
using approximately 5.654
GHz. The 10GHz band

downlink power will be some
40 watts pep. Automatic on
board doppler shift
correction is planned.

Passband Very
Wide
Compared to existing
satellites the passband of
some of the links will be very
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antenna will produce 3.86kW
e.r.p. This is a gain of 12.9dB
or more than 16 times over.
On 435MHz the gain from
PHASE -111 -D's antenna over
OSCAR -13 is 13.6dB. This is

20 times the strength, as
Phase -111-D will produce
300W to a 15.3dB gain
antenna.
On 2.4GHz the PHASE -111 -

D's 160W to a 19.5dB gain

antenna will result in
14.26kW e.r.p. This will be an
improvement of 32.5dB over
OSCAR -13, which satellite
has just 1W to a 9dB gain
antenna. On 10.5GHz the new

spacecraft will have an e.r.p.
of 25.3kW!

Builder Found
Readers may recall that in
my earlier information of the
coming PHASE -11I -D satellite

no mention was made of
mode 'B' (now mode 'UV).
This was because at that
time no builder could be
found to design and
counstruct the 145MHz

INTERNATIONAL
SATELLITE

AMSAT
Fig. 1: Decal for the coming Phase -III -DD
Spacecraft.
downlink transmitter.
Enquiries by AMSAT-UK to
find a specialist were
successful. The 145MHz will
now be desdigned and built
by Mike Dorsett G6GEJ, a
member with considerable
expertise in this field.
The on -board RUDAK-3
unit will be compatible with
PACSAT protocol use with at
least 1200 and 9600 bps and
other baud rate speeds.
The DAMA protocol may
be implemented as a tool to
limit uplink collisions. This
protocol polls selected
ground stations to transmit
rather than the open access
method normally used for
terrestrial working.
The Rudak computer will
also be capable of taking
over control of the
spacecraft in the event of a
failure of the Internal
Oscar -13 Housekeeping Unit

The great advantage of this
technique is that it will allow
the antennas to point
earthward at all parts of the
orbit.

(IHU).

Appeal For Funding

Three Cameras

The AMSAT groups around
the world have launched an
appeal for funding the new
spacecraft, at a cost of some
E3.25 million. All users and
enthusiasts are invited to
contribute.
In Britain, AMSAT-UK,
who have already raised £15
000, will gladly receive your
contribution. Please send
your donation to: AMSATUK, 94 Herongate Road,
Wanstead Park, London
E12 5E0, United Kingdom.
Donations in the form of
cheques, Visa, Mastercards
and Eurocards are all
acceptable. In return you
will receive an illuminated
scroll acknowledging your
support.

The pictures from the
Japanese SCOPE
experiment will be digitised
and downlinked via RUDAK3. The SCOPE will be

equipped with three
cameras. Two will be earth pointing, the other will be for
celestial imaging.
Spacecraft stabilisation
will be initially achieved by
magnotorquing the spinning
spacecraft until it's placed
into the final intended orbit.
From then on the spin will be
damped and momentum
wheels brought in to provide
3 -axis stabilisation.
Heat pipes will be used
to provide thermal control,
otherwise the side of the
stable satellite facing the
sun would be too hot whilst
the opposite side freezes.

Replacement In
July
The new replacement
spacecraft will be launched
in July 1995. This is just
about the time that OSCAR 13 will plunge into earth's
atmosphere.
The PHASE -11I -D satellite

has been designed for a
planned 10 to 15 year
lifetime. So a timely
replacement with
dramatically improved
function will result. This will
allow the continuity of intercontinental satellite DX on
the proviso that the needed
funding can be found.

END
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Roger Cooke G3LD1, continues his look into TPK the terminal
program and has news of New Zealand packet radio working,
before providing the latest update of his support of Amsat
Phase3D.

Fig. 2: This is Ralph's

Last month I gave a general
view of TPK, the terminal
program that's gaining in
popularity. I've had several
requests to give some more
information on it and what it

station, his packet
setup sits on another
desk. How about those
awards on the wall
then?

does.

Fig. 1: Ralph
Cooper ZL2AAV,

taken in a rare
moment when not
using packet radio,
or award chasing.

I've found TPK really is
quite a versatile program for
the user. And although FBB
is involved with sending
'unproto beacons', this
could be deemed to be it's
only disadvantage, if you
could call it such. The
disadvantage is only to
other users on frequency
who could see the 'unproto'
messages. But then, if all
users were using TPK, this
wouldn't then be a
disadvantage.
The TPK program has
full unattended operation
with User Mailbox, and
remote file
upload/download facilities.
The BBS software FBB
sends out each message
header as a broadcast
beacon. This part of the
header is captured by TPK
and it builds up a list of
message headers identical
to the BBS. So you never
need to connect to the BBS
at all.
With LIST mail, you
"tag" each message (or file)
you want to see, or select
Key -Word search, and TPK
will acquire the data using
FBB style compressed
forwarding.
Message data received
at your station is checked
for presence of '7PLUS'
data, and extracted.
Completed files are
assembled and then

decoded without your
intervention.
Full crash recovery of
aborted binary downloads
using error checking
extended protocol YapC.
On -Line, windowing text
editor, with fully automated
callsign and routing capture
facilities. This assembles
the outgoing message
headers for you. You can
include sections of a
received message
automatically to aid the
clarity of your replies.
Both TPK and FBB help
files are on-line and
available at your terminal by
use of a Hot -Key, so you
never need to request over the -air HELP.

You can monitor traffic
from selected callsign in a
separate window whilst
connected to another
station.
It also has
programmable function keys
and macro commands, full
mouse support, and G8BPQ
TheNode interface. The
software is so useful, the
list goes on...
I've shown you a few
things that TPK can do, and

at 2L2AAV.

TPK works with most TN C's
including TNC-2 and clones,
PK-232 and Kantronics.
Example set-up files for
TPK, and reference set-up
files for TNC2's with either
1.1.6, 1.1.7 or 1.1.6+PMS are
included.
The author is Gerard
Regnard FC1EBN
F6ABJ.

New Zealand
Packet
Recently during a recent
speech(!) QS0 with a
station in New Zealand, we
started discussing packet
radio. My contact was
Ralph Cooper ZL2AAV who
sent me the following
information and
photographs.
Ralph lives in Marton
and is very active on the h.f.
bands, but he also uses
packet. Like so many DXers
he uses the packet cluster
to keep up to date with the
latest DXpeditions and so
on.

Fig. 3: What a great registration
number on his car.
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The

packet station

Packet in New Zealand
continues to expand at an
explosive rate. And there is
a very comprehensive
Network linking both North
and South Island.
There are many
permanent hill -top 'Netrom'
sites and a BBS network as
well as h.f. gateways linking
with Asianet. There are also
Satellite gateways sending
traffic via U0-22. Most of
the Network software uses
Thenet with a few oddities,
such as 'Rose'. The
repeater network for the
North Island and the BBS

network are quite
comprehensive. However,
since my information is now
fairly old, it's probably been
improved since then.
One of the most popular
terminal programs in New
Zealand is Lanlink. A test
message from Ralph took
just under 24 hours from
writing to my reading it.
Mail from the UK will go
via either GB7LAN, the
Satgate, or an h.f. link such
as mine to SV11W or UA6LU,
then to 3B8, YBO, and finally
ZL.

Packet Book
Since my Packet BBS
Survival for the Beginner is
selling well and producing
some pennies for the Amsat
Phase3D fund, there is now
available the DOC file for
FBB BBS, spiral bound in
the same way, price Ea
inclusive postage. Again,
profit to the Phase3D fund.
The BBS Survival Guide
is now on the second
printing, with some
suggested modifications.
My thanks to those who
bought one and I hope it is
proving helpful.
That's it for another
month. News views as
always to G3LDI @ GB7LDI,
OTHR or Tel: (0508) 70278.

Happy picketing!

E ND
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Parkstone, Poole,
Dorset 8H12 2EH.

TECHNIQUES

Rotor unit type AR300XL and control console.
Continuous indication of beam heading. Clamps to

2in (52mm) max. mast and take 1 Yin (38mm)
max. stub mast. 'Offset' type mounting. Vertical
load carrying 45kg. Special otter
£49.95 plus £4.95 p&p.
AR1201
Alignment
(support)
bearing. Allows greaterMigher head
loads. Fitted above rotor. £16.95.

4ri Greatly improve reception power of portable

,./
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* Multi -standard
TVs & VCRs

ei.e.40,

ft
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* Satellite

* Signal Strength-ii7,
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* Masthead
* Fillers
* Accessories

NFM WFM / AM / LSB / USB 530 KHz - 1650 MHz
1000 memory channels 500 search pass frequencies
10 search bands 30 channels per sec. scan speed
12v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply Back -lit I.c.d. & buttons

I.Z..

25Z.

..-47:4

4".

MVT 7100

Specifications
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* Rotators
Amplifiers
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Meters
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FREE POST AND PACKING WITH THIS ISSUE ONLY
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Equipment

Equipment
I..---'1111),00.

shortwave receiver Easy hookup to snap onto
telescoping rod antenn or plug into radio's
external AM antenna jack extends to 7 metres (23 feet
Portable for indoors and outdoors.
Suitable for all kinds of shortwave radios. £14.99

which you will receive back by return of

* TV DXing

Reno Dames. air/marine antennas,
relators and all aerial hardwanl.

SANGEAN Portable SW Antenna ANT 60

Send El for our glossy 34 page catalogue,

ime==im

M

0202 738232
FaTel x: 0202 716951

LATEST CATALOGUE

AR300XL Aerial Rotor, Control Unit
and Alignment Bearing

Plus WI

S.R.P. TRADING

11 Kent Road,

AERIAL

C

VERY SPECIAL PRICE RING FOR QUOTATION

100 Channel Scanner

£199.99

Netset PRO -46. Covers 66-88, 108-136.975 (AM), 137-

E

-C
Cri

C

I0

.

20-9305

Adaptor.

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR:
YAESU ICOM KENWOOD ALINCO

Vi

Netset PRO -44. Covers 66-88. 108-136.975 (AM),

^.,

backlight,
search, lockout. scan -delay and
keyboard lock. Memory backup circuit for changing

Accessories, Welz Range, Adonis, Mics, Mutek Pre -Amps
Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linears & PSUS
ERA Microreader & 8PS4 Filter, SEM Products

* Full range of Scanning Receivers

G.

0
rt

.

=

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 I DU

NOff Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road)
Monday: CLOSED. Tuesday -Friday 10.00am to 5.00pm. Saturday 9am to 4pm

G6XBH GIRAS G8UUS Tel: 0602

>

ri

BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

Ig6

backup circuit. Belt clip. Requires 4 "AA" batteries or

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

ZAERIALS, Tonna, Full Range of Mobile Ants

4(

backlight, search, priority, lockout, scan -delay, memory

M

.1...
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174. 406-512 and 806-956 MHz. LCD display with

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
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3
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J. BIRKETT

25 The Strad

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Lincoln LN2 1JF

Tel- 520767
ELECTROLYTES. 16 t 16 t I6uf 275v.w. @ 85p, 20+ 20u1 450v.w. ID £1 50 32
t 32uf 275v.w 4 85p, 50 + 50ki1 275v.w. 011/ 65p.
Partners J.H.Birkett
MICROWAVE DIODE 1N23ER Of 1.50 each, X BAND GUNN DIODES PA £1.65
J.L.Birkett
each.
GaAS FETS out of spec. 18GHz Devices 43 for E2.00.
MA-COMM MA13334/077 HIGH POWER PIN DIODE 500MHz (we think). No details 0E5.95.
SUB -MINIATURE AIR SPACED TRIMMERS 10pf XX 4 for 0 .00.
R.F. POWER TRANSISTOR by Thompson Type 1224.10 (look like) 20 watt 175MHz no details rib £8.95 matched
pair.
12 TO 1 SLOW MOTION DRIVES 01 £2.95, )i Flexible Couplors Ye £130.
50 ASSORTED VARICAP DIODES Edo 75p, 50 H.F. pin diodes 0110p.

WIRE ENDED 10000 25v.w. ELECTROLYTES a 5 for £1.00, WOW 16v.w. cropped inn 15 for 61.03.
SURPLUS DIE CAST ALLOY BOXES approx. sizes 92 x 38 x 26''a E1.30, 110 x 60 x 27'4E1.95, 120 x 93 x 27 4
£1.95, 120 x 93 x 524E2.50.
OXLEY NUT FIXING FEED THRUS 1000p1500y.w 4 50p. Solder -in feed thru's 300, 27. 5pf all at 5p each.
6 HOLE FERRITE BEADS a 8 for MO, 2 hole Ferrite Block VX 25p, L.F.Chokes 47mH LD 3 for £1.00
MUUARD TRANSISTORS 0C1710 95p, 4 for £3.40, ACI210 40p, AC128 XS 40p.
R.F. POWER TRANSISTORS PT9788 2 to 30MHz 20 watt SSB @E12.95 pair, BLY9705 £3, BFR64 do ES.
DISC CERAMICS 220p1 fiKv.w. 4- 25p, 500pf 8Kv.w. 0 30p, 10007110Kvw 0n 50p
50 ASSORTED SUB -MINIATURE RELAYS fit in 16 pin 011 socket for 65
SUB -MINIATURE WIRE ENDED CAPACITORS 033uf 400v.w. LD 10 for E1.00.
ACCESS, SWITCH and BARCLAY CARDS accepted. P&P 60p under E5. Over Free, unless otherwise stated.

50 Channel Scanner

£149.99

137-174 and 380-512 MHz. LCD display with
batteries. Belt clip. Requires 6 "AA" batteries or
20-9304

AC/DC Adaptor.

Pro 2006 £299
BACK IN STOCK

Pro 43 £249

SCANNERS
Yupiteru cTev.72!)
Yupiteru MVT7000
SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
Yupiteru VT225
SPECiAL OFFER PHONE",
Yupiteru VT125
SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
Fairmate HP2000
SPECIAL OFFER PHONE,
Nevada MS1000
SPECIAL OFFER PHONE,
AOR 3000A
SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
AOR 2000
SPECIAL (DEFER PHONE?

PRO 43

HAND-HELD SCANN R
Frequency coverage:
68-88MHz (In 5kHz steps)
118-136.975MHz (in 25kHz steps)
137-174MHz (in 5kHz steps)
220-225MHz (in 5kHz steps)
225.0125-400MHz (in 12.5kHz steps)
400.0125-512MHz (in 12.5kHz steps)
806999.9875MHz (in 12.5kHz steps)
Channels of operation: Any 200 channels
in any band combinations (20 channels.
10 banks) and 10 monitor channels.

AOR 1500EX

£249.95+ £5P&P

SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?

SKY SCAN

Desk Top Antenna Model Desk 1300

Built and designed for use with scanners. Coverge: 25

to 1300MHz. Total height - 36ins - 9ins at widest

point. Comes complete with 4 metres of RG58 coax
cable and BNC connector fitted.. Ideal indoor - high
performance antenna and can also be used as a car
antenna when your car is static. REMEMBER YOUR
SCANNER IS ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA
SYSTEM!

£49.00 + £3.00 p&p

SKY
SCAN V1300 Antenna
Most discones only have horizontal elements and this
is the reason that they are not ideal for use with a
scanner. Most of the transmissions that you are likely
to

receive on your scanner are transmitted from

vertically mounted antennas. The Sky Scan V1300
discone has both vertical and horizontal elements for
maximum reception. The V1300 is constructed from
best quality stainless steel and aluminium and comes
complete with mounting pole. Designed and built for

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

use with scanners.

£49.95 + £3.00 p&p

,, .,,
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FANTASTIC
NEWS!

MARTIN LYNCH is now selling our products. Go
along to his shop. See them. Touch them - Quality
and British Engineering speaks for itself.
We shall be at Pickets Lock displaying our range of
OC:ItIO LOOP Antennas & ATU's, Baluns etc.
For more Information and prices send SAE to:

AA&A Ltd.. Sycamore House.
Northwood. WEM.
Shropshire SY4 5NN
TEL. 0948 75666 FAX. 0948 75668
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E. LONDON:
compLerza KI101 ,

SKY
SCAN Magmount MKII
For improved performance, wide band reception, 25 to
1300MHz. Comes complete with protective rubber base,

4m RG.58 coax cable and BNC connector. Built and
designed for use with scanners.£24.95 + £3.00 p&p

MAIL ORDER
S.R.P. Trading
Unit 20
Nash Works
Forge Lane
Nr Stourbridge, Worcs
Tel: (0562) 730672
Fax: (0562) 731002

SHOP
S.R.P. Radio Centre
1686 Bristol Rd South
Rednall
Birmingham
B45 9TZ
Tel: 021 460 1581
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This month Peter Dodd G3LDO, in
response to some of your letters,
explains a few terms that are causing
difficulties.
From some of the letters I have
received from readers it's apparent
that there is some confusion with
some of the terms used in antenna
technology. So in this Antenna
Workshop, I'll try and define some
of these terms as a glossary.
In Fig. 1. an electromagnetic
wave is radiated from the antenna.
This (3 -dimensional)
electromagnetic radio wave (also
known as a free space wave) has a
wavefront that can best be
envisaged as the surface of a
rapidly inflating balloon. Imagine
this balloon starts to inflate the
moment the transmitter was
switched on.
An electromagnetic radio wave
comprises both electric and
magnetic components. The
sinusoidal r.f. energy at the antenna
generates a sinusoidal magnetic
field (also known as the H -field).
This fluctuating H -field, in turn
generates an electric field (also
known as the E -field). An
electromagnetic field is said to be
polarised, by convention, the plane
of polarisation being that of the E field.
The space around an antenna is
broken down into two (distance)
zones. These two zones are
classified as the near zone*, and the
far zone* respectively. In the far
zone the H and E fields combine to
produce the electromagnetic wave.
Because of this combination of
E and H fields, antenna field
strength measurements are
normally made with an E -field
meter (a diode field strength meter
is an E -field meter t). These
measurements must be taken some
distance (in wavelengths) from the
antenna.
In the far zone the E and H fields decrease at a rate inversely
proportional to the distance
squared. A series of signal strength
measurements, at a fixed distance
in three dimensions, all around the
antenna will produce a plot known
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as a polar diagram
or radiation
pattern.
Polar diagrams
of some antennas
are shown in Fig.
2 and Fig. 3.
(Remember that
these are sections

Near/far zone (not to scale)
H field

(L= Length of dipole)

Far zone or field
Near zone or field

(

Dipole antenna

---

E field

Transmission
line

through a 3 -

dimensional plot).
A vertical slice
through a 3 dimensional plot
is known as an
elevation plot. A
horizontal slice is
called a azimuth
plot.

R .211

Actual distance

SWR

meter
Transceiver
i

tit

00000

Wavefront with
E and H field lines

Fig. 1: Radiation of an electromagnetic wave.

Transmission Lines
A transmission line is an
arrangement of conductors used to
transfer r.f. energy from one point
to another. Radiation loss is
prevented by ensuring that the
electromagnetic field (E -field) from
one conductor is balanced
everywhere by an equal and
opposite one from another.
There are two types of
transmission lines, both types
normally comprise of two
conductors. Open wire feeders
comprise of a pair of parallel wires.
with insulators to maintain the
spacing.
The second type of transmission
line is arranged with one conductor
(tube) enclosing the second
conductor. insulation is used to
maintain the distance between the
conductors. The flexible form of
this feeder you'll all know as
coaxial cable.
A transmission line has a surge

or characteristic impedance that is
dependent on the dimensions of the
parts. This is the apparent
impedance the lines would have if
they extended to infinity.
The impedance of many open
wire feeders is between 300 and

6000. Coaxial cables used for
communications systems, normally
have an impedance of 50 or
70/750.

Tuned Circuit
Connecting an inductor and
capacitor together forms a tuned
circuit that has a natural resonant
frequency. Such a tuned circuit is
said to have 'lumped' constants.
An antenna system also has a
natural resonant frequency, though
in this case the inductance and
capacitance are distributed along
the conductors. In this case the
circuit is said to be a linear or
distributed circuit.
Because r.f. energy surges along
the conductor twice in one cycle,
the shortest conductor to resonate at
a given frequency is a half -wave (at
one frequency only) dipole. In this
antenna, the current is at a
maximum at the (centre) feedpoint.
In many antennas the radiation and
the feed impedances are the same.
On a 'long wire' antenna the
current and voltage distribution
varies sinusoidally, 90° out of
phase with each other, along its
length.
The feed impedance can be
measured using a receiver noise

bridge, and is the relationship of
the applied r.f. voltage and the
resultant r.f. current at the
feedpoint.
The radiation impedance is a
function of the total power radiated
by the antenna and the value of the
r.f. current (at one point) squared.

At Resonance
At resonance the capacitive and
inductive reactances are equal, so
cancelling out. At resonance only,
the feed impedance is purely
resistive. At frequencies above and
below resonance the feedpoint has
inductive and capacitive reactance
respectively.
When the antenna feed
impedance and the transmission
line characteristic impedance are
the same, all the r.f. power is
transferred to the antenna. Any
difference between these two
impedances causes some of the r.f.
energy to be reflected back towards
the transmitter. Because both these
waves are travelling on the same
transmission line in opposite
directions, at the same velocity,
they will create interference
patterns, or standing waves.
Measuring the peaks and
troughs of the standing waves,
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3 Elt UHF Antenna

EUSEC 3.83

11-12-1993 18:51:44
Freq = 145 MHz

allows the degree of mismatch to be
measured. The standing wave ratio
(s.w.r.) is measured using an s.w.r.
meter and indicates the ratio of
mismatch. If we consider the
characteristic impedance of the
transmission line to be 500, then a
load of either 100 or 25Q will
create a mismatch ratio (s.w.r.) of
2:1.

The transmission line
connecting the transceiver to the
antenna also has resonance at some
frequency (or harmonically related
frequencies). If the resonant
frequency of the feeder is the same
as the transmitter, then radiation
may occur from the transmission
line. This re -radiation can severely
distort the antenna pattern.

Beam Or Array
An antenna system comprising
several elements spaced some
distance apart is known as a beam
or

array.

The gain (compared to a
reference antenna) is achieved by
controlling the amplitude and the
phase of the currents in each of the
elements. This is achieved in one of
two ways:

1: By connecting the transmission
line to one driven element. All
the other parasitic elements, by
their proximity, are coupled to
the driven element.

2: By connecting transmission
lines to all of the elements and
controlling their currents
through one, or more, phasing
networks.
An array can have the maximum
field of radiation broadside to the
elements i.e. perpendicular to the
axis of the array (and the plane
containing the elements). This type
of array is called a broadside

array.
Beam antennas, such as a Yagi,
whose maximum radiation occurs
at right angles to the plane of its
elements, are known as an endfire

antennas.
The r.f. current flowing in
resonant driven elements is greatest
at the resonant frequency. The gain
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of a beam or array is also
the greatest at one
frequency. The frequencies,
above and below the
optimum frequency, where
the power gain has fallen by
3dB, gives the antenna

Gain: 8.179 dBIA
Angle: 8 deg

1

,1111

.F/B: 22.784 dB '.
Bnuidth: 98.8 deg.'

-3dB: 318.6. 49.4 deg
Slobe: -14.686 dBi
Angle: 188 deg
FiSlobe: 22.784 dB

bandwidth.

Directivity Gain
The directivity gain, in a
given direction, is defined
as the ratio of the radiation
intensity in that direction to
the radiation of a reference

Outer Bing = 9.888 dBi
Max. Gain = 8.179 dBI

Elevation Pint
Azimuth Angle = 6.8 Deg.

3 Elt UHF Antenna,
18 metres high

antenna.
Radiation from a
practical reference antenna
can't have equal radiation
intensity in all directions.
For this reason a
hypothetical point source
reference antenna, that
radiates equally in all
directions, has been devised.
The theoretical antenna
is known as an isotropic
radiator, and is used as a
reference when
mathematical modelling an
antenna. The term dBi is
then used (the i signifying
an isotropic radiator as
8
reference) when using this
reference, see Fig. 2 and 3.
Because it is impossible to
construct a point source reference
antenna we need something more
practical when making antenna
measurements. In this case a
resonant reference dipole is often
used. The term dBd (d for dipole)
is used in this case

ground

Elevation
dB = 14.17 dBi

The front to back ratio is the
ratio of the radiation intensity of the
main forward lobe compared with
the radiation intensity of the
maximum rear lobe see Fig. 2. The
half -power point each side of the
main forward lobe is termed the
beamwidth.

Effective radiated power
(e.r.p.) is the r.f. power at the
antenna, multiplied by the gain of
the antenna.
The ground under the antenna
acts as a reflector. The phases of
reflected and directly radiate waves
produce lobes, Fig. 3. The angle of
the lowest lobe with the greatest

145.080 MHz

Fig. 2 (Top): Free space elevation polar diagram,

illustrating gain, front -to -back ratio and beamwidth.
Fig. 3 (Below): Polar diagram showing ground effect on a
3 -element Yagi 5 wavelengths high.
gain is termed the angle of
radiation.
For simplicity this ground effect
is often ignored when making a
mathematical model of an antenna.
Such a model is called a free space
model. Fig. 2 shows a free space
model of the same antenna shown.
PW

*

I've used the term zone rather
than the better known term
'field' (i.e. Far Field). I've
chosen to do this so that I can
use the term 'field' to describe
the electrical and magnetic
fields in the same paragraph.
The late D. J. Smillie GM4DJS,
described a dipole field strength
meter on page 36 of the
February 1993 issue of
Practical Wireless.
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DAVID BUTLER

°Pr

David Butler reports on the activities on the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
amateur bands and has some interesting feedback from readers
on using light waves for communications. David rounds off by
providing details on publications aimed at the v.h.f. and u.h.f
enthusiast.

The lack of any decent
tropo, the scarcity of
auroral propagation and the
recent gales all conspired
to make conditions during
December rather poor. At
my QTH, the winds on
December 9 were gusting to
100kph at 1600UTC, about 6

hours before the maximum.
The photograph, Fig. 1,
shows part of the remains
of my 6 -element Yagi for the
50MHz band. The stub mast
was literally ripped off the
top of the rotator with part
of the upper bell- housing.
The mast with the
50MHz Yagi (11m long boom)
and the 70MHz Yagi lodged
on top of a fir tree about 7m
up hanging by the feeders.
Hopefully, radio conditions
(and the weather!) will have
improved by the time you
read this!
During the period
February to April we can
look forward to the
possibility of some auroral
openings. This will be
followed by the Sporadic -E
season from May through to
July. So, get your antennas
repaired nowt

Tropo

Conditions

There was very little tropo
of note during December.
But Reg Wooley GWBVHI

reports further of the
excellent conditions during
October and November.
Reg is the driving light
behind G6RAF This callsign
belongs to the RAF North
Luffenham Club station and
it is found in operation
mainly on the 144 and
430MHz bands.
On this 144MHz band
G6RAF uses an FT -726R

transceiver driving an SSB
Electronics amplifier giving
110W output. The antenna
system consists of 2 x 21 element Yagis at 23m above
ground fed with LDF4-50
heliax cable.
In the last week of
October a high pressure
system sat over northern
England. This allowed Reg

to work many stations
situated in Scandinavia and
northern Germany.
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4 ASR

G

During the evening of
October 29, propagation
was particularly good over
large areas of Europe. This
enabled contacts to be
made by G6RAF into
northern Germany (J043,
J052) through Switzerland
(JN37) and down into
central France (JNO6,
JN17).
At 1815UTC Reg was

tuning around and heard a
station speaking Russian,
mentioning the callsign
SP2NJI. After a few overs
he realised that the station
he was listening to was
working SP2NJI.
Reg realised that he was
actually hearing RB5PA in
locator K021. This sort of
propagation is pretty
infrequent, and it's one of
those fleeting occurrences
that really needs getting in
the log!
The only problem facing
Reg at G6RAF was to break
the pile-up of DL stations
calling. However, at
1832UTC he eventually got
through and a contact was
made with RB5PA. A truly
remarkable QSO!
On the following days,
before the high pressure
slipped away, more DX
contacts were made by Reg
at G6RAF. Included in the list
were HB9ACA IJN36),
HB9MIN/P (JN37), HB9SNR
(JN36), OE5XBL (JN68),
OKIAGE/P (J070), OKIVEI
(J070), SM7CMU (J057),
and SM7LXV (J065).

The station of I2FHW
was heard at G6RAF on
October 31 working ON4GG,
but he could not be raised.
During the middle of
November the tropo

conditions were 'up' again
with the 430MHz band open
from Scandinavia through to
Spain.
Contacts worked by
G6RAF on s.s.b. included
EAIDKV (IN53), EA1TA
(IN53), LA6VBA (J048),
OZ7IT (J046), SM4DHN
(JP60) and SM4JWI (JP70).
Further high pressure on
December 3-4 enabled the
Swiss beacon HB9F
(432.984MHz) to be copied
but very little else was
reported by Reg at G6RAF.

Fig. 1: David Butler G4ASR suffered from a bad
case of wind recently and his antenna system
suffered badly.

Monitored
Packet
A thought recently occurred
to Ben Summers GOSOQ

whilst looking at monitored
packet radio text. He noticed
that during high pressure
periods his 'heard' list
showed packet bulletin
boards and nodes from some
distance away.
Ben tells me he doesn't
have an amazing site or
large antennas but reckoned
that this data could be used
as a form of propagation
indicator. Packet radio, it
seems, can be very useful
for this purpose.
Packet radio means that
there are hundreds of
stations operating on one
frequency, all giving their
locators and working in a
computer readable format.
All you would need is a
computer to listen to a user
packet channel on the band
you're interested in.
Your computer could
then work out the distances
between you and the other
stations and sound a
warning when they exceed a
certain threshold. And more
than that, the system could
also give you an idea in
which direction to beam)
Interestingly, and
coincidentally I have
received information from

automatically.
Dirk's computer program
will then give out lists and
scatter charts of distances
and bearings on demand to
users of the node. The
diagram, Fig. 2, shows a

typical distance scatter
chart. Stations heard are
arranged into a matrix of
Distance by Time in 30
minute slices, on a rolling 24 hour basis.
The vertical axis on the
matrix in Fig. 2, is
autoscaling according to the
distance away of the best
DX station. Each slot in the
matrix is either a space
(meaning nothing heard) or a
digit.
With Dirk's system, the
higher the value of the digit
the more packets were
heard in that 30 minute slot
from all stations at that
distance. Therefore, when
conditions are good further
away, slots are filled with
higher value digits.
Of course, to get a clear
interpretation you need to
see the scatter diagrams on
a regular basis. In this way
you can instantly spot an 'up'
day from a typically normal
day.

Dirk Koopman G1TLH. Dirk is
sysop of the GB7TLH BBS,

The program developed
by Dirk also automatically
keeps a log of stations more
than 400kms (settable
parameter) away. At a
glance, this instantly shows
when conditions are really

who has written a program
to do exactly what Ben

good.
The diagram, Fig. 3,

GOSOQ had in mind. The

shows part of the log for

program allows traffic on
multiple ports and frequency
bands to be logged

June 11 1993 during two Sp E events. The first event,
between 1556-1601UTC, was
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to Spain and Portugal and
the second between 16511656UTC to Italy. More
information on how to
access this data can be
obtained from G1TLH
GB7TLH.

Aurora Events
Only a handful of auroral
events were reported in
December effecting the 50
and 144MHz bands. They
occurred on December 1, 2,
16 and 17.

Dave Ackrill GODJA
(1093) reports working E18HZ
and SM3EQY on the 50MHz
band on December 2. This
was during an opening late
in the evening between
2130-2345UTC.

On the 144MHz band the
only DX of note was
SM5BSZ (J089) which was
reported by Richard Gardner
G4WKN (1092). The Swedish
station runs 1.5kW into 4 x
14 -element Yagis with the
ability to alter the antenna
polarisation.

The 50MHz Band
Now let's turn to the 50MHz
band. I didn't expect to
receive many reports during
December, and I wasn't far
wrong!
Apart from minor auroral
events the only other
openings were due to the
passing of the Geminids
meteor shower. This peaked
between December 12-14
and allowed contacts to be
made with stations up to
1500kms or so away.
Neil Carr GOJHC (1083)

operated during the
maximum of the shower on
December 12. Between
1715-1800UTC Neil made
s.s.b. contacts with DL7QY,
F1BHB, OK1MAC, OK2TU,
OZ1BVW, PA3DYS, SM7FJE
and SP6JLW.

The Red
Do you remember the article
'Communications in the Red
Zone' by Adrian Knott
G6KSN in the January
edition of PW? It described
an infra -red communication
system operating at 319THz.
David Reynolds G3ZPF
reports that in 1970, the year
he was licensed, he built
equipment operating at
optical wavelengths. It
started when David's
younger brother received an
'electronic experimenter' kit
for his birthday.
David and his brother
built an amplifier and used
the base/emitter junction of
a photo -transistor mounted
in a headlight reflector. It
was all quite conventional,
except that the transmitter
consisted of an old radio

with a small mirror
glued to the cone of
the loudspeaker.
When outside,
the speaker was
positioned so that the
sun's rays were
directed onto the
receive 'head' across
the field. With the
radio playing, music
could be resolved
clearly at the other

Distance Scatter Chart Friday November 19 1993 00:09:25
Port 4
Frequency 144.675
Stations: 79
Best DX: GM4AFF
Distance: 522km Bearing:
338 deg
600+
11

Fig. 2: Distance

scatter chart
produced by
computer
program written
by Dirk Koopman
G1TLH (see text).
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The range of
David's optical
project was limited
X axis is time in 30 minute slots
by how accurately
Y axis is distance in 50km increments
the light beam could
be directed at the
(15:56 11Jun93):144.675 dx: EA1BAA distance:
1101 heading: 201
remote receiver. This
(15:56 11Jun93):144.675 dx: EA2CNT distance: -1410 heading: 196
arrangement gave no
(15:56 11Jun93):144.675 dx: CTOSB distance: -1740 heading: 210
(15:56 11Jun93):144.675 dx: EA1PH distance: -1410 heading: 196
inertial slurring of the
(16:01 11Jun93):144.675 dx: EA1U
distance: -1410 heading: 196
type that affected
(16:51 11Jun93):144.675 dx: I4USC distance: -1479 heading: 139
(16:56
11Jun93):144.675
dx:
IN2EKO
distance: -1479 heading: 139
systems which used
amplifiers modulating
articles. A recent issue, for
Thorntree House, Wensley,
light bulbs.
Matlock, Derbyshire DE4
example, contained details
David remembers
of the G3WDG 10GHz
2LL.
looking at the transmitter
system, a 1kW p.a. for
Although not obtained on
from the opposite end of the
1.3GHz and open -wire feeds
subscription it's well worth
field, where it was possible
for 430MHz Yagis.
joining the UK Six Metre
to see the light twinkling.
Subscriptions for Dubus,
Group just to get the
However, he never worked
start with the March issue,
magazine! Six News is a 60 out whether the mirror
page quarterly journal. It
and can be obtained from
caused a.m. or f.m. of the
the UK agent, Roger
aims to provide the best
sun's rays. Perhaps the
Blackwell G4PMK, 51
information available on all
weight of the mirror caused
Station Road, Scholes,
aspects of the 50MHz band.
the loudspeaker cone to
Six News includes DX Leeds LS15 4BY.
rock in the vertical plane
The magazine VHF
news, DX -reports, beacon
instead of moving sideways
Communications is the
news, propagation and
David!
international edition of the
technical articles. Equipment
The receiver 'died' one
German publication UKWreviews, QSL addresses and
day when the sunlight
Berichte. It's published
readable and informative
through the shack window
quarterly and contains about
articles by 50MHz experts
caught the headlight
60 pages of v.h.f., u.h.f. and
are also covered.
reflector. This caused the
The UK Six Metre Group
s.h.f. technology.
photo -transistor, mounted at
VHF Communications is a
has over 800 members in
the focus, to be 'cooked'.
very high quality magazine
over 50 countries around the
Dave Akrill GODJA recalls
describing only state-of-theworld. Subscriptions for the
building a light -beam
art equipment. Printed
UKSMG can be obtained
telephone many years ago.
circuit boards, modules and
from Chris Gare G3WOS, Old
He remembers having
White Lodge, 183 Sycamore
software applicable to the
difficulty getting the OCP71
articles are also fully
Road, Farnborough,
photo -transistor specified
Hampshire GU14 6RF.
supported. The UK agent is
for the project.
Mike Wooding G6IQM, 5
Actually, he found the
Ware Orchard, Barby,
trick was to use a plastics
Rugby, Warwickshire CV23
cased 0071 and scratch off
The RSGB will be holding it's
8UF.
the black paint!
The VHF -UHF DXer is a
1994 VHF Convention on
monthly UK newsletter for
Sunday February 20 at
Sandown Park Exhibition
DXers on the bands above
50MHz. Each issue contains
Centre, Esher, Surrey. There
about 20 A5 pages covering
will be a comprehensive
Readers of 'VHF Report'
up-to-date operating news
trade exhibition, specialist
interested in the more
and constructional articles.
groups and equipment test
technical aspects of v.h.f.
The latest copy of VHF facility.
construction and up-to-date
UHF DXer gave reports for
A full lecture programme
operating news may be
the 50, 144, 430MHz and
and Morse testing facilities
interested in my personal list
microwave bands.
have also been arranged.
of specialist magazines. It's
Information about the BCC
Further details can be
not exhaustive, but it does
obtained from Geoff Stone
meteor scatter contest,
provide a good selection of
G3FZL on 081-699 6940.
VE3ONT e.m.e. contest and
quality v.h.f. publications.
That's the lot for this
the
6th
International
e.m.e.
I'll start off by mentioning
conference were also
month as I've run out of
Dubus which is the premier
space! Please send your
included.
European v.h.f., u.h.f. and
Technical articles
reports to me at Yew Tree
microwave magazine for the
covered
the
VHF
-UHF
DXer
Cottage, Lower Maescoed,
serious DXer. It's written in
Herefordshire HR2 OHP or
included a 50MHz
English and German and is
transverter (by G4DDK of PW
via packet radio @ GB7MAD
published four times a year.
Meon fame) and a 144MHz
or the DX Cluster system.
Each issue of Dubus
low
noise
amplifier
by
contains about 100 pages
WB3JY0. Subscriptions can
with a mix of operating news
be obtained from the Editor,
E
D
and state-of-the-art

VHF Convention

Specialist
Magazines

technical and constructional
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PETER SHOR E
Peter Shore takes his regular look at the broadcast bands.
Peter has some news of developments to Monitor Radio
International and Australia's domestic service.
a

Last July, Deutsche Welle
(DW) took over responsibility
for European language
broadcasting from
Detuschlandfunk. From the
beginning of January, English
language programmes have
moved from medium wave to
short wave. Two frequencies
are in use, 5.96 and 7.285MHz
at a new time of 2000 to 2050
UTC.

Deutsche Welle's English
Service can also be received
on Astra, but there is a
change to the transponder.
The station can now be found
on transponder 2 (RTL Plus),
and the audio subcarrier at
7.74MHz.

Monitor Radio
International, known until
November last year as the
World Service of the Christian
Science Monitor, has been
working hard to sell its
original North American short
wave transmitting station,
WCSN.
The WCSNSender was
located at Scotts Corner,
Maine, on the east coast of
the US. The site has a 500kW

ABB-built transmitter, feeding
to a TCI dual -band curtain
antenna, formed of a 4 x 4
dipole array that is
horizontally slewable.
The station in Maine is
new in broadcasting terms.
Construction started in 1985
and the station was on the air
by March 1987. Now Monitor
Radio is consolidating its
North American operation to
its newer site in Cypress
Creek, South Carolina, with
the call sign WSHB. There
are two 500kW ABB
transmitters and five TCI
dual -band antennas.
Ed Evans, the Senior
Station Manager, told me on
the 'phone from the site that
negotiations to sell the Scotts
Corner station were well
advanced and that a contract
was due to be signed in
January. Work has also
started to install a third
transmitter at WSHB to take
over WCSN transmissions.
At the present, WSHB
carries much more output
than the site further north in
Maine. The last chance to
tune in to Monitor Radio
International from WCSN
must be coming soon.
The new winter schedule
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lists for WCSN are: 0400-0500
on 9.84MHz to Africa with a
75 bearing; 0500-0600 on
9.84MHz also to Africa but
with a 90 bearing; 1800-1900
on 21.64MHz, to Africa with a
90° bearing; 1900-2000 on
21.64MHz, also to Africa but
with a 105 bearing; 2000-2100
on.13.77MHz to Africa with a
90 bearing; 2100-2200 on
5.85MHz to Africa and Europe
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with a 60 bearing.
The WCSN site is
reported to have been sold to
an organisation called
Prophecy Countdown Inc.,
based in Florida, for US$5
million. It intended to start
broadcasting on January 17,
with ownership of the site
completed by September.

Test
Transmissions

Radio Nederland
0000-0100 on 11.715, 9.78 (both
from Mali); 0300-0400 on
11.715, 9.78 (both from Mali),
9.69MHz (Spain); 0400-0500 on
11.84 (Canada), 11.68MHz
(French Guyana); 1200-1300
on 15.21MHz; 1300-1400 on
15.44,11.66, 9.715, 8.425,

Look out for test
transmissions through until
the end of March from
Adventist World Radio (AWR),
broadcasting from facilities
hired from Radio Slovakia. On
January 8, an inauguration
ceremony took place at
Rimaysaka Sobota, one of
two short wave sites in
Slovakia, with senior
members of AWR's staff.
There are two 250kW
transmitters that carry Radio
Slovakia's programmes to
Europe, Africa, the Middle
East and parts of Asia. The
AWR service will be timesharing on the existing
transmitters.
English language
broadcasts from Radio Cairo
can be heard beamed to
Europe at 2115 to 2245 on
9.90MHz. There is also a

chance of catching
transmissions to Asia at 1215
to 1330 on 17.595 and to Africa
at 1630 to 1830 on 15.255 and
2030-2200 on 15.375MHz.

China Radio International
is now relayed by
broadcasters in many parts of
the world, as well as being
carried on its own extensive
transmitter network in the
People's Republic. English
transmissions are heard to
Europe at: 2000-2100 on 9.92,
8.26, 4.13MHz; 2100-2200 on
9.92, 8.26, 6.95 4.13MHz; 2200-

2300 on 7.17MHz (transmitter
in Russia).
English to North America:

7.405MHz (also beamed to
Asia).
English to Africa: 16001700 on 15.13,15.11 (both
Mali), 11.575, 4.13MHz; 17001800 on 11.575, 9.57, 8.26,
7.405, 4.13MHz; 1900-2000 on
9.44, 6.955MHz; 2000-2100 on
15.11, 11.715 (both Mali),
9.44MHz; 2100-2130 on 15.11,
11.715MHz (both Mali).

Domestic
Australia
Radio Netherlands' Media
Network programme recently
carried a report that
Australia's domestic short
wave service is going to be
closed down over the next
few years.
There are short wave
transmitters in South
Australia and Western
Australia beaming
programmes to listeners in
remote areas not served by
f.m. or m.w. signals.
Nowadays, though, many
small communities are being
equipped with their own small
broadcasting stations, and
satellite is changing the way
people stay in touch.
Wannerwoo based VLW,
outside Perth, has been
operational since 1939. It
transmits on 6.14 and 9.61MHz
with 10kW, whilst VLM and
VLQ operate on 4.91 and
9.66MHz respectively, also
with 10kW. However, as these

frequencies are in heavily

used parts of the broadcast
band here in Europe, catching
them is unlikely.
The Northern Territories
transmitters at Alice Springs
(2.31 and 4.835MHz), Tennant
Creek (2.325 and 4.91MHz)
and Katherine (2.485 and
5.025MHz) will all continue for

the foreseeable future and
are more likely to be heard
here in Europe.

Other Hobbyists
If you are interested in short
wave listening and would like
to meet other hobbyists,
together with some
personalities from the other
side of the microphone, then
you may be interested in
taking a short break in Paris
during May.
The French DX club
Amitie Radio is organising the
1994 European DX Council
Conference, the annual
meeting of DXers and
broadcasters in Europe. The

Conference, which is held in
English, includes seminars
and lectures about all aspects
of the short wave listening
hobby, as well as time for
sightseeing, visits to radio
stations in Paris and a good
deal of socialising!
Full details are available
from EDXC Conference '94,
PO Box 4, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4FE.

That is all from the world
of international radio for this
month. Next month I will be
casting my eye over a new
radio set, so keep a look out
for 'Broadcast Round -Up'.

END
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ARCADE
The PW Shopping Arcade
Welcome to the Practical Wireless 'Arcade'. In this section of the magazine, you'll be able to find all those
important services 'under one roof' - just like the shopping arcades you see in the High Street.

Let you eyes 'stroll through' the Arcade every month and you'll find all departments open for business
including: The Book Service, PCB Service, Binders and details of other PW Services. Make a regular habit of
'visiting' the Arcade, because in future, you'll have the chance of seeing special book offers and other
bargains. And don't forget, this Arcade is open wherever you're reading PW!

Services
Queries:
Practical Wireless,
PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
We will always try to help readers having difficulties with Practical Wireless
projects, but please note the following simple rules:
1: We cannot deal with technical queries over the telephone.
2: We cannot give advice on modifications either to our designs, to
commercial radio , TV or electronic equipment.
3: All letters asking for advice must be accompanied by a stamped selfaddressed envelope (or envelope plus IRCs for overseas readers).
4: Make sure you describe the problem adequately, with as much detail as
you can possibly supply.
5: Only one problem per letter please.

Back Numbers
Limited stocks of many issues of PWfor past years are available at £2.00
each including post and packing. If the issue you want is not available, we
can photocopy a specific article at a cost of 85p per article or part of article.
Over the years, PW has reviewed many items of radio related equipment. A
list of all the available reviews and their cost can be obtained from the
Editorial Offices at Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset 131-118 8PW for a stamped self-addressed envelope.

Binders
PW can provide a choice of binders for readers' use. Plain blue binders are
available, each holding 12 issues of any A4 format magazine. Alternatively.
blue binders embossed with the PW logo in silver can be supplied. The
price for either type of binder is £5.50 each (£1 P&P for one, £2 for two or
more).
Send all orders to PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Constructional Projects
Components for PW projects are usually readily available from component
suppliers. For unusual or specialised components, a source or sources will
be quoted.
Each constructional project is given a rating to guide readers as to the
complexity.
Beginner: A project that can be tackled by a beginner who is able to
identify components and handle a soldering iron.
Intermediate: A fair degree of experience of building radio or electronic
projects is assumed, but only basic test equipment will be needed to
complete any tests and adjustments.
Advanced: A project likely to appeal to the experienced constructor.
Access to workshop facilities and test equipment will often be required.
Definitely not for the beginner to attempt without assistance.

Mail Order
All items from PW are available Mail Order, either by post or using the 24hr
Mail Order Hotline (0202) 659930. Payment should be by cheque, postal
order, money order or credit card (Mastercard and Visa only). All payments
must be in sterling and overseas orders must be drawn on a London

Singles Save On

Dayton '94!
Travelling By Yourself? - Don't
Miss Out On The PW Holiday
To The Dayton HamVention
1994 - Singles Are Welcome.
Single? You too can enjoy the
HamVention holiday - Save on the single
room supplement by sharing with a

friend. Alternatively, we'll pair up single
travellers so they can save money and
enjoy the holiday by sharing
accommodation in Dayton.
Many new friendships have grown between PW travellers on our
previous trips. So, don't lose out because you're travelling alone.
Call Rob Mannion G3XFD at the Broadstone Editorial office on
(0202) 659910, and he'll give you more details on the single
saver idea for Dayton '94.
We fly out from Gatwick to the HamVention on Monday April 25
1994. Our flight goes direct to Cincinatti, and our private coach
takes us to the Holiday Inn at Englewood, Dayton for our seven
night stay. We'll have two excursions, including one to the world
famous United States Airforce Museum and there's plenty of
shopping and other attractions for the rest of the family!
You can book your seat on the HamVention Holiday for only £630
per person sharing a twin -bedded room. The price includes
return flight, meals on the aircraft, coach transfer, seven nights'
accommodation, two day excursions by coach and HamVention
admission ticket. We return home on Monday Ma
arrivin! a
Gatwick on Tuesday morning.
Seats To Dayton HamVention 1994 are strictly limited - don't mi
your chance...book now. We don't want you to miss the flight!

details on how you can save money by
sharing accommodation, contact Rob
Mannion G3XFD on (0202) 659910 during
office hours, alternatively you can leave a
message on our answering machine or write
to Practical Wireless, Dayton HamVention
1994, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Clearing Bank.
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SATELLITES

BOOK''

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV

Derek Stephenson
This book, the 2nd edition, is a hard bound
volume, printed on high quality paper. The
author is a satellite repair and installation
engineer and the book covers all information
needed by the installation engineer, the
hobbyist and the service engineer to
understand the theoretical and practical
aspects of satellite reception with dish
installation and how to trouble -shoot when
picture quality is not up to anticipated
reception. Mathematics has been kept to a

SERin

minimum.
284

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest
to our readers. They are supplied direct to your door. Some titles
are overseas in origin.
TO ORDER:
PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM AT THE END OF THIS SECTION.

LISTENING

There is a section covering the equipment
needed to receive FAXes over the radio. To
give you an idea of what is available there
are many pages of off -air received FAX
pictures. 392 pages. £18.00

technical side of the hobby from simple
electrical principles all the way to simple
receivers. 276 pages. £15.95

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK
4th Edition
David J. Smith

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS

Extensively revised & updated (October
1992). Air band radio listening enables you
to listen -in on the conversations between
aircraft and those on the ground who
control them, and is an increasingly
popular and fascinating hobby. A new
chapter on military air band has been
added. The author, an air traffic controller,
explains more about this listening hobby.
190 pages. £7.99

This book covers the complete short wave
range from 3 to 30MHz together with the
adjacent frequency bands from 0 to 150kHz
and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It includes details on
all types of utility stations including FAX

Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY and
FAX stations, together with modes and
other essential information. The listing is in
ascending frequency order, from 1.6 to
26.8MHz. 57 pages. f3.95

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S
HANDBOOK 3RD EDITION

534

Hank Bennett, Harry Helms & David Hardy
This book is a comprehensive guide to the
basics of short wave listening. Everything
you need to get started as an owl. is
explained in a clear and easily understood
manner. Receivers, antennas, frequencies,
propagation, 0 -codes, etc. are all covered.

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND

GUIDES

294

pages. £14.95.

12th Edition

Jowl Klingenfuss

and RTTY. There are 19549 entries in the

frequency list and 3590 in the alphabetical
callsign list plus press services and
meteorological stations. Included are RTTY
& FAX press and meteor schedules. There
are 11800 changes since the 10th edition.

pages.

E24.00

COMMUNICATIONS 4th Edition

Bill Laver
HF aircraft channels by frequency and
band, main ground radio stations,
European 11/T networks and North Atlantic
control frequencies.

31 pages.

E3.95

DIAL SEARCH 1992/94

George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to
European radio broadcasting. Covers m.w.,
I.w., v.h.f. & s.w., including two special foldout maps. Also includes a full list of British
stations, a select list of European stations,
broadcasts in English and 'Making the
Most of Your Portable'. 46 pages. £4.25
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1993

Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams
This guide was produced with the sale aim
of assisting airbend listeners to quickly find
details of a flight, once they have identified
an aircraft's callsign. Identifies the flights
of airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and
mail, to and from the UK and Eire and
overflights between Europe and America.
122 pages 0/P
FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY

LIST 8th Edition
Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Spirally bound, this easy -to -use reference
book covers 1.6 - 28MHz in great depth, all

modes and utility services, with new
reverse frequency listing showing every
known frequency against each callsign,
who's using what frequency and mode,
what's that callsign? These are some of the
answers this book will help you find.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE

BP255
Peter Shore
As in 'Broadcast Roundup', his column in
PW, Peter Shore has laid this book out in
world areas, providing the listener with a
reference work designed to guide around
the ever -more complex radio bands. There
are sections covering English language
transmissions, programmes for DXers and
s.w.l.s. Along with sections on European
medium wave and UK f.m. stations. 266
pages. f5.95
INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE

7th Edition.
Julian Baldwin G3UHK & Kris Partridge
GBAUU

This book gives concise details of
repeaters & beacons world-wide plus
coverage maps & further information on
UK repeaters.

70 pages. £2.85

Langley Pierce
A guide to monitoring the Yugoslav radio
transmissions of the UN, aircraft and
shipping engaged in the civil war in the
former Yugoslavia. 28 pages. £4.85

544 pages. £17.95
GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS

BOOK

13th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
The new edition of this super reference
book covers the world's facsimile stations,
their frequencies and methods of working.

Joe Pritchard MUM
A technical guide for all short wave
listeners. Covers construction and use of
sets for the s.w.l. who wants to explore the
bands up to 30MHz. Also covers the

Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds
This book deals almost exclusively with
television broadcast satellites and is a
comprehensive collection of chapters on
topics, each written by a expert in that field.
It appears to be aimed at the professional
satellite system installer, for whom it is
invaluable, but it will be appreciated by a
much wider audience - anyone interested in
satellite technology.

280 pages. £30.00
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

2nd Edition
Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book is divided into four main sections History, Getting Started, Technical Topics and
Appendices. It provides information on
spacecraft built by, and for, radio amateurs. In
addition, it discusses weather, TV -broadcast
and other satellites of interest to amateurs.
373

pages. £14.50

SATELLITE TELEVISION

A layman's guide
Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what satellite
television is all about. Orbiting satellites,
35000km high, receive TV signals from
stations on the earth and re -transmit them
back again. This book explains all you need
to know to set up your own satellite TV
terminal at home, dish and accessories,
cable and tuner.

73 pages. £1.00
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1994

Clive Woodyear
This is the third edition of this radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps and
charts show the frequencies for radio
stations in the UK. Organised so that the
various station types are listed separately,
the maps are useful for the travelling
listener. Articles included in the guide
discuss v.h.f aerials, RDS, the Radio
Authority and developments from
Blaupunkt 68 pages. f3.45

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION
GUIDE

2nd Edition
John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite television.
Detailed guide -lines on installing and aligning
dishes based on practical experience.
56 pages. E13.00
WEATHER

WENFIIER.

_

SHORT WAVE INTERNATIONAL
FREQUENCY HANDBOOK

Formerly the Confidential Frequency List
and re -published in April 93, this book
covers 500kHz-3OMHz. It contains duplex
and channel lists, callsigns, times arid
modes, broadcast listing and times.
192 pages. f9.95
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY

3rd Edition
This spiral bound book lists over 12000 UK
spot frequencies from 25MHz to 1.213GHz.
Articles on scanning in the UK.

250 pages. £16.95

SATELLITE'
'HANDBOOK

SATEWTE
HANDBOOK

4th edition
Drggart
Ralph E.
Ta

WBODIIT
This book
explains all

about weather
satellites, how
they work and
how you can
receive and
decode their
signals to
provide the
fascinating
pictures of the world's weather. Plenty of
circuit diagrams and satellite predicting
programs.

192 pages. £14.50

VHF/UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE

This book gives details of frequencies from
26MHz to 12GHz with no gaps and who
uses what Completely revised and
enlarged (February 19931, there are
chapters on equipment requirements as

well as antennas, the aeronautical bands,
as well as the legal aspect of listening
using a scanner. 156 pages. 0/P
WORLD RADIO TV
HANDBOOK 1994
Country -by -country
listing of 1.w., m.w.

and TV stations.
Receiver test
reports, English
language
broadcasts. The
s.w.l.'s 'bible'.
£15.95.

NEWNES SHORT WAVE LISTENING HAND

60

POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX
STATIONS

& s.w. broadcast
MONITORING THE YUGOSLAV CONFUCT

pages. 0/P

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to

iL8W[M

M4 WI !MN

WORLD

RADIO
TVw

AlLng

H

=book

Next day delivery
service for orders
roviding
r eceived a.m.
the required books are
in stock. To take
advantage of this be
sure to enclose f3.75
P&P per order (no limit
to number of books
ordered). Service
applies to UK mainland
customers only.

Practical Wireless, March 1994

AMATEUR
RADIO
AU. ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. I. Orr W6SAI

Written in non -technical language, this book
provides information covering important
aspects of v.h.f. radio and tells you where
you can find additional data. If you have a
scanner, you'll find a lot of interesting signals
in the huge span of frequencies covered,
100-300MHz & 50,420, 902 & 1250MHz bands.
163 pages. £9.50.

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK IRSGB(

Latest Edition
Over 50000 callsigns are listed including El
stations. Now incorporates a 122 -page
section of useful information for amateur
radio enthusiasts and a new novice callsign
section. 444 pages £9.50

COMPLETE DX'ER

Bob Locher
This book covers equipment and operating
techniques for the DX chaser, from beginner
to advanced. Every significant aspect of
OXing is covered, from learning how to really
listen, how to snatch the rare ones out of the
pile-ups and how to secure that elusive QSL
card. 204 pages. £7.95

Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David

87 pages. E1.50

Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from
the pages of USTmagazine. Plenty of
projects to build, hints and tips on
interference, c.w. and operating and
snippets of information from amateurs
who've tried and tested the idea.
129 pages. £4.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS'
EXAMINATION IRSG13)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow
G3HB

The background to multiple choice exams
and how to study for them with sample RAE
paper for practice plus maths revision and
how to study for the exam. The majority of
this book is given to sample examination
papers so that candidates can familiarise
themselves with the examination and assess
their ability.

Another very useful ARRL book. Although
written for the American amateur, this book
will also be of use and interest to the UK
amateur, Topics covered range from short
wave listening through operating awards to
repeaters, operating and satellites.

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR

1994

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL

102 pages. f3.50

Reprinted from PW1981-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by
thousands of successful RAE candidates in
their studies. Plus other useful articles for
RAE students including emission codes,
explanations of diodes, s.s.b. and decibels.

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS

This is the 70th edition of this handbook and
contains the best information from previous
issues. New for this edition is some
information on feedback -loop design for
power supplies, a new gel -cell charger
project, updates on antenna systems and
new coverage of baluns, propagation
programs are compared and colour SSW
and telephone FAX machines are also
covered. Finally there's a new section on 'for
the workbench' with new projects for the
reader to build, 1214 pages. £18.95

include propagation, descriptions of the
bands, antennas, receivers, transmitters and
a special chapter on scanners.

88 pages. £6.95.
INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

The best from the
Amateur Satellite
News column and
articles out of 31
issues of USThave

Mike Mansfield G6AWD
Introduces the concept of packet radio to
the beginner. Problem areas are discussed
and suggestions made for solutions to
minimise them. Deals with the technical
aspects of packet taking the reader through
setting up and provides a comprehensive
guide to essential reference material.
220 pages. £9.95
GRP CLASSICS

Edited by Bob Schetgen
Operating QRP is fun. The equipment is
generally simple and easy to build, but often
performs like more sophisticated
commercial equipment Some QRP Field
Day stations operate a full 27 hours on a car
battery - it's the perfect equipment for
emergency communication when the power
fails. Extracts from OSTand the ARRL
Handbook
274 pages. E9.95

INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS 1994
72nd Edition
The only publication listing licensed radio
amateurs throughout the world. Also
includes DXCC Countries list, standard time
chart, beacon lists and much more.

102 pages. E3.95

Over 1400 pages. £19.50

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257
I. D. Poole

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH
AMERICAN LISTINGS 1994
72nd Edition

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE

together in this book.
The latest
information on
OSCARs 9 through 13

as well as the RS satellites is included.
Operation on Phase 3 satellites (OSCAR 10
and 13) is covered in detail.
97 pages. £5.95
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S

MANUAL
Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen
microwave enthusiast and for the budding
'microwaver'. With contributions from over
20 specialist authors. Chapters covering
techniques, theory, projects, methods and
mathematics. 446 pages. £14.50

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK

FAULT

FINDING
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER BP239
R. A. Penfold

This book is primarily aimed at beginners. It
covers both analogue and digital multi meters and their respective limitations. All
kinds of testing is explained too. No previous
knowledge is required or assumed.
102 pages. f2.95

HowlIntlas
CloollOsoopeg

ardOlbeirdet

HOW TO USE
OSCILLOSCOPES &
OTHER TEST
EQUIPMENT BP267

RA. Penfold
Hints and ideas on
how to use the test
equipment you have,
flr
to check out, or fault
:1
find on electronic
circuits. Many
diagrams of typical
waveforms and
circuits, including descriptions of what
waveform to expect with particular faults, or
distortion in audio amplifiers. 104 pages.
IliqUiPMOM

1110

£3.50

Practical Wireless, March 1994

Listings of US amateurs (including Hawaii).
Also contains standard time chart, census of
amateur licences of the world, world-wide
QSL bureau, etc. Over 1400 pages. E19.50

PROPAGATION BMW

RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS & ANSWER
REFERENCE MANUAL

J.G. Lee

4th Edition.

How does the sun and sunspots affect the
propagation of the radio waves which are
the basis of our hobby? They affect the
ionosphere, but differing frequencies are
treated differently. Find out how to use
charts to predict frequencies that will be the
most profitable. What effect will noise have
on the signal? Find out with this book. 116

R. E. G. Petri G8CCJ

This book has been compiled especially for
students of the City and Guilds of London
Institute RAE. It is structured with carefully
selected multiple choice questions, to
progress with any recognised course of
instruction, although is is not intended as a
text book. 280 pages. £7.95

pages. £3.95

RAE MANUAL RSGB
INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO
AMATEURS BP281
I.O. Poole

An excellent book to go with the new Novice
or full callsign. Nine chapters and an
appendix deal with all aspects and
frequencies from 50 to 1300MHz. Topics

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION BP249
R.A. Penfold

A follow on from Test Equipment
Construction (BP2481this book looks at
digital methods of measuring resistance,
voltage, current capacitance and
frequency. Also covered is testing semiconductors, along with test gear for general
radio related topics.102 pages. £3.50
TROUBLESHOOTING WITH YOUR
TRIGGERED -SWEEP OSCILLOSCOPE

Robert L Goodman
This book steers you through the various

features - old and new - that scope
technology provides and is an invaluable
guide to getting the best out of your scope.
An overview of available scopes will help
you choose the one that best suits your
needs. Areas covered include spectrum
analysis, test applications, multiple -trace
displays, waveform analysis, triggering,
magnified sweep displays, analogue and
digital scopes, etc.
309 pages. £17.50.
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE
MULTIMETER BP265

therefore can be carried with you wherever
you go. Easy -to -read, it's divided into 13

chapters with topics like receivers, power
supplies, measurements, operating
procedures, licence conditions end a
summary of the formulae all dealt
with. 92 pages. £4.00

8P290. A. Pickard
This book describes several currently
available systems, their connection to an
appropriate computer and how they can be
operated with suitable software. The results
of decoding signals containing such
information as telemetry data and weather
pictures are demonstrated.

This book gives the newcomer a
comprehensive and easy to understand
guide through amateur radio. Topics include
operating procedures, jargon, propagation
and setting up a station. 150 pages. £3.50

George Benbow G3HB
If you're studying for the Radio Amateur's
Examination, this book could be useful. It's a
summery of the salient points of the Radio
Amateurs' Examination Manual, the standard
textbook for the exam. It's A5 size and

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION
IN THE UK

684 pages. E12.95
ARRL SATELLITE
ANTHOLOGY

RAE REVISION NOTES

G.LBenbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid to
studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the latest
revisions to the syllabus. Takes the
candidate step-by-step through the course.

VHF/UHF DX BOOK

THU
111.71111F
1111111t

Edited Ian White
G3SEK

An all round source
of inspiration for the

enthusiast Written
by acknowledged
experts this book
covers just about
everything you need
to know about the
technicalities of v.h.fJu.h.f. operating.
270 pages. £18.00

WI Firs DESIGN NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMAW W1FB
This book is aimed at the non -technical

amateur who wants to build simple projects
and obtain a basic understanding of amateur
electronics. Your workshop does not need to
be equipped like an engineering lab to be
successful as an experimenter. Don't let a
lack of test equipment keep you from
enjoying the thrills of experimentation. 195
pages. £8.50

WIFB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS

Doug DeMaw WIFE
This book covers everything from getting
acquainted with new equipment to
constructing antennas, station layout,
interference and operating problems to on the -air conduct and procedures.
155 pages. E6.95

W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK

2nd Edition
Doug De Maw W1FB
The new improved and updated 2nd edition
of this book, covers the introduction to QRP,
construction methods,
transmitters for QRP. This workshop notebook style publication, which is packed
with new designs for the keen QRP operator,
also covers techniques, accessories and has
a small technical reference section. 175
pages. £7.95
YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO

Stan Horzepa WAILOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses
does it have for the 'average' amateur? What
are protocols? where, why, when? Lots of
the most asked questions are answered in
this useful book. It included details of
networking and space communications

using packet
278 pages. £8.95

127 pages. £6.95.

described in this book you can test and
analyse the performance of a range of
components with just a multi -meter (plus a
very few inexpensive components in some
cases). The simple add-ons described
extend the capabilities of a multi -meter to
make it even more useful.
96 pages. £2.95.
OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE THEM, HOW
THEY WORK

3rd Edition
Ian Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes ranging
from basic to advanced models and the
accessories to go with them. Oscilloscopes
are essential tools for checking circuit
operation and diagnosing faults, and an
enormous range of models is available. 248
pages. £15.95

TELEVISION
ATV COMPENDIUM
Mike Wooding G611361

This book is for those interested in amateur
television, particularly the home construction
aspect There isn't a 70cm section as the
author felt this was covered in other books.
Other fields such as 3cm "IN, are covered in
depth. A must for the practical ATV
enthusiast. 104 pages. £3.00
GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION TEST
CARDS. Edition 3

Keith Hamer & Gerry Smith
Completely revised and expanded, this is a
very handy and useful reference book for the
DXTV enthusiast. Over 200 photographs of
Test Cards, logos, etc., world wide.
60 pages. £4.95

MORSE
INTRODUCING MORSE.

Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985
Ways of learning the Morse Code, followed by constructional details of a variety of keys
including Iambic, Triambic and an Electronic Bug with a 528 -bit memory as well as a
practice oscillator and Morse tutor. 48 pages. E125

RA Penfold

SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE.

This book is primarily intended as a followup to BP239, Getting the most from your
Multi -meter. By using the techniques

84 pages. £4.95

Mark Francis
Updates for the Novice Licence. Designed to make you proficient in Morse code in the
shortest possible time, this book points out many of the pitfalls that beset the student.

61

THEORY

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315
F. A. Wilson

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

This little book deals effectively with a
difficult abstract subject - the invisible
electromagnetic wave. Aimed at the
beginner, the book with its basic approach to
electromagnetics, antennas, waves,
propagation and constraints is a good
starting point, complete very simple but clear
diagrams and the minimum of mathematics.

Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back by popular demand, completely revised
and expanded, this is a handy reference
book for the if. designer, technician,
amateur and experimenter. Topics include
components and materials, inductors and
transformers, networks & filters, digital
basics and antennas and transmission lines.

RADIO
AIR & METED CODE MANUAL
13th Edition.

Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and
RTTY melee stations. and its message format
with decoding examples. Also detailed
description of the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network amongst others.

122 pages. £4.95

358 pages

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES BP254
F.A.Wilson

HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT

£18.00

260 pages. E8.95

AUDIO

244 pages. E3.50

Articles from Practical Electricity 1910.11
Edited by Henry Walter Young
A reprint of interesting practical articles from
the very early days of radio, when materials and
methods described are from another era.
Subjects covered ranges from aerials through
detectors to things like Tesla and his wireless
age 99 pages E7.70

NEWNES PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK

MARINE SSB OPERATION

Elements of Electronics - Book 6 BP111
F. A. Wilson
This book studies Sound and hearing, and
examines the operation of microphones,
loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators, and
both disk and magnetic recording. Intended
to give the reader a good understanding of
the subject without getting involved in the
more complicated theory and mathematics.

Explains in simple terms the absolute
fundamentals behind electricity and
electronics. Topics include the use of SI
units, gravity, magnetism, light. the electron,
conduction in solids and electrical
generators.

308 pages. E3.95

Ian Hickman
This book provides an easy -to -read
introduction to modern r.f. circuit design. It's
aimed at those learning to design rf.
circuitry and users of r.f. equipment such as
signal generators and sweepers, spectrum
and network analysers. 320 pages. E16.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285. R.A.

Penlold
This book covers a wide range of modern
components. The basic functions of the
components are described, but this is not a
book on electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth
knowledge of electronics. It is concerned
with practicalities such as colour codes,
deciphering code numbers and suitability.
166 pages £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS
AND FORMULAE

BP53. F. A. Wilson
Written as a ,workshop manual for the
electronics enthusiast, there is a strong
practical bias and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible.
249 pages. E3.95

tram=

EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS
DATA BOOK

Mike Tooley BA
This book is an

DATA
BOOK

invaluable source
of information of
everyday
relevance in the
MUM Maley HA
world of
electronics. It
contains not only
sections which
deal with the
essential theory of
electronic circuits, but it also deals with a
wide range of practical electronic
applications.
250 pages. £8.95
FILTER HANDBOOK

A Practical Design Guide
Stefan Niewiadomski
A practical hook, describing the design
process as applied to filters of all types.
Includes practical examples and BASIC
programs. Topics include passive and active
filters, worked examples of filter design,
switched capacitor and switched resistor
filters and includes a comprehensive
catalogue of pre -calculated tables.

REFLECTIONS

Transmission Lines & Antennas
M. Walter Maxwell W2DU
This will help dispel the half.truths and
outright myths that many people believe are
true about transmission lines, standing
waves, antenna matching, reflected power
and antenna tuners. 323 pages £14.50

J. Michael Gale
flow do you stay in touch when you sail off over
the horizon and into the blue, What you need is
a single sideband radio, a marine s.s.b. This
book explains how the system works, how to
choose and install your set and how to get the
best out of it. There is also a chapter on amateur
radio with the emphasis on the increasingly
important maritime mobile nets. 96 pages. E9.95
MARINE VHF OPERATION

J. Michael Gale
A v h.f. radiotelephone is essential equipment for
any sea -going boat, but what can you do with it7
Who can you call, and how do you make
contact? Which channel do you use, and why?
What is the procedure for calling another boat,
calling the family through the telephone system,
or making a distress call? This book will tell you.

PASSPORT TO WORLD
BAND RADIO 1994

This book gives you the
information to explore
and enjoy the world of
broadcast band
listening. It includes
features on different
international radio
stations, receiver
reviews and advice as
well as the hours and
language of broadcast
stations by frequency.
The 'blue pages'

Les Hayward W7Z01 &
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back in print by popular demand! A revised
and corrected edition of this useful
reference book covering all aspects of solidTopics include transmitter
state design.
design, power amplifiers and matching
networks, receiver design. test equipment
256 pages. £10.95
and portable gear.

Joe, who has worked on packet radio for some
time, is the author of the excellent Lan -Link
computer program. So it comes as no surprise
that it features in this book. Well suited to
beginners and experts alike this book is a mine of
information
364 pages £19.95
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

COMMUNICATIONS IAN) BP177
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and their

applications, plus how to interconnect
computers, modems and the telephone system.
Also networking systems and RTTY
72 pages (2.95
NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO COMPUTING HAND
BOOK

Joe Pritchard G1UQW
Shows how radio amateurs and listeners can
'listen' to signals by reading text on a computer
screen. This book also covers the application of
computers to radio 'housekeeping' such as log keeping, OSL cards, satellite predictions and
antenna design as well as showing how to
control a radio with a computer.

PCs MADE EASY

kmt

mostly of interest to the electronics
enthusiast are are almost all based on
integrated circuits. Topics covered include
various oscillators, monostables, timers,
digital and power supply circuits.

INTERFERENCE
William R. Nelson WA6FQG
How to locate & cure r.f.i for radio amateurs, CBers, N & stereo owners. Types of interference
covered are spark discharge, electrostatic, power line many 'cures' are suggested.

Arthur Miller
In easy-toread, non -technical language, the
author guides the reader through the mysteries
of amateur, broadcast and CB transmissions.
Topics cover equipment needed, identification of
stations heard & the peculiarities of the various
bands. 207 pages. £7.99
WORLDWIDE HF RADIO HANDBOOK

Marlyn R. Cooke
This book lists high frequencies used by aircraft
and aeronautical ground stations. Divided into
sections, Military. Civil. etc. The book should be
easy to use. 124 pages. E6.95

Willem Bos & Jonathan Marks
A complete and objective buyer's guide to the
curent short wave receiver market. For the
novice and the experienced listener, this guide
explains how to make sense of the
specifications and select the right radio for your
listening needs.
270 pages. E15.95

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL

frequency projects, and audio frequency
projects. Under the first heading ideas
include a crystal calibrator, an antenna
tuning unit, a wave trap, a b.f.°. and other
useful projects. On the audio side projects
include a bandpass filter, a by-pass switch, a
c.w./FITTY decoder and many other practical
ideas and suggestions for the home
constructor. 92 pages. £3.95
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76

A. Penfold
This book gives a number of power supply
designs including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types and variable
voltage stabilised designs.
89 pages 62.50
R.

COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION MANUAL
BP160
B.B. Babani

Covering audio to rf. frequencies, this book
has designs for almost everything. Sections
cover such topics as mains and audio output
transformers, chokes and rf. coils. What is
the required turns ratio? This book will show
you how to find out. Text and tables. 106

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN
PCBs BP121
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to familiarise the

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)

SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENERS' HANDBOOK .

214 pages. £4.95.

UPGRADE YOUR IBM COMPATIBLE AND SAVE A
BUNDLE
Second Edition

245 pages. E16.95

plans. 187 pages. £8.95

CONSTRUCTION

pages. E2.50

363 pages. E15.95

Covers a very wide area and so provides an
ideal introduction to the hobby of radio
communications. International frequency
listings for aviation, marine, military, space
launches, search and rescue, etc. Chapters on
basic radio propagation, how to work your radio
and what the controls do, antennas and band

parts. 260 pages. E11.60

pages. E14.95

Aubrey Pilgrim
Aimed at the owners of the IBM compatible
computer. this book provides a very
straightforward and easy to read guide on
upgrading The author has adopted a friendly and
informative style and the there are many
excellent illustrations. Typically American in
approach and style. the book provides much
information and an excellent read.

GUI DKO

band schedules. 416 pages. E14.50.

R. A. Penlold
This book, as its name implies, is a source
book of circuits. The circuits provided are

Second Edition
James L Turley
A friendly,
comprehensive
introduction to every
personal computer no,u, .-*
including Macsl This
book is packed with
valuable tips on every
aspect of computer
technology available
today and will help you to
get condonable with your computer - fast. 438

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS Peter Rouse

provide a channel-techannel guide to world

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322

BASIC PACKET RADIO
Joe Kasser W3/G3ZCZ

261 pages. E10.95

Edited by Hugo Gernsback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone age with a
directory of all the 1934 s.w. receivers, servicing
information, constructional projects, circuits and
ideas on building vintage radio sets with modern

Jerry Sevick W2FMI
This is the second edition of this book,
which covers a most intriguing and
confusing area of the hobby. It should enable
anyone with a modicum of skill to make a
balun, etc. Topics include analysis,
characterisation. transformer parameters,
baba's, multimatch transformers and simple

COMPUTING

Peter Rouse GUIDKD
The companion to Scanners, this provides even
more information on the use of the v.h.f. and u.h.l.
communications band and gives constructional
details for accessories to improve the
performance of scanning equipment.

WHIN EQUIPMENT BUYERS GUIDE
1993 Edition

test equipment. 270 pages. E13.50

195 pages. £30.00

SCANNERS 2

47 pages. £6.95.

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR

TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSFORMERS

RADIOTELEll'PE CODE MANUAL 12th Edition
Joerg Klingenluss
This book gives detailed descriptions of the
characteristics of telegraph transmission on
short waves, with all commercial modulation
types including voice frequency telegraphy and
comprehensive information on all RTTY systems
and c.w. alphabets.
96 pages £11.00

reader with both simple and more
sophisticated methods of producing p.c.b.s.
The emphasis of the book is very much on
the practical aspects of p c.b. design and
construction 66 pages E2.50
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY
PROJECTS BP192

W A. Penlold
The practical and theoretical aspects of the
circuits are covered in some detail. Topics
include switched mode power supplies,
precision regulators, dual tracking

regulators and computer controlled power
supplies, etc. 92 pages. E2.95
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND
SWLS BP304
R. A. Penfold

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER

CONSTRUCTION BP276
R.A. Penfold

A general purpose receiver to build, from
antenna to audio. described in
understandable English.
80 pages. E2.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
8P248. R.A.Penfold

Describes. in detail, how to construct some
simple and inexpensive, but extremely
useful. pieces of test equipment. Stripboard
layouts are provided for all designs, together
with wiring diagrams where appropriate,
plus notes on their construction and use. 104

pages. El%
50 VET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS EIP39
F.G.Rayer

50 circuits for the s.w.I., radio amateur,
experimenter or audio enthusiast using
f.e.t.s. Projects include rf. amplifiers and
converters, test equipment and receiver aids,
tuners, receivers. mixers and tone controls.
104 pages. £295

I his small book covers the construction and
use of radio frequency and intermediate

250 pages. E9.50
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ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
AERIAL PROJECTS BP105

Practical designs including active, loop
and ferrite antennas plus accessory units.
96 pages. f2.50
ALL ABOUT
VERTCAL

ANurw
ENNASL
TA

ANTENNAS
W. I. Orr W6SAI
& S. D. Cowan
W2LX
Covers the
theory, design
and

construction
operation of
vertical
antennas. How
MILIJOM.PIP.W0141
oluaorr corm% waax
to use your
tower as a
vertical antenna and compact vertical
designs for restricted locations. All about
loading coils and a.tu.s. 192 pages. £1.50

installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has been
complied from the data obtained in
experiments conducted by the authors, and
from information provided by scientists and
engineers working on commercial and
military antenna ranges. 268 pages. £7.50
G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL &
T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.

This book is a collection of antenna and
related circuits taken from Sprat, the 0QRP Club's journal. Although most of the
circuits are aimed at the low -power
fraternity, many of the interesting projects
are also useful for general use. Not
intended as a text book, but offers practical
and proven circuits. 155 pages. E5.00
HF ANTENNA COLLECTION
(RSGB)
Edited by Erwin David 641.111

This book contains a collection of useful,
and interesting h.f. antenna articles, first
published in the RSGB's Radio
Communication magazine, between 1968
and 1989, along with other useful
information on ancillary topics such as
feeders, tuners, baluns, testing and
mechanics for the antenna builder. 233

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
Peter Dodd G3LDO

Although written for radio amateurs, this
book will be of interest to anyone who
enjoys experimenting with antennas. You
only need a very basic knowledge of radio
& electronics to get the most from this
book. Chapters include details on
measuring resonance, impedance, field
strength and performance, mats and
materials and experimental antennas. 200
pages. f8.90

pages. £9.50.

Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an antenna
to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio
amateur. A properly matched antenna as
the termination for a line minimises feed line losses. Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching network at
the lino input. There is no mystique
involved in designing even the most
complex multi -element networks for
broadband coverage. 195 pages. E11.95

This book deals with the basic concepts
relevant to receiving and transmitting
antennas, with emphasis on the mechanics
and minimal use of mathematics. Lots of
diagrams help with the understanding of
the subjects dealt with. Chapters include
information on efficiency, impedance,
parasitic elements and a variety of
different antennas.
86 pages. E2.95

NOVICE ANTENNA NOTEBOOK

Doug DeMaw
Another book from the pen of W1FB, this

hams'. All the drawings are large and clear
and each chapter ends with a glossary of
terms. It is written in plain language and
you don't need to be a mathematician to
build and erect the support structures that
are presented in this book.

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK
16th Edition

A station is only as effective as its antenna
system. This book covers propagation,
practical constructional details of almost
every type of antenna, test equipment and
formulas and programs for beam heading
calculations. 789 pages. E14.50

124 pages. £6.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished
material. Among the topics discussed are
quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam
and multi -hand antennas, verticals and
reduced size antennas. 175 pages. £9.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Two

Because antennas are a topic of great
interest among radio amateurs, ARRL HQ
continues to receive many more papers on
the subject than can possibly be published
in aST. Those papers are collected in this

Joseph J. Carr
As the name suggests, this book offers a
practical guide at everything to do with
antennas, from h.f. to microwaves. It also
has sections on propagation, transmission
lines, antenna fundamentals and a helpful
introduction to radio broadcasting and
communication. The book neatly balances
a practical approach with the minimum of
mathematics, good diagrams and a lively
text. 437 pages. £21.95

AmtuoicArTun.

ANDBOOK

volume. 208 pages. £9.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Three
Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD
As the title suggests, this book is the third

rt... deo. eam.. 0 trt ,..,.1.001M

IMMEE

RADIO
AMATEUR

ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI
& S. D. Cowan
W2LX
Yagi, Quad,
Quagi and LPY

beam antennas
as well as
vertical,
horizontal and
sloper antennas
are covered in
th's useful book. How to judge the best
location, DX antenna height, ground loss
and radials.

MEW -

in the continuing series on practical
antennas, theory and accessories
produced by the ARRL The book reflects
the tremendous interest and activity in
antenna work, and provides a further
selection of antennas and related projects

11111111.111

you can build. 236 pages. E9.50

W.I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m,

including 'invisible' antennas for difficult
station locations. Clear explanations of
resonance, radiation resistance,
impedance, s.w.r., balanced and
unbalanced antennas are also included.

Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book provides lots of designs, in
simple and easy to read terms, for simple
wire and tubing antennas. All drawings are
large and clear making construction much
easier. There is no high-level mathematics
in this book, just simple equations only
when necessary to calculate the length of
an antenna element or its matching
section. 123 pages. £6.95
WIRES & WAVES

Collected Antenna Articles from PW 19801984

Antenna and propagation theory, including
NBS Yagi design data. Practical designs for
antennas from medium waves to
microwaves, plus accessories such as
a.t.u.s, s.w.r. and power meters and a noise
bridge. Dealing with TVI is also covered.
YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN

Dr James. L Lawson W2PV
This book is a polished and expanded
version of a series of articles first published
in Ham Radio following on from a series of
lectures by the author, who was wellknown as the expert on Yogi design.
Chapters include simple Yagi antennas,
loop antennas, effect of ground, stacking
and practical antenna design.
210 pages. £10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS
BP125
E. M. Noll
How to build 25 simple and inexpensive

amateur band aerials, from a simple dipole
through beam and triangle designs to a
mini -rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot
frequencies including the WARC bands are
also given. 63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW
AERIALS BP136
E. M. Noll
Designs for people who live in flats or have
no gardens, etc., giving surprisingly good

results considering their limited
dimensions. Information is also given on
short wave bands, aerial directivity, time
zones and dimensions. 50 pages. E1.75
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST
BAND AERIALS BP132
E. M. Noll

Designs for 25 different short wave
broadcast band aerials, from a simple
dipole through helical designs to a multi band umbrella. Information is also given on
short wave bands, aerial directivity, time
zones and dimension tables that will help
spot an aerial on a particular frequency. 63
pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND
AERIALS BP145
E. M. Noll
Simple and inexpensive aerials for the
broadcast bands from medium wave to
49m. Information is also given on band
details, directivity, time zones and
dimensions. 54 pages. E1.75

188 pages. E7.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL SET

CONSTRUCTION 8P92
F. A. Wilson

Especially written for those who wish to take
part in basic radio building. All the sets in the
book are old designs updated with modern
components. It is designed for all ages
upwards from the day when one can read
intelligently and handle simple tools. 72
pages. £1.75

188 pages. £7.50
W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK

160 pages. £3.00

INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY
BP198
H. C. Wright

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MATCHING

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
RADIO AMATEURS

BEGINNERS

DATA

REFERENCE
NEWNES AUDIO & HI -fl ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK

Vivian Capel
This is a concise collection of practical and
relevant data for anyone working on sound
systems. The topics covered include
microphones, gramophones, CDs to name a
few.
190 pages. Hardback f10.95
NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET
BOOK

This is an invaluable compendium of facts,
figures, circuits and data and is
indispensable to the designer, student,
service engineer and all those interested in
computer and microprocessor systems.
255 pages. Hardback £12.95
POWER SELECTOR GUIDE BP235
J. C. J. Van de Yen

This guide has the information on all kinds of
power devices in useful categories lather
than the usual alpha numeric sort) such as
voltage and power properties making
selection of replacements easier. 160 pages.
£4.95

NEWNES
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK

1st Edition

Keith Brindley
This fact -filled pocket
book will prove useful
for any electronics
engineer. Its
comprehensive
coverage includes
literally everything
from electronic
physics to
abbreviations,
information on integrated circuits,
applications, component data, circuits and
systems. In effect this book provides a very
useful portable electronics reference source.
305 pages £12.95

MAPS
RADIO AMATEUR'S MAP OF NORTH
AMERICA (USA)

Shows radio amateur prefix boundaries,
continental boundaries and zone boundaries.
760 x 636mm. £3.50

0TH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE

Traxel DK5PZ
Radio Map Service
This comprehensive map of the European
callsign area has now been updated and
enhanced. This well thought out, coloured
map covers from N. Africa to Iceland and

from Portugal in the west to Iran in the east.
Folds to fit into the 145 x 240mm clear
envelope.
1080 x 680mm. 0/S

UV
Next day delivery service for orders received a.m., providing the required books are in stock. To take advantage of
this be sure to enclose f3.75 P&P per order (no limit to number of books ordered). Service applies to UK mainland
customers only.
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RADIO AMATEUR'S PREFIX MAP OF THE
WORLD (USA)

Showing prefixes and countries, plus listings
by order of country and of prefix.
1014 x 711mm. £3.50

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART

This is a five -colour chart designed for the
use of ATC in monitoring transatlantic flights.
Supplied folded. 740x520mm. 5.50
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BARGAIN

"MOUNT
Kenwood

For Sale

TS711E,

all -mode

144MHz

485519.

Motorola HT800 transceiver, PMR, good
working order, £100 o n.o. Tel: Milton Keynes

Clwyd. Tel: (0978) 756330.

109081 566914 evenings.

d/band
mobile
45/35W
Alinco
DR590
144/430MHz, boxed, £425. Atari stfm 4Mb

Pacomm Tiny

Hires mono monitor, many extras, £225. Also

SW200A s.w.r./p.w.r. meter with heads for
144, 430 and 1296MHz, £100. Welz X5000

colour monitor for Atari, £100, all excellent
condition. Mike G7NCK, Liverpool. Tel: 051523 4140 anytime.

Attention Irish readers, AOR3000 scanner,
boxed and as new, £595, also PR02006
hyperscan with 100 memories, in mint
condition, £290. Sony 2001D shortwave
receiver, 225 in mint condition. EI3EVB,

satellite

2

Mkt! TNC,

£89.

modem, £105.

(Oscar)

Midlands 10902) 843447.

Eddystone receivers, ECIO (3), 730/4, S670A,

all in very nice order, Wanted for cash - 960,
EB35 plus £10 each offered for scrap
Eddystones for spares, collection possible.
Peter Lapin% Surrey. Tel: (0374) 128170 or
FAX: (0372) 454381 anytime!

5

Tynenydd

Cwmbran,

Gwent NP44

G3OPS, 1 King's Pond Bungalows, Off Ashdell
Road, Alton, Hants GU34 2TA.

Yaesu FRG8800, FRT7700, Morse decoder and
trainer, converter, 30MHz - 118-174, also

Information on Nombrex 41 r.f. sig. gee., also
info on LAS6350 T03 can I.C. All costs met.

power pack with Morse decoder, £500. To
collect. Mr R. Cole, 5 Tynenydd Court,
Pontnenydd, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 1LJ.

Dave Jones, 50 New Dock Street, Llanelli,

Yaesu FT -102 h.f. transceiver, all modes,
perfect condition, spares and handbooks,

Linear

Dyfed SA15 2MB.

p.s.k.-1

Kenwood

amplifier type F12025 for Yaesu
FT-290RII, fair price paid or will exchange

£450. G3FAU, OTHR. Tel: (0438) 352932.

new G4MH mini beam, new cost £160..

Paul G4XHF, Sussex. Tel:102931 515201 (home)
or 10622) 696437 (work).

Yaesu FT -102, a.m./f.m. module

Brand new Skip -tech 15-20amp p.s.u., £70,
carriage extra. Tel: Kettering (0536) 522007
any reasonable time.

Racal RA17L receiver with manual, 1-30MHz
in 30 bands, plus spectrum 144MHz converter
board, f150 o.n.o. Buyer colletcs. Tel:

Steve. Derbyshire. Tel: 10298) 72502.

Looking for T1154 19 set and r.f. amp p.s.u. for
19 sets, 1.v. supply for RI155, T1154 p.s.u. type

Yaesu FT -290R all -mode mobile c/w case

360, number 18,

Peterborough 107331380589.

strap, good condition, manual, £225 o.n.o.

fishpond Ind unit. Ken G3PSZ, 24 Station

ELH-230 1-3W and manual, £45 o.n.o. Yaesu

Road, Okehampton, Devon. Tel: 10837) 53021

f/glass collinear 144/430/1296MHz (new), £70.

Ireland. Tel: 051 71278.

Datong xl.f. converter with p.s.u., £40 o.n.o.
ERA BP34 audio filter, £70 o.n.o. All with
instructions, all excellent condition. Tel: West

interface made by Touchmaster in 1984. Also

source of C64 interface for RS232 and/or
Centronics from computer user part. Jack

Derbyshire. Tel:
(02461
between 9-5pm week days only.

410409

Advertisements from traders, or for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which
cannot be licensed in the UK, will not be accepted.
No responsibility will betaken for errors.

Court,
Pontnenydd,
ILJ. Tel (0633)

Cole,

G1OLT,

(0202)659910.

cassette), will accept f450. Collect from R. G.

transceiver with voice module and matching
SP430 speaker, mint, boxed, £650. Craig

Admirality list of radio signals, Vol 3, 1991,
list of ship stations, Vols t & 2, 1991. Racal
RA1218 manual, v.g.c., sell or exchange for
Morse keys and telegraphy apparatus. Wyn,

Adverts published on a first -come, first -served basis, all queries to Zoo Shortland on

c.w./s.s.b.

filters, good condition, £375 o.n.o. Yaesu FT 290 Mkll with FL2025 25W linear, £350 o.n.o.

YM-38 dynamic microphone, £15.50 o.n.o.

(06041754174.

Tel: 10492) 540251 evenings or (0492) 516812.

Sony s.w. portable radio, model no: CRF 320,
analogue tuning, reasonable price. Tel:

Tilt -over, winch up two section tower, 30ft

Joe, Berks. Tel: (03441890527.

Pre war or early post-war HMV/Marconi
combined radio and TV table model, any

Yaesu FT7-751GX h.f. transceiver, excellent
condition, ideal first rig, 100W output and

condition, by enthusiast, will collect. Usher,
85 Bromham Road, Bedford. Tel: 102341

general coverage receiver, complete with

354767

leads and manual, £550. GWOPRM, Clwyd.

Yupiteru

MVT-1100 hand-held
scanner,
530kHz-1650MHz, complete with manual,

Merseyside 051-468 3031.

high, poss. versatower, only, £180, will deliver.
G4NXW, Ashbourne. Tel: (0335) 345865.

charger, NiCads and accessories, little use,

Strumech P60 wanted, or consider other 60ft
wind up/tilt over. Graham GOSUB, OTHR. Tel:

FT -690R, £225. Nevada 50MHz 10W amp, £18.
£100.
R&N
144/50MHz
FRG7000
RX,
transceiver 25W, £190. R&N pre -amp, £20. IC 240 f.m., £80, most with manual, box, all

Trio TS -830S c.w. fitter. v.g.c., £550. Kenwood
TS-520SE c.w. filter, v.g.c., £275. ti -way
antenna switch, £20. TTL logic probe RS (423-

o.v.n.o., post extra. Mark Jeffs, Devon. Tel:

Prefer buyer to test and collect. Peter G4LWF,

10392)219741 day or 10884) 242636 evenings.

OTHR. Tel: 021-550 5759.

Kenwood R820 receiver, amateur bands and
five broadcast bands, excellent, £240 o.n.o.
Racal RA117 receiver, v.g.c., £140. RA98
independent sideband adapter, £50. B40

Two p.s.u.s. ITT Powerlas 5/12/15V, 2 chan
isolated series/parallel, need mains leads.

942), £15 Kanga frequency marker kit,

£8.

P&P. Tel: Hertford (09921581148.

(04531 757467 evenings or FAX:10453) 757414.
MVT-7100
multi -band
receiver
530kHz to 1650MHz. boxed, mains adapter,
manual,
car
charger strap, earpiece,
telescopic aerial, eight months warranty,
genuine reason forces reluctant sale, £295.

Yupiteru

Exchange

Tel: Blackpool (0253) 352060 after 6pm.

receiver, £40 or

all

above items for

£430

Kenwood

TH-78E,

handie

dual -band,

excellent condition, little used, £300. Peter
GOOJX, Exeter. Tel: 103921469355.

Kenwood

TM702E

f.m.

25W

Ex -Govt

(private

purchase

and

sale),

each 1£70 pi.). Nigel, Weymouth. Tel: 103051
789770 evenings.

manuals for HF150, 100 miles radius, Tel:

Panasonic printer,

RTTY

terminal,

Herts (0442) 833948.

Kenwood TS-520SE s.s.b. transceiver with
manual. boxed, excellent condition, swap for
Apple Mac Classic II computer. Tel: London

Wanted
Eddystone items, anything considered, scrap
sets, £10 each offered, plus post. In particular

(02561 766558.

EC1O, 960, EB35, 358X etc. Please contact me

081-560- 8195.

at any time. Peter Lepino, Surrey. Tel: (03741

dual -band

£549, sell, £400. Yaesu FT -101Z analogue 1.828MHz, £285. Diamond V-2000 tri-band

condition, £230 o.n.o. Tel: Berks (03441 886711.

vertical 2/70/6 nearly new, cost, £129, sell,

Yaesu FRG8800 with converter, coverage
50kHz to 174MHz, also FRT a.t.u. 7700 with
Morse decoder and Morse tutor and Lowe's
amateur radio las new £19.95 video

Pr

stand.

or swap, w.h.y.? Tel: Herts (04621441867.

Yaesu FRG -100, mint condition, have new
transceiver with full h.f. coverage, so must
go!, £420 o.n.o. Malcom Porter, Hants. Tel:
Yaesu FRG -7700, 0.1-30MHz receiver, good

disabled.

BBC -B with interword disc drive monitor,
Zenith Trans -Oceanic world radio, £65 o.n.o.

replacing to suit specific applications, £40

144/430MHz mobile, few weeks old. cost,

£55, buyer collects. Brian, Bucks. Tel: 10494)
890372 after I lam, allow 2-3 mins as

sets. TRI196 and

Radio Pye international RX 11 wave -band, 9
valves, good working order, very clean inside
and
outside, a good collectors item,
dimensions 23in long, 17in high, 10in depth,
weight approx 30Ibs, 50 years old, polished
cabinet. Mr L. R. Leeson, 37 Montague
Crescent, Ryehill, Northampton NN5 7RH. Tel:

£350

e.v.n.o. Tel: Derby (03321372696.

22, 62

128170 or FAX: 103721454381.

Howes bandwidth al filter. reasonable
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PRACTICAL WIRELES 1 YEAR

CI S45' (USA)

Tidy Up That Pile Of Practical

Please start my subscription with
the
issue.

U £25.00 'Europe)
0 £27.00 (Rest of World)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR.

Wireless Magazines With The

£39.00 (UK) J £42.00 (Europe) _) £45.00 (Rest of World) J S75* (USA)
"S cheques only please.

Help Of This Month's Subscriber's

SUBS CLUB OFFER
J Please send me
PW Binder(s) @ £5.50 inc. P&P for one,
£6.50 inc. P&P for two or more (UK and overseas).

Club Offer.

My Subscriber Number is
BINDERS
J Please send me
PWBinder(s) @ £5.50 each.
Postal charges.
£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).
BOOKS
0 Please send me the following book/s,

Are you fed -up

with not being

able to lay your
hands on that
useful item you

know was

published in one of those Practical Wireless Magazines
laying in that pile on the floor? Well we've come up with
yet another useful offer for Subscribers' Club Members

£
Postal charges.
UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more.
Overseas: £1.75 for one, £3.50 for two or more.

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received a.m.) £3.75

GRAND TOTAL
PAYMENT DETAILS

this month, in the form of the Practical Wireless binders.

Name

The Practical Wireless binders are covered in blue
plastics with the PW logo in silver. They provide the

Address

ideal way of keeping your favourite radio magazines in a
well organised and tidy condition.

Postcode

Telephone No.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

The binders normally sell for £5.50 each plus
£1 P&P for one, £2 for two or more, but
Practical Wireless Subscribers' Club Members
can get theirs for £4.50 plus £1 P&P for one,
£2 for two or more (UK and overseas).

$
Or

Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of

$
Card No.

Valid from
Signature

Offer open until 10 March 1994 (UK), 14 April
1994 (overseas).
Practical Wireless, March 1994

to
Tel.

Books are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at
time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950
65

Classified Ads
To advertise on this page see booking form below.

Educational
COURSE FOR CITY AND GUILDS Radio Amateurs
Examination. Pass this important examination and obtain
your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. For details
of this and other courses (GCSE, career and professional
examinations, etc) write or phone -THE RAPID RESULTS
COLLEGE, DEPT JX110, Tuition House, London SW19
4DS.

Tel:

081-947 7272 (9am-Spm) or use our 24hr

Recordacall service 081-946 1102 quoting JX110.

HEATHKIT EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS/UK

DISTRIBUTOR Spares and Service Centre. Cedar Electronics.
Road, Winchcombe.
12 Isbourne Way, Broadway
Cheltenham. Glos. GL54 5NS. Tel: (0242) 602402.

Computer
Software & Hardware
ULTIMATE MORSE TUTOR for PC's and ATARI £30.00.
Interface cable supplied. Free demo, PLEASE state
computer type and disk size.

BOSCAD

Ltd,

Aytoun

Grove, Baldridgeburn,
Dunfermline, FIFE KY12 9TA. Tel: 0383 729584, evenings.
16

PC/IBM Radio Shareware, definitely the best value
package available, 12 compressed discs crammed with

quality programmes! Only £19.95. Telephone (0489)

Whilst prices of goods shown in
advertisements are correct at the time of

going to press, readers are advised to
check both prices and availability of
goods with the advertiser before ordering
from non -current issues of the magazine.

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale

obtained from abroad or from unauthorised
sources. Practical Wireless advises readers
contemplating mail order to enquire whether
the products are suitable for use in the UK and
have full after -sales back-up available.

The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to
point out that it is the responsibility of readers
to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items
offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine.

782110 24 (hrs) for brochure.

PC-RFI Shareware/P.D. - RTTY, Oscilo, Spec/Analyser,
C.W. - Tx/Rx, SSTV, Paket, Logs, RF - toolbox + more
£2.50 per disk. Mail order only. Doug Hambly, 147

Receivers

Petherton Rd, London N5 2RS. Send for free catalogue.

Wanted
WANTED FOR CASH Valve communication receivers
and domestic valve radios (working or not). Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and obsolete

ULTIMATE MORSE TUTOR for PC's and ATARI E30
from BOSCAD Ltd, 16 Aytoun Grove, Baldridgeburn,
Dunfermline, Fife KY12 9TA or Tel: 0383 729584,
evenings for detailed information.

Service Sheets

FY1 2EU. Tel: (0253) 751858 or (0253) 302979.

wood, Cheshire. WA5 4MZ. Tel: (0925) 226605. After 6pm.

ANY INFO Circuits on the Heathkit 20 metre SSB
single bander. Will pay for any copying and postage.

B.F.O. KITS Resolves single side -band on almost any
radio, £16.49. H. CORRIGAN, 7 York Street, Ayr KA8 8AR.

NPR934 CB TX/FIX with Antennas around £100. Tel.
0283 512797 6pm-8pm Burton on Trent.

test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and audio components
and accessories. Pre -1975 wireless and TV books and
magazines. Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be
unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,

C.R.T. 95474 Price etc. Hamblett. 1 Eastwood, Burton -

in

advertisements in this magazine may have been

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210, HRO, f5
each. Cirkits only. 150 pence, plus S.A.E., lists thousands.

TRANSCEIVER PRC 318 HF, AM, CW 4 watts output
with Speaker/Mic and Manual 0110. Megger Crank
Handle type 500V C45. AVO Minor £22. Laser Tubes
2mw output £25. All prices include P&P. Send large
S.A.E. for list. C.P. Surplus 56A Worcester Street,
Wolverhampton WV2 4LL

Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford Essex IGI 3EB. Phone:
081 554 6631

Miscellaneous

Tel, 031 440 4306 after 6pm.

WANTED, VALVES GZ34, KT66, K688, PX4, PX25 and

all West European/USA manufactured audio valves.
Please post list of what you have available for prompt
reply. We also wholesale audio tubes, valves and CRTs.
Minimum order £100. Billington Export, 1E Gillmans Ind
Est, Billingshurst RH14 9EZ. Phone: 0403 784961 Fax :
0403 783519. Callers strictly by appointment only please.

WANTED Tube tester new plus manual. Please state
price to: CT1ADK P.O. Box 76, 2711 Sintra, Portugal.

Transceivers
BUDGET 2M FM RIGS WITH CONVERSION DATA:
PYE CAMBRIDGE FM108 boot unit only: V. PYE
WESTMINSTER LW15FM boot unit only: £15. UK
mainland carriage DB any quantity. VAT inclusive.

For Sale
VALVES GALORE Most valves available from stock.
Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send SAE stating
requirements or telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool

DIY Inexpensive radio projects. Easy to make, SAE,
RYLANDS, 39 Parkside Avenue, Southampton S01 9AF.

SELF -SEAL POLYTHENE BAGS with write -on panel.
3',4" x eh" £1.60. 4" x 5;6" £1.90. 5" x
£2.30.
6" x 9" £2.95. 8" x 11" £4.15. Price per 100. Post paid.
S.A.E. for list. C Hill 872 Oldham Road, Thornham,
Rochdale OL11 2BN.

FY1 2EU. Tel: 10253) 751858 or (0253) 302979.

VINTAGE SERVICE DATA For all you requirements on
valve and early transistor - contact "Savoy Hill
Publications", Warrens View, Wrington Hill, Wrington,
Bristol BS18 7PR. Tel. 0934 863491.

TEKTRONIX 575 TRANSISTOR CURVE TRACER 549
storage scope with manual, neither working. Job lot £165.
Dymar 1785 Modulation meter f185. Tel. 0983 754546.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS Ex -mil. Sell as one lot.
Trade only. Crostrading 0487 740063.

Callers welcome (phone first). GAREX ELECTRONICS

NEWNES RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING 26

STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT T010 9AL 0364 72770

volumes. Pre 1955 to 1979. Offers 0252 878125.

PC TECHNICAL SHAREWARE
Would 'on Ilke to we the best range of low cost lesholvd and scientific
public domain and shareware fur IBM PC In the UK?

HUGE RANGE includes:- PACKET. FAX, RX/TX control. PCB
design, Circuit and ANTENNA analysis. OSO logging, CAD
ELECTRONIC AND MECTI engineering. SCIENTIFIC. MATHS
AND STATS, MEDICAL PROGRAMMING. SOURCE CODE,
DATA. EDUCATION, WINDOWS, BUSINESS and lots more.
WON phone or Inn today for your free 124 page printed catalogue.

=The Public Domain Salmon. Library
Winseornbe House, Beacon Road

Cm.b..084. Susses TN6 I UL
Tel 9892 663298. Far 0892 667473

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per
single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to the PW
Publishing. Treasury notes should always be sent by registered post Advertisements, together with remittance should be sent to the Classified
Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (0202) 659920, Fax: (0202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
will insert it in the next available issue of PW) for

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

(42p per word,

12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).
Name -

Address

Telephone No
Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate

11

Category heading:
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IS YOUR CLUB
PLANNING OR HOLDING
AN EVENT OR RALLY?

CLASSIFIED ADS

S(0202)659920
to find out the
This page is seen by thousands,
be sure they see you.

Ailsa

on 0202

available for

RADIO CLUBS

659920

SUREDATA

paC

SPECIAL ADVERTISING RATES

AMSTRAD REPAIRS AND SECOND USER SALES

relzFax 081-9025218
OFFICE & AFTER HOURS
Tel/Fax: 081 905 7488

izmicrc.-r-rs LOCK .s.cs

have a pile of PC1512/1640 bits and pieces as well as working hard drives, controllers.
am bringing to the show to make space for more
keyboards and monitors which
I

I

up-to-date gear in the workshop. To clear at bargain prices.

UPGRADES: Phone for a price on upgrading your 286/386 machine or talk to me
73's John G3TLU

at the show.

UNIT 5, STANLEY HOUSE, STANLEY AVENUE. WEMBLEY. MIDDX HAD 4JB

THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR APT, HRPT, ETC.
INNOVATIONS, CONSTRUCTION, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE

BMK-MULTY

8 -module program for IBM PC £120

Amtor CW FAX Logger PacTor
RTTY SSTV Tuner
Any subset available. Individual modules from £15
GROSVENOR SOFTWARE
4 -module program for Atari ST - £50
(G4BMK) (PW)
Matching built BART G modem £59 + £2 UK p&p
2 Beacon Close, Seaford.
State callsign, disk size and 8 or 25 -way RS232 port
E. Sussex, 8525 2JZ.
Add £3 p&p (Europe) or £8 (elsewhere)
Tel: 0323 893378

Advanced HF Digital
Communications

MORSE TUTOR KIT £29.95

REMOTE For All

MTR1 - MORSE TUTOR WITH REPLAY (caseless)

GROUP tio

For a Free Information Pack and Membership details send a

MDD1 Morse Display and Dictionary add-on kit £34.95
Brian Jordan. 42 Ben Nevis Road, Birkenhead, L42 6QY

PUBLISHED QUARTERLY

P.O. Box 142, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, WD3 4RQ, England

IMAGING WEATHER SATELLITE
Enthusiasts

JOURNAL large SAE to the Membership Secretary, Ray Godden, RitSub,

* * * See review in PW June 93 '
Tel/Fax: 051 643 8506. Callers by appointment please.

Practical Wireless PCB Service
Enquiries, orders and remittances should be sent to:

Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326, marking your envelope PW
PCB Service. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Badger Boards. When ordering please state the article title as well
as the board number. Please print your name and address clearly in block capitals and do not enclose any other correspondence
with your order.
We have talked to Badger Boards about the club and group discount on orders, and they are happy to continue this service. Club
secretaries and group leaders should contact Badger Boards direct for the new discount rates.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Board
WR315
WR314
WR313
WR312
WR311
WR310
WR309
WR308

Article (Project) Title
PW Bourbon 3.5MHz TX
UHF Pre -Amplifier
10MHz Transmitter

Receive/Mixer (Getting Started)
Oscillator BFO (Getting Started)
1.2GHz Pre -scaler
Volt Reg/Divide by 100

WR307

TTL 1MHz Oscillator (Getting Started)
Crystal Checker (Getting Started)

SET

WR363/304/305/306

SET

Inductance Bridge
GDO (Getting Started)
Challenger Receiver
OSCAMP Oscillator
OSCAMP Amplifier
Multivibrator (Getting Started)
Additional Beaver boards
WR295/296 PW Beaver

SET
SET
SET

WR292/293/294 Chatterbox
WR290/291 Robin freq. Counter
WR292/293/294 Chatterbox

WR289
WR288

Meon-4 (Control)
Morse Master

WR302
WR301
WR330a
WR300
WR299

WR297/298

Issue
Aug 93
Dec 92
Nov 92
Nov 92
Sept 92
Aug 92
Aug 92
July 92
June 92
Apr 92

Apr 92
Feb 92

Mar 92
Feb 92

Jan 92
Oct 91
Aug 91
Aug 91
Aug 91
Jul 91
Jun 91

WR286
WR287
WR255
WR285
WR284
WR283
WR282
WR281

Meon-4 (RE PA)

SET

WR263/264 +WR276-80

WR272
WR275
WR273
WR274
WR271
WR270
WR269
WR268
WR264
WR263
WR267
WR266
WR265
WR199
WR161

Morse (Speedbrush)
Meon-4
Scope Probe PSU
Scope Probe
Sudden Receiver
Repeater Toneburst
High Voltage PSU

Marland Transmitter
NiCad Recycler
Low Voltage Alarm
Valve PSU

RX Attenuator
Product Detector
Badger Cub
Glynme
Irwell (RF PA)

Irwell (Relay)
Irwell (VFO)
PW 49'er
Tuned Active Antenna
Tuned Active Antenna (PSU)
Meon 50MHz Transverter
Marchwood 12V 30A PSU

Jun 91
May 91
May 91
Apr 91
Apr 91
Mar 91
Feb 91

Jan 91
Jul 90
Sep 90

Jun 90
Jun 90
May 90
May 90
Apr 90
Apr 90
Feb 90
Feb 90
Feb 90

Jan 90
Jan 90
Jan 90
Jan 90
Oct 85

Jul 83

Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, B78 4JF

Tel: 021 353 9326
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YOUR LOCAL DEALERS
WEST SUSSEX

'4n,:'RDER

BREDHURST
ELECTRONICS LTD.
High SI.. Handcross, West Sussex
Tel: (0444) 400786
Fax: (0444) 400604
Situated at the Southern end of M23
Easy access to M25 and
YAESU
South London
Open Mon -Fri 9am-5pm
ICOM
Sat 9.30am-4.30pm
-'

HERNE BAY
O

ICOM

ICOM (UK) LIMITED
The Official Icom Importer
Unit 8, Sea Street
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD
Tel: 0227 741741
Fax: 0227 741742
Open Tuesday -Friday 9-17.30, Saturday 9.17.00

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Photo -Acoustics Ltd.
Approved Kenwood, Yaesu and
Icom dealer (part exchange
always welcome)
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire MK16 8A0
Tel: 0908 610625
IMon-Fri 9.30-5.30, Sat 9.30-4.30)

CORNWALL

SOUTHAMPTON

PORTSMOUTH

South Midlands
Communications
Official Yaesu Importer

LONDON

vtiocrIN LYNCH

Nevada

Communications
Visit our showrooms for loom. Kenwood, amateur
radio products and a large range of scanning
receivers. New and part exchange welcome

S.M. House, School Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,
Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY.

Tel

KENT

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

KANCA PRODUCTS
TRANSMITTERS & TEST GEAR,

Send an A5 SAE for a free copy
of our catalogue

SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE FOR INFORMATION
OR £2.99 FOR CATALOGUE

TRADE

MANUFACTURERS/IMPORTERS OF
ALL MOONRAKER PRODUCTS

NpNiggrCi

MADE EntOutRIES WELCOME
re OomliAKER (UK) LTD, UNIT 12,
CRANF ILL!) ROAD UNITS. CRANFTELD ROAD,
wOBURN SANDS. BUCKS 14(17 SOFI

TEL R908)281705 FAX (OM) 281706

DEVON

Reg. Ward & Co. Ltd
The South -West's largest amateur radio
stockist. Approved dealer for Kenwood.
Yaesu and Icom

A variety of kits for RECEIVERS,

Open. Tues-Fri 9.5. Sat 9-4

C. B.RETAIL
RADIO

Fax

081 566 1207

For QRI' kits

Fax No. (0592) 610451

A good stock of new and secondhand
equipment always in stock

081 566 1120

El=

SCOTLAND

KENW000, YAW & ICOM APPROVED KAM

140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

189 London Road,
North End, Portsmouth,
Hants, P02 9AE
Tel: 0705 662145

Tel: 0703 255111

20 Woodside Way, Glenrolhes, File KY7 50F
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)

GUMS

For all your amateur radio needs

1 Western Parade,
West Street, Axminster,
Devon, EX13 5NY
Tel: 0297 34918

Seayiew House, Crete Road East. Folkestone, CT18 TEC
Tel/Fax 0303 891106

(Closed 1.00-2 00 and all day Monday)

0900 - 1903 Only

AVON/SOMERSET

YORKSHIRE

7C OM

COMMUNICATIONS

Kenwood

Alan Hooker

We stock all makes of equipment
for the Amateur and Listener.
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

Radio Communications
42, Netherhall Road, Doncaster
Tel: 0302 325690

Unit 6 Worle Industrial Centre.
Coker Road, Worle
Western -Super -Mare, BS22 OBX
Tel: (0934) 512757 (0850) 707257
Fax: (0934) 512757

Open Mon -Sat 10-5pm
Closed Thursdays

2480 days a week

SKYWAVE
RADIO AMATEUR AND MARINE
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
ICOM, YAESU, NAVICO,

SCOTLAND/IRELAND

RING LYNN ON THE
ADVERTISING HOTLINE

JAYBEAM, etc.

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND
Masts from 25ft - 40ft
Adapt -A -Mast
PRICES FROM

(0202) 659920

47 Trevarthian Road, St. Austell
Cornwall PL25 48T
Tel: 0726 70220

YAESIJ

QSL

£150 (Inc VAT) - £521.75 (Inc VAT)

(0505) 503824
81 Mains Road, Beith, Ayrshire. KA15 2HT

ULSTER AERIALS (0247) 873670

Index to Advertisers
3TH

23

Grosvenor Software

AA & A

53

Haydon Comms

Aerial Techniques

53

Icom

AH Supplies

48

J & P Electronics

Altron Comms

41

J Birkett

ARC Ltd

6

Jaytee Electronics

67

Quartslab

48

2

RAS Notts

53

Cover iii

Reg Ward

39

48

Remote Imaging Group

67

53

RSGB

58

6

Siskin

41

Brian Jordan

67

Kenwood

Chevet Books

42

Lake Electronics

42

Specialist Antenna Systems

41

Langrex Supplies

42

Spectrum Comms

42

33

SRP Trading

53

Suredata

67

31

Telford Electronics

24

8

Walford Electronics

23

Cirkit

2

CM Howes

23

London Amateur Radio Show

Coastal Comms

24

Maplin Electronics

Colomor Electronics

23

Martin Lynch

Electrovalue

6

Mauritron

G3RCQ Electronics

42

Northern ARS

Gotechnic

42

Photo Acoustics
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FL -11
IC-2iE
IC-2SRE
IC-P2E
IC-P2ET

IC-2GA
IC-2GAT
IC-4iE
IC-4SRE

IC-P4E

2m FM Handheld
2m FM Handheld, Wide -band Rx
2m FM Handheld
2m FM Keypad Handheld
2m FM Handheld
2m FM Keypad Handheld
70cm FM Handheld
70cm FM Handheld, Wide -band Rx
70cm FM Handheld

£229
£369
£229
£239
£249
£269
£239
£389
£249

IC -POET

70cm FM Handheld, Keypad
Multiband FM Mobile

IC -901E
IC -S92

SSB Unit for IC -901E

IC -R91

Wideband Rx Unit for IC -901E

IC -2410E
IC -970H

2m/70cm Dual -band FM Mobile

IC -R96

IC-UX97
IC-X2E

£269
£659
£219
£219
£549
£2099
£259
£629
£459

Multiband VHF/UHF Base -station
Wideband Rx Unit for IC -970H
23cm Band Unit for IC -970H

70/23cm Dual -band Handheld

ICOM is proud to provide the latest in advanced technology year atter year. As new products are introduced older
products are taken out of production and offered to you at great reductions, we suggest you take advantage of
today's technology now!
^-
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25watt 4m mobile - complete coverage of 4
metres with 39 x 12.5kHz spaced channels
CTCSS can be fitted and
and automatic scanning
programmed for an
function. Complete with
extra £18. The U101
handmic and mobile
comes complete
mount for only
with handmic
and mobile
mount for
only

15watt 70cm mobile programmed with 12
channels of your choice before despatch.
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ALL ---PRODUCTS SHOWN IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT CARRY
THE FULL ICOM 2 -YEAR WARRANTY COVERING SPARES

AND SERVICE TO GIVE YOU PEACE OF MIND.

Transceivers Receivers and Scanners Data Communications ATU's
and Accessories Special Offers Antennae Books Directories Connectors
Adaptors Cables Tested Second-hand Equipment--

0

BIRMINGHAM: (.11.)

63 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury

'Chat

ORDON & JOH
st !Midlands 869 4RJ.

Tel: 021 552 0073 Fax: 021 552 0051.
0
i-A-ii VISA
0
- PAUL - 11 Watford Way, Hendon,
ICOM
W4 3JL. Tel: 081 202 0073 Fax: 081 202 8873
Sea Street, Herne Bay,
HERNE BAY: - CHRIS- Unit 8, Herne Bay West Industrial Estate,
,
el: 0227 741555 Fax: 0227 741742.
-:00 & Saturdays: 09:00-16:00.
OPENING TIME
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Over 700 colour packed pages with hundreds
of brand New Products at Super Low Prices,
on sale from 3rd September, onl £2.95.
e`P
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Available from all branches of WHSMITH, selected branches of
RsiticcILL in Scotland ONLY, and Maplin stores nationwide.
The Maplin Electronics 1994 Catalogue - UNIQUELY DIFFERENT!
Southern Africa Customers please contact Maplin (South Africa) Tel: (024) 51-5124

